
Patent Policy
Government, Academic,
and Industry Concepts

Although patent policies
control the use of patents,
they are not seen as a hinder
ance. Rather, the development
of these policies has promoted
the transfer of technology,
enhanced rewards to owners
and to inventors, and mini
mized undesirable financial
excesses.

These 13 chapters present
historical insights along with
an overview of the success of
existing policies in providing
a way to reward all of the
parties at interest while safe
guarding the public. Specific
questions and answers con
cerninggovernment, academic,
and industry concepts are pre
sented as well as approaches
which may enhance the use
fulness of the patent system
in the future.

Specific government patent
policy topics include its devel
opment and present status, its
tie in the administration, its
connection with the Thorton
Bill, and its impact in research
and development contracts.
Areas that are covered in de
tail are technology transfer,
economic benefits for minor
ity-run universities, educa
tional and nonprofit scientific
institutions, and the patent
policy of the University of
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FOREWORD
The ACS SYMPOSIUM SERIES was founded in 1974 to provide

il.m"ilivm.. fg! .PVgli~lji,?.g~)'ll}pgsi~gVj"~IY.i.'? ..ggg~ ..fg~,Ik,,
format of the Series parallels that of the continuing ADVANCES
IN CHEMISTRY SERIES except that in order to save time the
papers are not typeset but are reproduced as they are sub
mitted by the authors in camera-ready form. Papers are re
viewed under the supervision of the Editors with the assistance
of the Series Advisory Board and are selected to maintain the
integrity of the symposia; however, verbatim reproductions of
previously published papers are not accepted. Both reviews
and reports of research are acceptable since symposia may
embrace both types of presentation.
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The u.s. Constitution provided for the prompt establishment by Con-
gress of a method for the protection of intellectnal property. Through

appropriate legislation, an early session of Congress satisfied this consti
tutional mandate, in part, by setting up a patent system to encourage the
disclosure of inventions. Since its inception, the patent system has been
a major support for the development of our economic system to its present
strength.

Patents are property. They are tangible forms of intellectual ideas
and concepts that can be bought, sold, leased, and, most important of
all, used. Yet patents can be extremely valuable or completely worthless.
They can be ahead of their time or obsolete before issuance, They can
enhance competition or protect monopoly. They can produce financial
return or plunge one into bankruptcy. They can improve the quality of
life or produce harmful public effects.

Whether patents are beneficial or harmful depends on how they are
used. The founding fathers of this country assumed patents would be
used to benefit the populace. But human beings being human, sometimes
patents have been used in a harmful fashion, thus giving rise to all sorts
of counterproductive and usually inhibitory regulations and legislation.

To control the use of patents, a variety of patent policies has been
devised in the 200-year life of this country. These policies have been
developed to meet special situations; to achieve specific ends; to reflect
different uses, goals, and objectives; to control financial excesses; to .
enhance rewards to patent owners and inventors; and to promote rapid
and efficient technology transfer for public benefit.

In a broad sense, the subject-patent policy-is complicated, com
plex, and difficult to comprehend. This symposium was conceived to
focus on various facets of different kinds of patent policies by providing
historical insight into and tracing the evolution of a fairly broad spectrum
of existing policies. Just how the present policies are working in meeting
their goals-what is good and what is bad about them-is discussed by
some authors. Other authors predict the future and discuss beneficial
and constructive approaches which might be expected to enhance the
usefulness of the patent system.

To obtain some semblance of logic and order for the symposium and
to provide a measure of coherence in discussing patent policies, the sub
ject is divided into three sections-those policies. prevalent in govern
ment, those in the academic milieu, and those in industry. Each of these

vii



spheres of activity has major differences in goals and objectives, in per
ceptions of the patent system, and in the means available for the use of
patents.

Patent Policies in Government

For over 30 years Federal Government agencies have been operating
under vastly different policies depending on the mission of the granting
or contracting agency, on whether the agency policy is statutory or ad
ministrative, and on the administrative procedures developed for the
efficient operation of the agency. Atte~pts have been made practically
continuously over the past quarter century to devise a uniform Govern
ment patent policy. In the past 10 years these attempts have been vigor
ous and. concentrated .and have culminated in the .introduction "into the
House of Representatives early in 1977 of a bill designed to bring order
out of chaos. But this bill has encountered some strong opposition from
congressional and other sources and was still pending at the time this
symposium was held.

The first paper on government patent policy traces the historical
development of the various presently used policies and gives insight into
the philosophy guiding the use of patents by both mission-oriented and
non-mission-oriented granting and contracting agencies. The rationale
behind the Institutional Patent Agreements used by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the National Science Foundation
is discussed in the second paper. The remaining two papers provide
in-depth analyses of the provisions in the previously mentioned Thorton
Teague bill which sets forth a proposed uniform government patent
policy.

Patent Policies in Universities

Universities view patents quite differently from either industry or
government. Faculty inventors are generalIy working on the scientific
forefront and are interested in finding new ideas and concepts which
then are published. Patents are of secondary importance, if considered
at alI. In addition, universities have no facilities, nor do they intend to
develop them for manufacturing and marketing products. Since practi
cally all university-held patents are licensed to third parties, patent poli-

"cie,s"in",Jlniversjties",are"JIJlite <li!ferentin lllally.,re§Pe£t§fr9!ll..cither.flf.the

The first two papers on university patent policies discuss their effec
tiveness in the development and administration of inventions arising at
the University of Wisconsin and the University of California. Both insti
tutions have been highly successful in bringing academic research results
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to the. marketplace. The third paper suggests that the use of effective
patent policies 'can assist predominantly black institutions of higher edu-
cation by providing. financial. support for research. to .co"!p!~m!!!lLt\l,,g;.•.....•••=~~

~"~""'retical=st~dieS;:~iis~·e~~rrciif[:tlf:e~i)(Iuc~~!'IJ:·~XIlel'!~!ist ..J2:r:.:§ivCi©i;:tI::.
Based on the expefiencesof "nonprofif lllvention assj~tance organization,
the fourth paper lists the basic provisions that a university patent policy
should contain.

Patent Policies in Industry

Patents are very valuable in industry, particularly the chemical indus
try, since they furnish the basis for new, profitable ventures and for the
enhancement and protection of existiog products, processes, and markets.
It is interestiog to note, however, that the use of patents and conse
quently the governing patent policies vary Widely from industry to indus
try and from company to coinpany. The papers from industry present
four appreciably different approaches to the use of patents and suggest
a method for improving the drafting of patent applications and their
subsequent prosecution.

Two papers discuss the historical evolution and the present-day
approach to the use of patents in specific companies: Gould, Inc. in the
battery industry and Ford Motor Co. in the automobile industry. A
broad overview of the patent policies used generally by a whole' indus
try is the subject of two papers. The industries discussed are petroleum
and pharmaceutical. The fifth paper makes a persuasive case for the use
of patent liaison personnel to bridge the oft-occurring communication
gap between the technical professional and the patent attorney.

Questions and Answers

Each session of the symposium was terminated by a question and
answer period. These discussions were tape-recorded, edited, and are
included at the ends of each section.
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Federal PatentPi:iliCi Its DeveIopirieiJ.t and Preseni:~

Status

JAMES E. DENNY

Assistant General Counsel for Patents, Department of Energy, Washington, DC 20545

Government Patent policy concerns the allocation of rights
to inventions which have been either conceived or first actually
redticed~t6~practiceUrider'G6vernmerit~sporis6redresearchand de
velopment contracts or grants. The basic issue is whether the
Government should acquire title (or exclusive rights) to the
inventions resulting from Government-sponsored R&D work, common~

ly referred to as the lItitle policy," or allow the contractor to
retain such rights with the Government acquiring merely a royalty~

free license for Governmental purposes, commonly referred to as
the "license policy." This bas remained one of the oldest, most
studied, debated, and unresolved policy issues in the Federal
Government, having been under consideration by congress, the
Executive Branch, and the public for over 30 years. More speci
fically, over the last fifteen years there have been:

more than 30 Congressional reports and studies;
at least three study groups appointed by the Executive
Branch of the Government;
a Congressional commission which considered thi~ subject
as one of their topics relating to procurement; and
14 Congressional hearings, the latest being hearings held
:Cy Congressman Ray Thornton of the House Cormnittee on
Science and Technology in September 1976 and by Senator
Gaylord Nelson of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business in December of 1977.

Prior to World War II, there was little interest in Govern
ment patent policy issue since most Government-sponsored research
and development (R & D) was performed by Government employees in
Government laboratories. Where R&D was contracted for, no es
tablished uniform patent policy was used by the Government agen
cies. During and after the war, with the continuing increase in
Government-supported R&D being contracteq to industry and uni
versities, the agencies began to develop individual patent poli
cies. Some agencies, notably those within the Department of De
fense, developed a policy of acquiring a royalty-free license to
resulting inventions for Governmental purposes, leaving the con-

3
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4 PATENT POLICY

tractor with title--or what might otherwise be described as ex
clusive commercial rights. Other agencies, primarily those more
oriented toward conducting research of interest to the public
sector of our economy, such as the Departments of Agriculture
and Interior, acquired title to ~esulting inventions. Some agen
cies simply ignored the existence of the issue, which had the ef
fect of permitting the contractor to retain all rights to inven
tions with the Government obtaining a license or no rights at all.

The Issue Debated

Most arguments, positions and proposed solutions surrounding
this issue initially took the form of either one extreme or the
other--that the Government should always acquire title to result
ing inventions, or should always acquire only a license for Gov
exnmenti.vuee, The -title" 'policy::and,,-the.,;:Licens8.policy."advo_cates
became entrenched early, with each side marshalling major studies
to bolster its position. On the side supporting the license pol
icy, there was the National Patent Planning Commission report (!.).
The Commission, created by President FranklinD. Roosevelt at the
end of 1941, was to investigatepaten~abuses spotlighted by the
Temporary National Economic committee (2). The Commission recom
mended that the Government should not normally assert full owner
ship of patents, except in the public health or safety field.
The Commission urged that patents should be avilable on an exclu
sive,basis, as "It often happens, •••particu1arly in new fields,
that what is available for exploitation by everyone is undertaken
by no one " (3).

The titie policy advocates found support in the u. S. Attor
ney General's Report on Government Patent Practices and Policies
(4). The report urged the establishment of 'a Government Patents
Administrator to administer a uniform patent policy. The basic
pblicyrecommended was that all Government contracts for research
and development should contain a requirement that the Government
be entitled to all rights to inventions produced in the perfor
mance of the contract.

However, this report did recognize a need for exceptions in
certain situations. Specifically, if the contractor prior to
the contract had already made a substantial independent contribu
tion and other qualified organizations were unavailable, or in
the case of cooperative research projects, exceptions could be
made. In such cases the contractor should grant the United States
a nonexclusive royalty-free license to make, have made, use and
dispose of any invention. In addition, the contractor was to
agree to make adequate commercial use of these inventions within

""ii'''(l'esi'gii'a1:e'd-'-'perIod:;''''''Or'';'''''if''-''s\i'ali·'·Use~"w'a"s'·h6E'·-h'e'ifig,""'-ffiad'e';"'--t(r":ri-~'

":c:"~-""-"-,:'''-''''~'*''~cense'';-'~aTr'''apprfc'antEr'''-a't0'a~0re'aso''iiaJ51e'~"royarfy':"""'"TnEr"c~ref)6'r'e""arso"";""""""'""-"~~'~:'"'~

recommended royalty-free licensing or dedication of all Govern
ment-owned patents.

With these reports-and positions, the debates began. The
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title advocates supported their position withthe:argument'that
resulting inventions were no -different from the end product which
was produced under the research contract, i.e., the Government

:'!::"':::"X::"""'paid"':;:for:::::the:;:;:'ifivefit''i'on:~'''jl:i'st'';''as"''''i'1:'~paid"::Cf6f;"'i:heO;-~'e'ffa'';~r-efstil~",e'ThEE,?:=,~~~rs:c:cT--"":C:'

W' '~Government"""shou-ld--'OWll."it,,'-\'for·'to~'do'-otherwise'"wou:ld"'-he'"'to'''--'give"''''W''
away Goverhrnent propoerty.

The license advocates contended that the Government did not
contract for the making of inventions but rather for R&D work
performed in a particular technological area, or for specific hard
ware. The contractor was paid for the work whether or not an in
vention was made. If inventions did result, they were incidental
to the performance of the contract. Further, it was argued that
the Government does not totally pay for the R&D involved, since
the contractor was selected to perform the research program be~

cause of his substantial amount of background knowledge, know~how

and expertise, as well as having made substantial investment in
the form of facilities and trained personnel.

It was also asserted that 'the license policy waS 'the most
effective policy since it provided the maximum use of- the patent
incentive and induced prospective contractors to bring their
background knowledge and commercial experience to bear on Govern~

ment tasks, thereby tending to reduce the cost of Government re
search. With a title policy, it was argued, the most competent
contractors would refuse to perform R & Dwork for the Government,
or even worse, if they did perform such work, a title policy would
tend to induce' contractors to isolate their commercial know-how
and competence from their Governmental tasks.

On the other hand, title advocates argued that permitting the
contractor to retain exclusive rights to inventions was tantamount
to requiring the public to pay twice in order to utilize the in
vention; first, through the Government's support for R&D and,
second, as a royalty charge in the commercial marketplace. Ac~

cordingly, this argument concluded that these inventions should
be made freely available to the public, since broad-scale avail
"ab~ltty of such inventions would provide the public with a wider
base of products and processes.

The counterargument of the license advocates is that when an
invention is freely available to all, there is no incentive for
anyone to use it since one of the primary inducements of the pat
ent system is to encourage the investment of risk capital in bhe
development and marketing of an invention. It was contended that
no one would be willing 'to risk such an investment without at
least a temporary degree of exclusivity as afforded by patent
protection.

The title advocates also stated that permitting contractors
to retain exclusive commercial rights tends to increase the con
centration of economic power because the large corporations re
ceive by far the greatest portion of the Government's funds for
R&D. This was, in turn, countered by license advocates with
the assertion that patent rights are much more critical to small
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businesses than to large' ones, and that a title policy would fur
ther reduce the ability of small corporations to compete. Accord
ingly, it was argued that:a title policy, not a license policy,
would tend to restrict co~petition.

And so the arguments went, each with its own justifications,
philosophies, and individual case examples. Unfortunately, both
of these extreme positions are oversimplified, only partially
correct, and neither recognizes the many variables involved in
the Government's R&D contracting processes.

Policies Developed by Congress

As the issues surrounding the proper allocation of rights to
inventions resulting from Government-sponsored research and de
velopment began to draw more public attention, the Congress began
t9 ~~?lct;.}..~.g;,~J,~:tiye,.9'1;J::t~i:Ul,c;e .;l}},.,;t:h;~I?, ,~E38:~ _.~~.'i, th.~,9}l~,4~ll-P.~,
provided by Congress was no more consistent than that which had
been developed by the agencies themselves.

For example, in some instances the Congress provided guidance
to the entire research and development program of a Government
agency. In other situations, guidance was provided only to a
particular research and development program of an agency, or to
a program which crossed agency lines. Generally, the guidance
required, or was interpreted to require, the Government to take
title to all inventions, or to inventions in a particular tech
nical field, but ~ess strict standards were also provided.

Examples of Congressional guidance to the entire program of
an agency can be found in the Atomic Energy Act, in the National
Aeronautics and Space Act, and in the National Science Foundation
Act. Congress directed the Atomic Energy Commission to acquire
al.l rights to inventions in the atomic energy field except when
a determination was made to waive such rights. 42U. S. C. 2182
states:

"Any invention or discovery useful in the production or uti
lization of special nuclear material or atomic energy••• shall
be vested in, and be the property of, the Commission, except
that the Commission may waive its claim••• as the Commission
may deem appropriate ••• II

The Congress told NASA, however, to acquire rights to all
inventions, regardless of the field of technology involved, unless
such rights were waived. The Space Act states (42 u. S. C. 2457
(a),(f» that inventions become the:

"exclusive property of the united States •••unless the Admin
istrator waives all or any part of the rights ••• (when he)
determines that the interest of the united States will be

...' "·-served·"'tterE3by ,-.:"tl
'-"",~,,";,'~i;':,~,eHowever."'''-'"the"''Congressiona1:''''advice' ,to', ,the0'·'Na·t-iona'1"~Sciencecdrounda~,~.,,.,.~ """"':"_""i~'

tion was much different, in that Congress requested NSF (42 u. S.
C. 187l{a» to allocate rights to inventions:

~ •• in ~ manner calculated to protect the publicinte~est
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and the equities of the individual or organization with which
the contract or other arrangement is executed ••• "
Inconsistencies in legislative guidelines also existed where.

;;.';21:~~""'"the",:;guide'l,ines"_):weze";;di~r.ected'"":towara~""a'''''p'arti'c'U:1:ar':crese'arcn:''''program:;'C::=~8;;-;,O::-C

-'~One""of":",the,;-,ear'l-iesb-,'examples~'of'-,Congressional,,·'"gui'dance''''''of",,'th±S':;''''~'''-''''''-''

type was given to the Department of Agriculture in their research
and development efforts under the Research and Marketing Act (7
U. S. C. 427(i». This act stated that their research results
should be:

" ••• available to the public through dedication, assignment to
the Government, or such other means as the Secretary shall
determine. II

However, in the early 1960's, Congress switched to language which
simply stated that research results should be made 1I ••• avai l ab l e
to the general public." This language was inserted in the Coal
Research Act (30 U.S.C. 666), the Helium Act Amendments (50 U.S~C.

167(b» and in the Saline Water Conversion Act (42 U.S.C. 1954(1)))_
The'Departments of Agriculture and Interior, to which these acts
applied, interpreted this language as requiring the acquisition of
title to resulting inventions in the Government, and merely pro
viding license rights to the inventing contractor or to any others
who requested them. This interpretation also encouraged these a
gencies to utilize a title policy in areas of research that 'were
not covered by these acts.

In tbemid 60's, after the issuance of President Kennedy's
Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy, The Congres
sional guidance fluctuated considerably. In the Water Resources
Act, 42 U.S.C. 1961 c-3, research results were to be " •••made
freely and fUlly available to the general public," as opposed to
merely uavailable to the public"--the language that was utilized
prior to this time. In the Appalachian Regional Development Act,
40 u.S.C. 302 (e) , the word "fully" was eliminated, and the research
results were to be " •••made freely available to the general public~

In the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 15 U.S.C.
1395 (c) , Congress reverted back to the IIfreely and fUlly available"
language but threw in the stipulation that these guidelines were
to apply only where the Government' s contribution was more than
minimal. And finally, during this era, Congress reverted back to
equitable guidelines of the type originally utilized in the Nation
al Science Foundation Act and first gave legislative recognition to
the Presidential Statement of Government Patent Policy. In the
SolidWas'te Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C. 3253(c), research results:

" •••will be made readily available on fair and equitable
ter.ms to industries utilizing••• and furnishing ••• solid
waste disposal (processes and equipment) ••• (and further
that the Secretary of Interior and any other government
agencies operating under the act) •••would make use of, and
adhere to, the Statement of Government Patent Policy which
was promulgated by the President in his memorandum of
October 10, 1963.'1
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The Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act, 15 U. S. c. 2213(d),
requires adherence to the revised 1971 Presidential Patent Policy
Staternentrather than the original 1963 Statement.

The Congress came full circle in 1969 by: going back to the
language II •••beavailable to the qenexa'lvpubf.Lc'' in the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, 30 U. s. C. 951(0), except that
a degree of flexibility was added by the language 1I •••wi th such
exceptions and limitations, if any, as the Secretary (of HEW) •••
may find to be necessary in the public interest •••• 11 Similar
language was used again in the Surface Mining Control and Recla
mation Act of 1971, 30 U. S. c. 1201.

Presidential Patent Policy Statements

On October 10, 1963, President Kennedy issued the first
"Gov:ernmentr-:wide, .patent; '.policy; xemcrenctum.j'cr..·the,headso.t,Exec:u~
tive Departments and Agencies (~~ The Memorandum included a
Statement of c;;overnment Patent Policy. The purpose of· the Memo
randum was to obtain a greater consistency in agency patent policy
for those Government agencies whose policies were not controlled
by statute and to minimize or eliminate the need for continued
piecemeal legislation by Congress.

This first attempt to resolve this long-debated policy issue
on a Government-wide basis had two main objectives: (1) a consis
tent, Government-wide patent policy, subject to statutory require
ments, which would t,ake ,into account the missions of respective
agencies; and (2) common guidelines and principles for the alloca
tion of invention rights in a manner that would best serve the
public interest .and, more specifically, in a manner that would:

(a) achieve expeditious development and commercial utiliza
tion of inventions developed under Government sponsorship;

(b) obtain the cooperation of industry in assisting the Gov
ernment in its research and development efforts; and

(c) not contribute to the concentration of economic power or
substantially interfere with free competition incommer
cia! markets.

The satisfaction of public interest, however, is a difficult
goal to achieve, primarily because .the public consists of differ
ent groups whose interests are, in some instances, conflicting.
Further, the objectives of achieving expeditious commercial utili
zation, obtaining the cooperation of private industry, and main
taining competition may be in conflict in any given situation be
cause the greatest cooperation of industry would probably be a
achieved by permitting contractors to retain title to resulting
inventions, but this course of action may ,not best support compe-

""", ',,,. ··'·;-'''''·t-:tti:bri''~- - Ih'- ...addit.:tori:/'.~·'s1ich' ..,,-a:ct'i:orr"Iilay;:."o':t-"'ri1ay"''rlot''"be'st'''-'a'chieve
'~·''',;''''''_'-''':''~:.,wi:de's-prEra:d·""''edIiim:ercj;a':t''''titi'l':tz-at':tbn:"'----df--''the!se?·'·'±ri'Vertt±o:rts'~...,~'"''"'·;,~''','c2"','''''''",""'~''''02,."""~",,,'''',''''''':~

Accordingly, the acquisition of principal or exclusive patent
rights by the Government, or a title policy, and the dedication or
licensing of these inventions by the Government ·to the public
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might best serve the public interest insofar as such a policy. will
promote widespread use of the inventions. On the other hand, a
title policy may not support the public interest insofar as it

f.'.':"?',~rn::b9hb",di'::::couragl:",;ctl1e?;'u.~e''''9;""j;-p·yenp:i:9p,s,,,,,.w1l:i.cp.;~-:Ile,e4""·,f'~:th.E!:t7"".Cl~V.E!.'~9P-'';:-='::,{-'2c:J.1:i;,8::c:'~::-::

-,·ment,·"·"or,.,would·,,,-.tend,·,to--discourage,--.·.par·ticipation",of,,,,those._·,.prospec.....","~"'"n
tive contractors which have the greatest privately developed back~

ground and know-how in the area-of interest to the Government ..
The President's Statement attempted to resolve these con

flicts by recognizing that the arguments both for and against the
title and license policies. were correct in certain situations, and
incorrect in others. It was based on the premise that no single
policy could accommodate the differing missions of the Federal
agenctes, the diversity of Government contractors ranging from
educational institutions to manufacturing organizations, or to
the resulting inventions that will range from nuclear reactors to
fertilizers.

Accordingly, the Statement took a flexible approach: iden
tifying contracting situations where the public interest would
best be served by the Government acquiring or reserving the right
to acquire principal or exclusive rights to reSUlting inventions;
and identifying other situations where such rights"w9uld best be
left with the contractor. In addition, recognizing that the pol
icy was based on a number of assumptions and limited factual in~

formation, the Statement underlined the need for flexibility and
safeguards by specifying exceptions to the general rule and by
reserving certain rights in the Government.

The 1963 Statement in Section l(a) first identified four
situations where the public interest would normally best be served
through the Government's acquisition of principal or exclusive
rights at the time of contracting. The first is where:

1I ••• a principal purpose of the contract is tocreate~ develop,
or improve products, processes, or methods which are intended
for commercial use (or which are otherwise intended to be
made available for use) by the general public at home or
abroad, or which will'be required for such use by govern
mental regulations ••• " (Section l(a) (1»
Thus, this Statement recognized that many times agencies con

duct R&D in response to the needs of a particular segment of the
public and contract for development of products or processes to
satisfy these needs. In these cases, the presumption was made
that it would be in the best interest of the public to reserve to
the Government the principal rights to any inventions which might
cover or control the utilization of products or processes result
ing from the contract.

The second situation is where:
1I •••a principal purpose of the contract is for exploration
into the fields which directly concern the public health or
public welfare •••• II (Section 1 (a) (2)

This is a generalized form of the first situation, the principal
difference being that it is not who utilizes the end product of
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the research that is important, but rather whether the field being
explored under the contract is concerned with the public health or
welfare. Here again, the presumption was that in research 'ccn
ducted in an area of primary public concern and where a market
presumably exists for the research results, the Government should
control, at least initially, the rights to resulting inventions.

The third situation for principal rights in the Government is
where:

" ••• the contract is in a field of science or technology in
which there has been little significant experience outside
of work funded by the Government, or where the Government has
been the principal developer of the field, and the acquisi
tion of exclusive rights at the time of contracting might
confer on the contractor a preferred or dominant position ••• "
(Section 1 (a) (3»

This provision was to cover contracts in fields where the,Govern~

ment would contribute to, or actually create, a private monopo
listic situation under Government funding if its contractor re
tained principal or exclusive rights. A good example of this
situation was atomic energy. This field was virtually unexplored
before the Government undertook to fund the major portion of the
R&D in this field of technology. Also, this R&D effort was
concentrated in a relatively few contractors for reasons of secu
rity and because of the large-scale development costs involved.
To have allowed this small group of contractors, or any one of
them individually, to obtain a dominant commercial position in
this new field, based on their Government contracts, would have
been grossly inequitable.

Atomic energy was about the only example which fitted this
situation. It is questionable, however, whether this presumption
would apply to all phases of atomic energy today because of the
substantial amount of private funds presently being invested in
this field for R&D by private parties.

The fourth and last situation is defined where:
" ••• the services of the contractor are:

(i) for the operation of a government-owned research or
production facility; or

(ii) coordinating and'directing the work of others ••• 11

This contracting situation was based primarily on equitable con
siderations. It was primarily intended to cover the Government
owned, contractor-operated (GQCO) facilities and the situation
where the contractor is primarily involved in coordinating and
managing the research and development work of other contractors.
In either of these situations I the contractor contributes little
towards the conception or development of the particular inventions

~'"'riivoliYea~:'",- ,". ,',""""'
.c.':i''''''"~~''''~¢;''''"'"'''':-;'''''.'-'''",,''''''01t£ter''-:'~a'iiff1riIiig'-'"tli'e""'four""''SI:t'iXa:t:'J:6ifs'''"''for';''''tllE!<"''ifdqtff's'i't'itjIf""b'f":-0:e"c"",~",,,,:,"i;

exclusive or principal rights by the Government, the 1963 State-
ment declares that:

"In exceptional circumstances, the contractor may acquire
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greater rights than a nonexclusive license at the time of
contracting, where the head of the department or agencycer
tifies that such action will best serve the public interest. 11

"",.""C"".ccclS..c.tiQn,clc(.,U.",.,cc,"'.,,c••c ••••,c.,.'c,••c,=.,"cc."C, mC,C"''''='' .. _.c.c•..c,c••",===',"..·.m
~ ... v_",Under",c,\thi.,s~"p~,qy;i"e,!gg",:,th~,r,,9g~.QSY,<,.!,l3,.,.,.,~B-!:'l1P:t;;,~,~q~,,~~" ,:l:'l1E7",1=-~~9,~

contracting, to permitth~ contra:~t~r t~"'ret'ai~' e'~c'lu5'fve'·l:-lghts'''~'
to either all inventions or specifically identified inventions.
No guidance was provided as to when an agency should make this
finding, except when it would best serve the public interest.
This criterion was generally considered applicable when an organi
zation, deemed essential to the effort, refused to accept a con
tract unless it was permitted to retain exclusive patent rights
in resulting inventions. This is most likely to occur when the
prospective contractor has a very strong, privately developed,
commercial position, and the advantages to be gained under the
contract are not worth the possibility of jeopardi:zing its com
mercial position. Also, situations may arise when a prospective
contractor has already expended a substantial, amount of priyai:;.§;,., v

funds toward the development of an invention to be developed
under the contract, but has not yet actually reduced the concept
to practice.

The 1963 statement also provides that:
"Greater rights may also be acquired by the contractor after
the invention has been identified, where the inverition ••• is
not a primary object of the contract, provided the acquisi
tion of such greater rights is consistent with the intent of
this section l(a) and is a necessary incentive to call forth
private risk capital and expense to bring the invention to
the point of practical application." (Section 1 (a»

This exception was designed to permit the Government to consider
the allocation of rights to individual inventions after such in
ventions had been identified. This provision covered inventions
which were not specifically related to the objectives of the con~

tract and therefore the presumption of Sectionl(a), of principal
rights to the Government, needed to be reviewed. This review
should consider the nature of the invention in relationship to
the contract and the necessity to rely on private risk capital
to develop the invention so it would be available to the public
in the form of new products or processes.

After identifying, in Section l(a), contracting situations
in which the Government should have the first option to acquire
title because of public interest or equitable considerations,
the 1963 Statement defines those situations where the public in
terest would favor the presumption that the contractor should
have the option to retain the exclusive or principal rights in
the inventions resulting from the contract. The 1963 Statement
defines, in Section l(b), situations other than those defined
in Section lea) as embracing the case:

Il •••wher e the purpose of the contract is to build upon exist
ing knowledge or technology to develop information, products
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processes or methods for use by the Government, and the: work
called for by the contract is in a field of technical compe
tance •••directly related to an area in which the contractor
has an established nongovernmental commercial··positibn ••. "

In such cases, the Statement concludes that the contractor should
normally be allowed to acquire exclusive commercial rights. In
these situations, the research is not intended for public use,
does not directly concern the fields of health or welfare, and is
not in a field which was principally developed by the Government.
Further, it is not as likely that these inventions will be devel
oped to the point of commercial application by the Government,
since the agency involved would not have such a mission, and there
is little likelihood that a present public demand will exist for
these inventions in view of the purpose of the contract. This
provision gives full recognition to the contractor's equitable and
commercia1.backgroundposi"i:ion,..therebY_~IlcPl,lragiIlg Par-ti<::i:P'Ci-t;l,()Il
by contractors and the application of privately developed know
ledge to the contract tasks.

As in the case with Section l(a), this section also has ex
ceptions to the presumptions on which it is based. There will be
instances where eVen though an invention is directly related to
the contractor's commercial product line, the invention will not
be exploited. To insure that such action does not adversely af
fect the public interest, the policy in Section l(f) stipulates
that the. government should reserve the right to require the con
tr~ctorto grant licenses to others on a nonexclusive royalty
free basis.

" •••unless the contractor••• has taken effective steps with
in three years after a patent issues on the invention to
bring the invention to the point of practical application or
has made-the invention available for licensing royalty-free
or on terms that are reasonable in the circumstances ••• II

This section was to insure that these inventions would not be
suppressed. If the contractor either does not commercialize the
invention, or does not offer others the opportunity to do so, the
Government could require the issuance of licenses to others.

The 1963 Statement also specifies in Section 1(g) that where
a contractor retains principal or exclusive rights the Government
should reserve the right to require the contractor to grant li
censes to others either royalty-free or on reasonable terms:

11 ••• to the extent that the invention is required for public
use by governmental regulations or as may be necessary to
fulfil~ health needs, or for other public purposes stipulated
in the contract. II

These last two provisions (Sections l(f) and 1(g» have been re
~'~-'·--/_-"'·-'''-O:'''-~-''fer'red',··;to'---'as·'--'the·_······"march;;;,'i:n"-~r.tghts-;~""-c-;'~'N_"",._w,,-.

~'~"'i:."',"''''''''''i:'-'''-'''~-'''''".''"'.,''''-'''.0,·':'·'The-'C"·196T"S-ta:tentetit'hf-±naTly";:provides'--~:-in'"--Section!'-',l"(c.)"",that·'''when\,"",,-"*-,,,

a contracting situation does not fall within the presumptions set
forth in either Sections lea) or 1(b), the allocation of rights to
inventions should be decided on a case-by~case basis as they ar~
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brought"to the attention of the government agency. In this man
ner, all available factual information can be utilized in deter
mining whether ownership by the Government or the contractor would

"'Severa:l''''years'''''after'''·the',c1963'''''Statement",'was""''-issued""",the':'''Com--'-''''
mittee on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council for
Science and Technology (FeST) supported the most extensive study
ever made on the government patent policy. issue. The results of
this study, conducted under contract by Harbridge House, Inc. is
reported ina ewo-votume work published in 1968 (§).

As a result of the Harbridge'House study and seven years of
monitoring the agencies operating under the Presidential Policy
criteria, the Committee on Government Patent Policy came to the
following conclusions:

liThe Committee on Government Patent Policy has concluded that
rights to inventions made under Government contracts should
be allocated in accordance with a flexible, government-wide
policy'which follows the basic principles-and'criteria of the
October 1963 Presidential Policy Statement, as this Policy
statement is believed to provide the best overall balance of
the interests of the public. The Presidential Policy was de
veloped as a result of careful interagency study, and was
based on the actual operating experiences of the federal de
partments and agencies over many years. In addition, the
Federal Council has found, based on several years of operat~

ing experience, that the Presidential Policy has been effec
tive in bringing about a greater degree of consistency in the
patent policies and practices of the federal departments and
agencies, and has provided a greater degree of protection of
the public interest.
This conclusion is also generally supported by the finding of
the Harbridge House study, which may be summarized as fol
lows:

(1) The Harbridge House study results conclusively dem..;.
onstrate that a single presumption of ownership of a patent
is not in the public interest, applied either government
wide, to a single agency, or to a particular government pro
gram.

(2) The Harbridge House study results identify factors
which when properly considered, can affect commercial utili
zation of government-sponsored inventions, participation of
industry in government R&D programs, and competition in com
mercial markets. The most critical factors are:

the mission of the ~esearchsponsoringagency;
the purpose and nature .of the contract;
the commercial applicability of and market potential
for the invention;
the extent to which the invention was developed by
the research sponsoring agency;
the promotional activities of the sponsoring agency;
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the prior commercial experience of the contractor in
the field of the invention;
the size of the contractor's privately financed R&D
in the field of research;
the contractor' 5 attitude towards and capability to
commercially promote the invention; and
the size, nature and research orientation of the in
dustry that will be using the invention commercially.

(3) The Harbridge House Study results and the operating
experience of the government agencies indicate that the prin
ciples underlying the Presidential Policy, and, with minor
exceptions, the criteria established by the Policy for al
locating patent rights take into consideration the above
listed factors in a manner which:

properly balances the Policy objectives of encourag
:i.ngj,utiliz~t:i.o.n,ofJIly~nt~9I:lS,~:"P¥:ti,.9.i:-PCl:~;i.PIl, :RY" -tIl...
dustry, and conunercial competition"in the overall
public interest;
provides the operational flexibility needed by the
agencies to accomplish the objectives of their mis
sions under differing contractual situations; and
within the differing mission constraints of the
federal agencies, promotes consistent application of
patent policies and practices in similar contracting
situations a"

In view of these conclusions, the Committee recommended the con
tinuation of a flexible, government-wide patent policy following
the basic principles and criteria of the 1963 Presidential Patent
Policy Statement. More specifically, the Committee suggested that
such a policy should be continued either by making minor modifica
tions to the Presidential Patent Policy or by proposing legisla
tion based on similar principles and' criteria which would be ap
plicable to all agencies. As a result of these suggestions,
President Nixon reissued the Presidential Patent Policy Statement
on August 23,1971 (7). The new Statement made only minor changes
in the one issued in-1963.

The ERDA Patent Policy

The patent policy provided to the Energy Research and De
velopment Administration (ERDA, now merged into the Department of
Energy) in Section 9 of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy- Research and
Development Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. 5908, is the most comprehen
sive, most thoroughly debated patent policy ever passed by Con
gress (8). It represents a compromose position between the IIti-

·'"t1:ell"~~and~':111icenseu'''advocates·",end-was-eo- deli;cat:,ely~nlJ,alanced,,,tl1at-,,,,,,
",,,-,,-,,,,,!,,,,~,,,,,--;;:~,;,,,,:,,,,,,±rt"''''l'e-tters,·,,,'to'·'·''''Senator'';J'ackson'''''supporting,.""the~:,'pol-icy,y~,~Mr,o~~,':ROY"",L'."'02-'.·

Ash, Director, OMB, stated:
"Thus, the resultant language strikes an extremely delicate
balance, between divergent pref~rences. Even minor changes
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in the text of this document are likely to upset the balance
to the extent that one or the other of the parties might be
obliged to withdraw its support. In the spirit of recipro-

:~~z:"c::~"\"""",;o:;;::~9i,tYzt=:ther_efoJ::e;'::C'"thes-Admin:Lstrat±on,,,:,must',::;,'ask,,::-thatc0ci.ts::o'en.:.e=~=G',;7=::c.'!:.'=:

dors~ent,of,;"this,proposal",be",regarded",as_"wi,thdrawn,·,·iu'.·",the""""""",,n,,,

event that any changes are made in the text of the agreed-
upon language, notwithstanding the fact that such changes
might be in the direction of the Administration's prefer-
ence. 1I

and Senators Hart and Long stated:
"We shoulc;1 note that the compromise contains many highly in
terrelated provisions and is quite delicately balanced.
While a number of concepts and provisions are not quite what
we would advance in a bill of our own, on balance we do be
lieve a fair compromise on an extremely complex and contro
versial issue has been reached for purposes of Sw1283."
Subsection 9(a) of the Act states that whenever an invention

is made or conceived in the course of-or under any contract of the
Administration other than nuclear energy research and development
pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, and the Administrator of ERDA
makes either of two determinations regarding the persons who made
the invention, then title to such inventions shall be vested in
the United States unless the Administrator waives all or any part
of such rights in conformity with the provisions of Section 9.

Section 9(c) states that the Administrator may waive all or
any part of the rights to any invention or class of inventions
made or to be made under any contract with the Administration if
he determines that the interests of the United States and the gen
eral public will best be served by such waiver. In making waiver
dete~nations, the Administrator was directed to have the fol
lowing objectives~

making the benefits of the energy research, develop~

ment, and demonstration program widely available to
the public in the shortest practicable time
promoting the commercial utilization of such inven
tions
encouraging participation by private persons in the
Administration's energy research, development, and
demonstration program
fostering competition and preventing undue market
concentration or the creation or maintenance of
other situations inconsistent" with the antitrust
laws.

The Conference Report makes two important points on this
provision clear. First, it recognizes that in any single waiver
situation, all four of these objectives may not be obtainable;
L, e., in some situations participation may be more important than
fostering competition, while in others the reverse might be true.
The Conference committee states that it expected that over the
long run all four of these objectives would be obtainable.
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Secondly, the Report makes clear that waiver decisions of the
Administrator are not subject to a public hearing requirement.

S~section ged) sets forth eleven specific factors which the
Administrator is to consider in making waiver determinations at
the time of contracting. These factors are based on the experi
ence of AEC,NASA and other Federal agencies under thePresiden
tial Patent pOlicy statement. They concern considerations of:

the willingness of a contractor to participate
the necessity of a particular contractor's partici
pation in attaining the purposes of the program
the contractor's background and commercial position
the contribution that the contractor has made or will
make to commercialization of contract results
the purpose of the contract and the intended use of
the contract results

.-,- ,t:,he .•...l;.ffl;;<::t:. pj;'.the" waiver.. ,on, ElJf>+.:i::S.h~?:+,kP"sCl::f~~Y¥l_g_.,,,
welfare, and its effect on competition .
the extent to which Universities have atecbnology
transfer capability.

Subsection 9 (e) sets forth considerations similar to the con
siderations for advance waivers that must be taken into account
in waiving rights to identified inventions made under ERDA con
tracts. Accordingly, ERDA had the authority to make both· advance
waivers at the time of contracting and case-by-case waivers after
an invention is identified. The Administrator was provided with
objectives to be achieved in making waiver determinations, and
considerations to be reviewed in making such determinations, but
Congress left with the Administrator the ultimate decision as how
'the considerations were to be applied in order to aChieve the
objectives. In this manner, ERDA was given the flexibility to
utilize its waiver authority in each contracting situation in a
manner which would best support the Government's interests, the
interests of the general public, and best achieve ERDA'S overall
mission responsibilities.

Subsection 9(h) sets forth the terms and conditions applic
able to waivers granted by ERDA. This subsection, in paragraphs
1-4, requires ERDA to retain an irrevocable, nonexclusive, paid
up license in any invention waived. The license normally extends
to state and domestic municipal governments, and to foreign gov~

ernments pursuant to treaty if the Administrator determines such
foreign license is in the national interest. Under these pro~

visions ERDA reserves the right to seek patent protection in any
foreign country in which the waiver recipient does not elect to
file patent applications. The waiver recipient or exclusive li
censee is required to make periodic reports on the commercial use

""''''''''-'''beiin-g:'''made''.''br::'iIitetided·'''to''be"'made,,'of".the·"invention~'
"=""'<C'i""''''''=''"'''i:,;'''''''''''''''''''''''''-)?a:ra:gr'aph-s~'''5-';;::7''~'.'b·f-"'subse-c'thjn""'·9'th)',-i'~set""'·for-th=l,I.march"'in-""'·"',-right-s":""~'~-'--'O"'·

reserved to the Government under waivers. Paragraph 5 requires
the waiver recipient to license others at reasonable royalties if
the invention is required for use by Government regulation Or, is
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necessary to fulfill health, safety, or energy needs. This is
substantially the same right that is required under the Presiden~

tialPatent Policy Statement and preserves the right of the Gov-

~~"7~;';s~I!~1:E;~;~~":o:=,:=:::,';:~=:~'=:':,=':~'::~~',:::=~~:~:~~~:,:~::~::~~::'~::~:':::~,:~~~,~;':~:,:~~~~~~c~~'~~'~,:ci
Paragraph 6 provides the right of the Administrator to ter~

minate a waiver, in whole or in part, if the waiver recipient is
not taking, or within a reasonable time will not take, effective
steps necessary to commercialize the invention. This right is
provided to prevent suppression of the invention and to insure
commercial availability.

Paragraph 7 of subsection 9(h) is perhaps the most important
of the rights required by Congress to be reserved by ERDA upon the
grant of a waiver. This provision permits the Administrator to
require licensing, or to terminate a waiver, in whole or in part,
if it is shown at a public hearing held no earlier than four years
after the grant of a waiver or three years after the grant of an
exclusive license that:

the waiver or license has tended to violate the anti
trust laws, or
the contractor has not and is not expected to take
effective steps to commercialize the invention.

Inasmuch as the antitrust and anticompetitive effects or a waiver
or limited exclusive license are difficult or impossible to as~

certain at the time that the waiver or license is granted, Cort~

gress did not require the Administrator to make positive findings
on these issues at the time such a waiver or exclusive license was
granted. However, paragraph 10 of subsection 9(d) required that
the likely effect of a waiver on competition and market concen
tration must be considered at the time the waiver is requested.
In order to insure that possible anti-competitive effects of
waivers and licenses are reviewedat'the appropriate time, para
graph 7 of subsection 9(h) provides for a hearing to determine
whether anti-competitive effects have, in fact, resulted from the
waiver or license and whether the invention is being commercial~

ized. The hearing is initiated by the Administrator on his own
motion, or upon request of any private persons, if appropriate.
This provision provides an additional mechanism to raise important
questions concerning earlier determinations of the Administrator;
and in this manner the public interest ,may be protected.

Summary

The debate and search for solutions to the patent policy is
sue are as active as ever. Congress has been writing ERDA type
patent policy, or making reference to the ERDA patent policy, into
several bills, three of which have passed (~). At the close of
the Ford administration, the FCST Committee on Government Patent
Policy proposed a bill to provide a government-wide policy, abol
ishing all other legislative patent policies, which was based on
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~~==;::=="".CloI!l.IlLittee::J,on",:.Go:v.elmmellt",~~'E;a1:en'b'""P.ol~ic..Y;;-F,eont·!:ac,L:;;N()~~o;I;]~~;-3580::7:;;;::;:=.z;.':J2";;:'-=:::;!::;'C:::~

,~";May";;,19:68 ..,,,,,,,_GoYernment;,,,,,Pr:inting,,,office,,,;<c"Washington"",,,D,~,,C,.,,,, -"--,''''"",,",'','''--
7. 36 Fed. Reg. 16887 (1971).
8~ The Conference Committee on S~ 1283 in their report to both

Houses pointed out that the basic s~ucture of Section 9 was
derived from the Space Act with some modifications derived
from the Atomic Energy Act~ Some of the detailed criteria of
Section 9 were stated as being adopted primarily from NASA
and ABC regulations, as well as from the Presidential Patent
Policy Statement ( H~R~ Rep~ No~ 1563, 93d Cong~, 2d. Sesa~

at 26).
9. 42 U.S.C. 3253(c) Supp. V; 15 U.S.C. 2511; Section 3, P.L.

94-316.
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Government Patent Policy-Where Is It Headed on the

Administrative Front?

JESSEE. LASKEN

Office of the General Counsel, National Science. Foundation" Washington, _DC 20550

paper in 'tilfs symposium, xr ; JamesE~'Denriy

has described the history and evolution of Government patent pol
icy, .highlighting the various issues that have been debated
through the years. He has also detailed the major provisions of
the patent policy governing the Energy Research -and Development
Administration (ERDA), now Department of Energy, r.esearch and de
velopment activities. Mr. Norman Latker will speak in the fol
lowing paper about the rationale behind Representative Thornton's
currently pending bill which would establish a comprehensive leg
islativepolicy with a presumption in favQr,of,cont~a~torsand
grantees retaining title to inventions. And Professor John c.
Stedman will tell you why he believes a policy with the opposite
presumption should be established.

Therefore, though I am sorely tempted to discuss why the
Thornton approach is justified, I have decided to cover another
subject rather than.repeat what others may say. In particular, I
will try to bring you up to date on recent administrative develop
ments in the area of patent policy and make some conjectures as
to the way things are likely to progress assuming H.R. 8596 (the
Thornton Bill) or other comprehensive legislation falls short of
passage.

Let me emphasize a point, however, that should not be for
gotten when one discusses patent policy. Typically discussions
center around who should get title ~- the Government or the con
tractor. However, all the Government people that I know who favor
leaving title in the contractor or grantee do not take this posi
tion out of some love for contractors or grantees. They do so
because they see this as the most practicable way to help ensure

~~(~ "OC""';.P.*'.!.~:~;;,;",'p4,.§9,J,~~,m§.~,,;Cc":,:,'±b~L.Xj,J§W'§c'00§,~'p;;J~,§J?,,~,8'0.',,;IL,,,kb~~~":,:J?i~:l?,~~o_,,:a~,~~t.h,8:~~,~,:""_QMtO,~!1~">-:_;,eo,',,,_,.:",,,¢;,-"
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the National Science Foundation.
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that rights in inventions made under Government sponsorship are
distributed in a way that will maximize economic growth and jobs,
innovation, competition, the U.S. position in world markets, and

,~::z::.~!!,.:j.~:h~~0c5:8¥l~I!f"~tE.,~;b,!:K..E:be..£9:.=Sg.!!,t~~.E~~I?B,?.-Ct?'.""r.,,,,g,~.~~~:.t:.:aPJt,J.JgY'L:,,,,,-C)~t:,t~~::::=:Z;",sc:';i.=;;c~:;7:.2

5~9,%,~~,."""!,~"".,~,g~,,.,tJ~~,)?,;r;,~q.2m:bn~H~t....,;,~s,;f;;g;r;",~he,~"".:e,+,+~st§:",~~Y;j;~~.",th,§,s}?\~,::,;,:
objectives. It is but one factor of many.

But these are the objectives that must be considered and it
is unfortunate when the discussion breaks down into slogans such
as "giveaway" or "the public should own what it pays for" or,
sometimes on the other side superficial arguments about "over
regUlation" or "conatid.tiutif.one.L rights of inventors". All of
these beg the real issues. My own opinion is that for a substan~

tial number of inventions reported to the Government, in terms of
the objectives I mentioned earlier, it really doesn't make much
difference who gets the title. However, there is a significant
proportion of cases in which I know it does make a difference and
that positive,results will occur if the contractor gets title or
ne9"iltiye .. e:f:f~t?1:s:"",~.1~,OC::911r ,.:i;;~ title rE!Il§:i;J:l§,.~:itl1,,,thr:a,GQye:r:nmE!n,t,·
But since neither I nor anyone else that I have met who is in
volved in this business really has any means of identifying ex
cept by hindsight (and even then it is questionable) for which
inventions it will make a difference if the Government takes
title, I consider it a mistake to take title in any but the rare
and obvious case. Moreover, it seems to me that most of the hy
pothetical harm to competition that it is alleged might occur if
contractors keep title can be adequately dealt with through
"march-inll provisions and/or ..the antitrust laws. I would note,
also, that despite the thousands of cases in which cOntractors
have retained title to inventions made under Government grants
and contracts, I have yet to see a title-in-the-Government ad
vocate point to an actual case where harm was done, Lee-atone harm
that could be attributed to the contractor being allowed to re
tain title.

As a further backdrop to my discussion of administrative de
velopments, no one should be misled into believing that adminis
trative changes to Government patent policy can, in the current
climate, eliminate the need for a comprehensive statutory policy
that is supportive of the administrative policies that the agen
cies might wish to pursue if given a free hand. To put this
another way, if you listened carefully to what Mr. Denny said,
it might have occurred to you that the primary feature of Govern
ment patent policy over the last twenty years has been the con
sistent enactment of piecemeal legislation with a title-in-the
Government orientation. Slowly but surely, the number of agen
cies and types of research subject to such legislation has
grown. For the most part the efforts of the Committee on Govern
ment Patent Policy which in 1976 recommended a draft bill sub
stantially similar to HR. 8596 was a reaction to the ERDA patent
legislation. Many persons are concerned over the probability of
further piecemeal legislation unless a comprehensive Congression-
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ally mandated policy can be enacted. These fears, in my op1n10n,
are well based. It might be noted, for instance, that the ERDA
language was only a few months later incorporated by reference in
legislation amending the Solid Waste Disposal Act, in that case
replacing statutory language that directed the EPA to follow the
President's Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy.
I think we can all expect that each time a new piece of R&D leg
islation comes up an attempt will be made to insert ERDA-type
language in the bill. For v.arious· reasons such piecemeal efforts
are much more successful than would be any attempt by title-in
the-Government advocates to secure the passage of a comprehensive
Government~widepolicy. Such an effort would meet with the united
opposition 6f many agencies and interest groups, but the same is
not true of piecemeal efforts.

However, it is now anyone's guess whether the Administration
,,",~'u or will not support the ThorntonB;i.~l {H.R. 85g.6) , It is _:lny

personal opinion that, if it does not support H.R. 8596, in 15
years or s6 the only agencies that will not be subject to ERDA
type legislation will be the Defense Department and possibly the
National Science Foundation (NSF), if that agency has not in the
meantime been merged into some super Science Department. If and
when a super Science Department is formed, you can be assured that
unless H.R. 8596 is enacted in the meantime such an agency will be
made subject to ERDA-type legislation.

However, as we await the doomsday that I foresee in Govern
ment patent policy if comprehensive legislation is not passed,
there are a few things happening on the administrative front that
can give one heart. This is especially true with respect to rew

cent developments in the area of Government patent policy vis-a
vis university research, and these will occupy most of the remain
der of my discussion.

In 1975 the Interagency Committee on Government Patent Pol
icy aPproved a report by its Ad Hoc Subcommittee on University
Patent Policy which recommended that the agencies adopt the In
stitutional Patent Agreement (IPA) approach followed by NSF and
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW) with re
spect to university and nonprofit organization research. The
essence of this approach is that those universities that are de
termined to have effective invention identification and licensing
programs may be given a standing agreement to elect rights in any
inventions which they make under the sponsorship of the agency
with whom they have the agreement.

As recommended in the report pnd as now followed in practice
by DREW and NSF; certain limitations are placed on the exercise of
a university's rights under an IPA. Incidentally these same re-

h· strict-ions'"are'-·normal:1y'''·'inserted'''in'''NSF-'M'and'~''DHEW''-case-by-case''

1. A bar on assignment of inventions to other than patent
management organizations, except with the approval of
the agency.
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2. Limitations on the period of any exclusive licensesun~

der U.S. patents, now normally the earlier of three
years from first commercial sale or eight years from the

==~=~z:,;:~c; :"'c" ."...,~""\:';g.,':~~;;:,::8~~,;::",ltB;§"~§£:'-l~..:F"::11;PA~]!;~~,,,,c~9~~§';;;;~;~f§t:~:?;"';7";~-':."",c:::;:''''''~:''';:"c'.c::,,,~.':';X';oz-::.~~(,,"~~_:=~'~
3 • ~".!~~~~.!'i.~,;,~~".,1:7hl:!.-",q9Y§;;-l}ll'l~nt".~n¢l., !::h.,l2!" ".}J,13,u,c:t,l", "S9,'7qalled,

"march-in' r.ight~'-II~' "R~i~.t~d 'to this both NSF,nand DHEW
also require that any licensing agreements include a
requirement that the licensee undertake reasonable ef~

forts to commercialize the invention.
As a result of the report referred to earlier just last

month amendments were proposed to the Federal Procurement Regu
lations (FPR) which would authorize agencies to enter into Insti
tutional Patent Agreements with nonprofit organizations. (Edi
torJs Note: The effective date of these amendments was later
postponed pending further study by Congress.) The amendments in
clude a model institutional patent agreement. Possibly the most
significant change in the model agreement from current NSF and
DHEW IPAs isth~change.from ,the three and eight year period for
exclusive licenses toa five and eight year period. Moreover,
the eight year period will be automatically tolled during any re
quired premarket clearance proceedings. This would apply to
drugs requiring FDA approval, and now, medical devices.

It is difficult to predict how many agencies will adopt the
IPA approach if and when it has been officially authorized in the
Federal Procurement Regulations. Its use is optional and not
mandatory. I would venture agues'S that probably only the De
partment of Commerce among the civilian agencies will issue IPAs.
Earlier Department of Defense (DOD) officials indicated that they
would adopt the approach once it was published in the FPR. That
remains to be seen. It might be noted that until this is done,
DOD's policies towards universities actually have taken a turn
for the worse in the last few years. That is, up until a few
years ago DOD had a list of universities with approved patent
policies. Universities on that list automatically were given a
title-in-the-contractor type clause if the contract fell under
what is section l(b) or (c) of the President's Patent Policy and
all but a small percentage of DOD contracts do. For reasons
never very clear, when the ASPR was. amended a few years back to
conform to the new FPR section on patents the list was abolished.

However, there is another section of the recent FPR amend
ment that is significant. The regulation contemplates the es
tablishment of an interagency mechanism to identify universities
with effective technology tran~fer programs. This list may be
used by the agencies having Ipn.programs in lieu of individual
agency reviews. Secondly, it might be used by agencies such as
National AeJionaut±.cs and Space Agency (NASA) or DOE as a basis
for granting deferred determination waivers on a more automatic
basis to institutions. on that list.

For example, the Department of Energy in a Report to the
president and the Congress of the United States mandated under
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subsection 9(n) of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and
Development Act of 1974 concluded that it did not have authority
to enter into Institutional Patent Agreements under that Act.
Instead, they seem to have interpreted the Act in a way that only
allows them to grant a waiver to a University either at the time
of contracting or after an invention is identified when in the
words of subsection (d) (11) of Section 9 the "lnstitution has a
technology transfer capability and program, approved by the Ad
ministrator as being consistent with the applicable policies of
this section".

The act also requires the Administrator to consider in con
nection with any deferred determination waiver

~(1) the extent to which such waiver is a reasonable and
necessary incentive to call forth private risk capital
for the development and commercialization of the inven
tion, and

(2) the extent to which the plans, Intentions;- andabJ..lii:§
of the contractor or inventor will obt-adn expeditious
commercialization of such invention".

The report by ERDA indicates that the second condition may
be considered as having been met if the (d) (11) consideration is
met. And DOE has indicated that the list developed under the
FPR amendment might be used by it for the purpose of satisfying
the (d) (11) consideration.

NASA's intentions in this area are less clear. It seems to
me, at least, that NASA has sufficient authority to issue class
waivers under the Space Act so that it could adopt the IPA ap
proach. On the other hand, they may, perhaps, use any list de
veloped under the new FPR procedure as a basis for some sort of
expedited procedure for waiver of identified inventions to uni
versities on the list. All this, however, is pure speculation
on my part and! do not believe NASA has actually committed it
s~lf to anything in this area either formally or informally.

There is, I think, one other item of major interest concerning
administrative patent policies. The Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) and various persons within the executive office of
the President are now engaged in drafting a so-called "decision
paper" on patent policy to be sent to the President. In a talk
before the Government Patent Lawyers Association a representative
from the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) indicated
that it would consider organizing an effort to revise the current
regulations depending on what decision the President makes. For
example, if the President indicates support for the Thornton Bill
then pending actual passage of the bill, OFPP might seek liberal
ization of the current regulations. Conversely, if the President
"pp,:!;:._.s",.,_fpr_",title,~,in'7the~Go:Yernment,_,;things_"might",bave,,.t.o",b,e, .. re,:;:::",

,~"",,,,,("~'O,,,,,-,,,,,,,-W;A!tJ;;,~A,,>!g,;,":!;A§,,,,",9PRq§A,t,_g_,",,,,p._;:;-,g,g,1;4..9.g"._~",,"~_,,J),_@;:$J;lJ:)~_+_+Y,,,;b-2PJ~_,,,~t.b_~.t,",:,§.!lY~;'''''''''0c:;~''''0.:~_","","::
paper that goes to the President makes it clear that such an ap
proach is totally unsuitable as a Gover~ent-wide policy. If the
President decides to let things lie and stick-with the status quo,
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presumably the FPRs will stay as they are, although it is possi
ble that the, FPRs could be simplified and made more responsive to
the needs of universities and small business without doing any

=",==¥iQ,1§.J:19~~":c:t~Q",,,t.b~..::,",9JJ:r;r~e.nt;::J',,l<.e,s,ident:ia1:~:,S,:tat.ement";:"of.",,;;.Goy.er-nmen:t.7>:'3=':"':::::::;"'C':::::C:"',,,'2:S';:!,',:'~

,_,.",l?-.~:I;eIl:t::_,,,,,~-9-_I_,j,.C:Yo_._--.-, -"",__,"~:"",-,_"".-"_,,,,,,,,'h ""~v,,~_,,, "'Y".""""",,,,- __,""_' """""''-'~','',,,;.,'''''M w' ".">c",'.""",""'--''',' ,', "-"",,,;,,,,,,~,~,,,!/",..,",,,,,,

In summary, we are at a critical point in the development of
Government Patent policy. The President will presumably be making
critical decisions in the upcoming months that may have important
consequences on the future direction of Government patent policy
whether' he moves the Government in either of the two basic direc
tions or whether he chooses to stay with the II s t a t us quo ll and
avoid the immediate controversy.

Abstract

We are at a critical point in the development of Govern
ment Patent Policy. There is a continuing real need for a
comprehensive statutory ,government patent, policy that ,is
supportive of overall ,Government policies. This need cannot
be fulfilled adequately by promulgating simple administrative
regulations or piecemeal legislation. For the foreseeable future,
in absence of comprehensive Leqd.sLatifon ; either the Institutional
Patent Agreement approach with title-in-the-grantee orientattoIl'
or the approach taken in recent legislation of providing title '
-in-the-government with waiver-to-the-contractor privileges will
prevail. The former arrangement is used at present by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the National
Science Foundation. The latter policy is embodied in legis
lation which governs the Department of Energy.
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As Assistant to the General Counsel, National Science
Foundation for the past six years, Jesse E. Lasken, has partic
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Science and Technology Committee on Government Patent policy.
Mr. Lasken is a member of the District of Columbia Bar and the
Federal Bar Association. His baccalaureate in the arts was
awarded by the University of Michigan and he has received
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framework and administrative policies governing the disposition of
Government-funded inventions may be inhibiting their commercial
development. Given the fact that the Government is responsible
for more than half of the total united States investment in re
search and development, it is essential that these dollars be made
to produce more than defense and space benefits. On the interna
tional side, policies that discourage investment by U. S. industry
in Government-sponsored inventions meant to resolve social prob
lems leaves the door open for foreign industry, especially if
state-controlled or subsidized, to capitalize on these inventions
to the detriment of American jobs and industry.

Representative Thornton, joined by 13 Congressmen, including
the Chairman of the Committee on Science and Technology, has in
troduced H. R. 8596, which would establish a comprehensive Gov
ernment-wide policy regulating the allocation of rights to inven
tions made by Government grantees, contractors, and employees,
having as one of its main objectives maximizing utilization of
such inventions. The bill also provides legal authority, now
lacking in a number of Federal agencies,for'the licensing of
GOvernment-owned patents.

Summary of H. R. 8596

Briefly, the major provisions of H. R. 8596 are:
Title I, which contains a statement of findings and purposes.
Title II, which provides an institutional framework through
OSTP and its subcommittees to assure uniform implementation
of the Act's provisions.

Disclaimer: Nothing herein should necessarily be presumed to
represent the polic~es of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.
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© 1978 American Chemical Society
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Title III, Chapter 1, which would allow grantees andcontrac
tors the right to retain title to inventions subject to vari
ous l±mitations and conditions, including a case-by-case

;~~C'~"2=~;<;:;:~;,~~,:;:,~,!~~~,t~,g!::",~~!.~;;1~lr,_8g",,!~"",~P~ctckXoo~S!~~;":'7g¥~PE~5~~:Jbg~!7E~LXi~~9E"A7:~~PJ.~~"~;""Jo~~,o:,,=~
~~:~C?~:.J:'~~~;~,_,~,~;_,~~_~,~¥",~,~_~~D:~'_::~e:,,_~?y:~l?~~,e;~~,}~,~,a' ,'P_:r:?_~UC~or ~process~to"'the '"point /6f' coxmnerciai "'appifcatlo'n:"'c ,_,",0 , ,-~"~,,~"",,,,~,,'

Title-III, chapter 2, which is an effort to codify the cri~

teria of Executive Order 10096 initially issued by President
Truman allocating rights in inventions made by Federal em
ployees in performance' of official duties, and which also
includes authority for such an incentive awards program cov
ering inventions made by such employees.
Title IV, which provides all Federal agencies authority to
l±cense Federally-owned inventions. It also provides the
Department of Commerce with certain additional authorities,
so that a centralized Government licensing program could be
undertaken, although participation in the Commerce program
i:s", 1,~:Et ,tq,~gElIlcydiscreti()n, .and
Title V, which contains definitions, amendments and repealers
of existing statutes.
In my opinion, the bill, except for Title III, Chapter 1,

should not prove controversial, since most of its provisions em
body precendents and conclusions that have been to some degree
uniformly agreed upon.

Controversy over Title III, Chapter 1, seems inevitable,
since it would supplant approximately 22 different statutory and
administrative policies and procedures covering allocation of
contractor and grantee inventions.

Genesis of H. R. 8596

H. R. 8596 is the culmination of years of discussion and
agency operating experiences starting from the increased influx
of Government research and development funds after World War II
to the present 22 billion-dollar annual investment. The bill in
part is an adaptation of a draft bill that was prepared in 1976
by an Interagency Committee on Government Patent Policy, which
bill appears to have been partially inspired by the 1972 Report
of the Commission on Government Procurement. The Commission,
composed of public and private sector members, recommended that
Government patent policy continue to be guided by the Presidential
Memoranda of 1963 and 1971 on Government Patent Policy. However,
the commission also recommended legislation similar to H. R. 8596
in the event' of unsatisfactory experience under the Presidential
Memoranda.

Some problems under the Presidential Memoranda became appa
rent soon after issuance of the Commission report. First a Jus
tice Department memorandum maintaining that disposition by the
Executive Department of future inventions at the time 6f con
tracting constitutes disposition of property requiring statutory
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authority, and lawsuits filed by Public Citizens, Inc., based on
that thesis, directly challenged the constitutionality of parts
of the Presidential Memoranda. In addition, the Congress has
since instituted a number of new research and development pro
grams through statutes having patent policy provisions inconsis
tent with the Presidential. Memoranda. Notwithstanding the with
drawal of the Justice m~or~dqm ~d d~smis&alof the ~ublic

Citizens' suits on procedural grounds, the probability and
actuality of additional suits based on the same thesis and addi
tional piecemeal legislation prompted the Committee on Government
Patent Policy to develop the 1976 draft bill.

Patent Policy Alternatives

The most basic aspect of Government patent policy involving
grantees and.··contractors is the·type·ofpatent.clausethat,is
included in any given grant or contract. Basically there are
three types of clauses that might be used in any given situation:

(a) A provision giving the Government title to all contrac
tor inventions.

(b) A provision providing for contractor retention of title,
subject to whatever licenses and other rights it is
agreed that the Government will obtain, or

(c) A provision that the Government will have the right to
determine the disposition of rights in any inventions
after they are identified (the "deferred determination"
approach).

Debate over Government patent policy has centered on which
types of clauses should be used in Government contracts and grants
and under what circumstances.

For the most part Government agencies now use only the last
two types of clauses, since even most so-called "Title in the
Government" clauses provide to the contractor the right to request
greater rights than a nonexclusive license after an invention has
been made (unless otherwise precluded by statute).

Notwithstanding the number of outstanding statutes, most
agencies, including major research and development agencies such
as the Department of Defense and the Department of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare have no statutory provisions regulating their
policies and have been guided by the Presidential Memoranda. In
fact, many of the agencies with statutes have generally been
guided by these Memoranda to the extent that they are compatible
with the statutes. However, the Presidential Memoranda only es
tablish general guidelines as to when title in the Government,
title in the Contractor, or deferred determination clauses should

~>""':6;e"-"usEi;'Ci"~TlieY'have""not""preventecfc,t'he""aevefopmeiit:';"of""'a""'m'a'Z'e"'"O'f'''''

,",,~;0;,",~,o'''''"'1ndlviaii.i'i'',_e'agenc''y''''r~gu'jjitrons;'-,;,-'andprbce'aiire~s";'"!·antf"'nave''''~pi'6vf(Iecr''-'~'",""6~",'~'

no guarantee that agencies would consider similar contracts to
require similar clauses. H. R. 8596 has as one of its objectives
the elimination of this current web of statutes and regulations.
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Available ~pproaches for a Legislative Government Patent Policy

More important, H. R. 8596 has as its basic objective the
=s:(",;q~Y,-~"!.QJ:?!g§.p.~,;,:Qf";;,~-",,,p.Ql;i,gY,,,,!;h.~j;,,,:,w:~,:J,,.;l"",;,E;nh@9g"~t?9.qp'9.mi,q~~g:r.;:Qwtb:,.~bY-",,~,~:~::;;;,:,,::o;:z;;;cC3.=~
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primary issue remains whether the approach taken in Title III,
Chapter 1, of the bill will best accomplish that result.

It is anticipated that opponents of the bill will argue that
allowing contractors to retain title is a "give-away," lI an t i com
petitive," 'and provides contractors with a "windfall." Objective
review of the subject has been difficult to achieve in the past,
since opponents are wont to dispose of the issue through the
catchwords cited above, and others such as "what the Government
pays for it should own. 1I Experience shows that there are few
situations in which the Government funds inventions resulting
from its programs to the point of practical application except
for instances where the Government is the primary purchaser of
the invention. Notwithstanding, it is not possible' at this time
to statistically conclude that the contractor's ultimate finan
cial contribution to bringing an invention resulting from Govern~

ment funding to the marketplace is in any given case significant
in comparison to that of the Government. This leads to what is
believed to be the most persuasive argument or approach available
to opponents of the H. R•••• that disposition be made at the time
of contracting on a case-by-case basis and/or deferred until
identification of-an-invention.

Under such an approach it is contemplated that disposition,
whether made at the time of contracting or after identification
of the invention, will take into consideration the equities of
the Government vis-a-vis the contractor in ultimately bringing
the invention to the marketplace a However, since the equities
of the parties at the time of contracting in a yet-to-be-made
invention are virtually impossible to assess objectively, oppo
nents of H. R. 8596 have indicated a clear predilection toward
deferring determination of ownership until an invention has been
made, so that disposition can be made on a stronger basis. Ac
cordingly, it is believed that if uniformity is to be one of the
prerequisites of a legislative Government patent policy, the
choice appears to be realistically limited to the H. R. 8596 and
deferred determination approaches. (As already noted, a "title
in the Government" approach which does not take into considera
tion requests for greater rights in the contractor after an in
vention has been made and has been virtually abandoned by the
major R&D agencies is not considered a means of maximizing
utilization of Government-funded inventions, since it rejects the
need for the patent incentive by the contractor in all situations~

Accordingly, the remainder of this presentation is limited to
comparing H. R. 8596 and deferred determination approaches against
the objectives sought.by a legislative Government patent policy.
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The Objectives of Government Patent Policy

PATENT POLICY

There is general agreement that the primary objectives of
Government patent policy should be to (1) promote furtherpri
vate development and utilization of Government-supported inven
tions, (2) ensure that the Government's interest in practicing
inventions resulting from its support is protected, (3) ensure
that patent rights in Government-owned inventions are not used
forunfairj anticompetitive or suppressive purposes, (4) mini
mize the cost of administering patent policies through uniform
principles, and (5) attract the best qualified contractors.

Comparison of the Deferred Determination and the IITitle-in-the
Contractor" Approach Against the Objectives of Government Patent
Policy

Obj ective (2) issatis:f:i.~ci"equaii~{'bY- either'approa~h.;
the Government as a minimum will retain a royalty-free license,
even if the contractor has title. Stated in other words, if the
Government is the primary purchaser, it makes little difference
who has title.

The fourth objective (minimizing administrative costs) is
best met by the H. R. 8596 approach, since agency experience in
dicates that a great amount of Government and contractor time is
required to process requests for rights made under deferred de
termination clauses. Indeed, a great hardship would be involved
in shifting to a Government-wide deferred determination approach,
unless this was accompanied by a significant increase in thepa
tent and related support staffs of a number of agencies. For
example, it is unlikely that DOD could expeditiously process
each contractor request for patent rights under a deferred deter
mination procedure with present staffing.

The fifth objective (attracting the best qualified contrac
tors) seems best satisfied by H. R. 8596, since there is evidence
that many firms with established commercial positions and which
are not primarily engaged in Government contracting would be
reluctant or refuse to undertake or compete for Government re
search and development contracts (or subcontracts) in the area
of their established positions if the Government insisted upon
the use of a deferred determination clause. It is not realistic
to believe that such firms will jeopardize a privately established
commercial position on the chance of ownership of a major improve
ment of such position made with Government funding. Refusal to
participate in this situation will probably necessitate that the
Government contract with a less qualified contractor or not con-

"'"",,,,tract,,'-.-,at,,,,,0alol--•.-, __ ,'-x,,,,,,';,,,''',,,,,',

"'~'""~"~"Ci"_""""""',",'_"""'2'_,,,To~,.-avoid':N_,,th,is·~c_problem·.,-,t-he""pol·icy'0,wou-ld"",have,:""to,,,,l'1.:ea:ve,:,,,open",,,;,,",,,,:,,",,,,,,:,-,,,_.,-,,,,,,,,,,:

the negotiation of, other terms in cases which demand deviation
from a deferred determination clause. However, this would neces
sarily increase the administrative costs of a deferred determina
tionapproach, since negotiation of spec~al patent clauses at th~
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time of contracting is a time-consuming process. More important
is the fact that no definitive criteria has ever been developed
which would establish when such a deviation was justified.

~-c:.""~2"!~"~':":;'''''':'c;::",-~~Q!.§.':6g,§.~t~.;:§""",t.hE?z,g.~.Q.§,t"c?~~.;.Q!!=w.bi91k:...app:.t::9"a.Qll,,;hes:t~.dn~at~~the~<::>b.~7'" "'''i'.'Z'"T~1::~

._ j~S.'t;'Y,~}~",P,:R"p~qmp~;!:lg,.}J,i:i.l:~z,C!.:t::;i,on.",.o,:E ..~.,_G9,ye:rnment~_funde,d"",inventions;-~", ..."",,,
while guarding against abuse (objectives 1 and 3).

In general, opponents of H. R. 8596 argue that leaving first
option to rights in inventions to contractors will not really en
sure greater utilization and will lead to abuses, such as suppres
sion, higher prices, and market concentration. Proponents argue
that H.R. 8596 will maximize utilization of Government-funded
inventions, that the potential abuses are more theoretical than
real, and that in any case the bill's "march-in" provisions are
available to rectify any abuses that might'dev~lop. They also
argue that the issue of higher prices, to the extent it is true,
assumes that the invention is commercialized, while under the
deferred approach many fewer inventions will be commercialized.
For those that are not, the issue of price. is moot, and thepub~

lie has been deprived of new or improved products.

Factors Affecting utilization

A decision by any firm to invest in the development and mar;"
keting of a patentable invention is dependent on numerous factors
only one of which may be patent ownership. Obviously, patent
rights will not be a factor in such decisions unless a commercial
market is envisioned. But all other things being equal, the own
ership of patent rights is a positive incentive for investment in
commercialization. Ownership may well be the deciding factor on
commitment of private capital, since studies have 'shown that the
cost of bringing an invention from its initial conception'or re
duction to practice (which is as far as most Government inventions
are funded by the Government) to the commercial market is approx
mately 10 times the cost expended in first inventing it under a
Government grant or contract. In many situations this additional
investment will not be made if it is perceived that a competitor
can avoid this initial investment and undersell the original de
veloper.

Further, as a general proposition, the inventing organization
is more likely to be interested than other organizations in com
mercializing an invention due" to inherent ability to assess the
merits of the invention from inception through early stages of
development.

It is probably also better qualified, .cx at least as quali~

fied as any other fir.m, to promote or undertake further technical
development, since it may have know-how not necessarily available
to other companies. It will also nor.mally have an inventor and
technical team willing to advocate that their idea be brought to
fruition. Further, in the case of many commercial contractors a
Government-funded invention may only be an improvement on exten-
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sive contractor-owned technology, and, therefore, will not alone
form a basis for a major new commercial line.

Can the Deferred-Determination Approach Minimize Monopoly Profits
Without Inhibiting 'utilization?

Because of the above circumstances, proponents of H. R. 8596
argue that there are strong reasons to permit the inventing con
tractor a first opportunity to retain title to its invention and
comrnercializeit. Indeed, in the case of nonprofit organizations
or smaller nonmanufacturing firms, it is believed unreasonable to
expect any effort on their part in transferring the invention to
concerns capable of marketing without the incentive of ownership.
In fact, it is argued that there is little point in going through
a deferred determination process if the GOvernment's objective is
to maximize utilization.

Deferred determination advocates would claimthattheGov~'

ernment can make a better judgment after the invention is iden
tified, denying exclusivity and all the abuses it may engender
where they are not necessary. Implicit in this claim is the as
sumption that GOvernment personnel will either be in a position
(i) to determine if the existence of exclusive patent rights is
needed as an incentive to further development, or (ii) to find a
better qualified firm to commercialize the invention through a
GOvernment licensing effort after taking title to the invention.

As to whether exclusivity is needed as an incentive for
private investment in an identified invention, it should be re
cognized that if the Government determines that exclusivity is
not needed, but is Wrong, no further development may take place.
On the other hand, if the GOvernment is right, consumers may
save the hypothetical difference in price that would be charged
by someone holding exclusive rights, as opposed to the price
charged by someone who developed the product without exclusive
rights. In any case, the public will presumably get an improved
product or process which they find more beneficial than its pre
vious alternative.

Moreover, for the Government to be right more often than not
when making a deferred determination ,WOUld require extensive tech
nical, marketing, and economic sbudies of the firms, technology,
industries, and market involved. The cost to taxpayers of such
programs could be more than any savings they would produce for
consumers. This appears to be the present situation, since in
most deferred determination cases ex1usivity has been deemed
necessary, and the costly determination process has been engaged
in simply to confirm this fact. This has been substantiated by

"".,~"~~J~f9:!;pn~;I;.,'~,~,~e~.QQ~g~~.9,,,,_i:!ng__,.§R<:i,9.~" __,~Qmin~_s,t~;:i_t:ion"_""ij1<;rL __~cl,_,,NS,:F
.''C"~:":.,,,~,~_i-t;h,~,,,};h,~,,,~~,,,cfJ5l~nS!,~,ft~,,~b~ScQ_","JJ:!.§,!:",9~,~_9,~,b±Y~b,fl.."¥~,~~mC:M_:t,~_~thl?",,,~±i;Y;.ggp,.t,;"!Xgffi,~,:"~",=.'","",,,":,,,,,,

her of deferred determinations> by the grant of over 90 percent
of the requests for "greater rights II over a period spanning 10
years.
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Similarly, the ability of Government personnel to decide
after an invention is identified that utilization will best be
promoted by the Government's taking title and offering the in-

~~~~:~~~"~:_~~:-:~~~~~f~'~~'~~~'~~k~-~~~~~~'~~:~~~i§~~_~:j~E~~~!i:~B!:E:~!~::,:::::::'::
-riec'essarlly"'6ri-- a: ii6nexcluslve' basis) ~. There is really no effec
tive means for Government personnel to ensure that other firms,
whether licensed exclusively ornonexclusively, WOuld do a better
job of developing the invention than a willing contractor or a
licensee of the contractor. One can be sure that in most cases
the inventing organization will have little interest or incentive
to transfer its know-how to another firm, possibly a competitor.
Moreover, the very process of attempting to find alternative de
velopers will simply serve to delay private investment and cool
the interest of the inventing contractor. It will also force the
Government into the expense of filing patent applications in order
to assure that a patent is available if exclusive licensing is ul
timately deemed necessary.

It is important also to emphasize that a deferred determina
tion that is truly geared to resolve the questions that trouble
opponents of the H. R. -8596 approach would be so costly, complex,
and time-consuming as to discourage many contractors from re
questing rights in the first instance, especially small busi
nesses and universities. They may even neglect to report the
invention under such circumstances. In all likelihood, without
a request for rights to trigger the deferred determination pro
cess, most agencies will have little incentive to do anything
with the disclosure and, in most cases, the invention will be
practiced by no one, as seems to be the case with a very sub
stantial portion of the 28,000 patented inventions now in the
Government's patent portfolio. Indeed, under a deferred deter
-mination approach the agencies could be devoting so many resources
to those cases where rights were reqested that they would have
insufficient personnel or interest to study inventions and en
courage developrnentand marketing where rights were not requested.
Thus, it appears that H. R. 8596i5 more likely than alternate
approaches to maximize the commercialization of Government-funded
inventions.

Other Concerns of Deferred Determination Advocates

In addition to the concern over higher profits, advocates of
the deferred determination approach hav~ generally voiced two
other concerns. First, they express the fear that some contrac
tors will take advantage of patent rights to suppress the utili
zation of an invention. Such fears have been expressed through
out the years, but no case of such suppression has ever been
documented, despite .the chousands of' -instances in which Govermnent
contractors have retained title to inventions. Further, H. R.
8596 includes so-called "march-in" provisions that would remedy
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any such abuse.
Finally, proponents of deferred determinations argue title

in-the-contractor may lead to dominance of an industry by a con
tractor. Studies indicate that most contractors normally license
their patent technologies and that, in any event, alternative
technologies are generally available. No example of such domi
nance has ever been given. It is also questionable whether the
Government could identify the possibility of such dominance during
the deferred determination process.

A strong argument can be made that allowing contractors to
retain patent rights will tend to promote competition in an in
dustry, whereas a deferred determination approach where the Gov
ernment normally retained title and either dedicated the invention
to the public or licensed the invention on a npnexclusive basis
approach would do otherwise. The proposition that title-in-the
contractor can lead to dominance is very much dependent on the
as:sumptioll cfa competiLtivemarketipj.ace in which all Concerns
start with equal capacities. In fact, many industries are cur
rently oligarchical in structure and do not fit the model of pure
competition. When this is the case, the retention of rights in
the Government and a policy of nonexclusive dedication or licen
sing tends to serve the interests of the dominant firms for whom
patent rights are not normally a major factor in maintaining
dominance. Rather, control of resources, extensive marketing
and distribution systems, and superior financial resources are
more important factors in maintaining dominance and preventing
entry of new firms. It is important to note that such firms may
well be foreign-based and dominant through subsidization by their
governments, making the inadequacies of a policy of the Govern
ment's normally acquiring title even more pronounced. Certainly
the Government should not be conducting research and development
and permitting the results to enure to the "benefit of foreign
countries. to the detriment of our own economy.

On the other hand, smaller firms in an industry must of nec
essity rely on a proprietary position in new innovations and pro
ducts in order to protect their investment in both domestic and
foreign markets. Thus, patent rights tend to be a much more sig
nificant factor affecting their investment decisions. They may
need the exclusivity of patent rights to offset the probability
that a successful innovation will lead to copying by a dominant
firm whiqh would soon undercut their market through marketing,
financial, and other commercial techniques. Accordingly, the
deferred determination approach in which title normally is re
tained by the Government may, in fact, be anticompetitive, since
it encourages the status quo by discouraging innovation~

, ..~S~.9'~~9";~~.!?,ffi~.;1_,.:±:hg!l:}.t9:r?:""JlgJ?.,.P~Q.y~g~~:t,.,@_g.",1mln;§9_~ggIl1;§g.... _~P~1JID .. ,_, ..t:Q.:r;.""w~"",",,,_''''-'~
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'_A~ _v~----problems. While giving the -p-atent bar the opportunity to educate

the public on the e~sential part the patent system plays in the
economic life ofacountrypledged to individual freedom and the
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right of individuals to contribute to its society, we have an
opportunity we cannot afford to lose to parochial interests.

H.R. 8596 in 1977 which
would establish a uniform Government policy regarding the allbC~

ation of rights to inventions made by Government grantees, con
tractors, and employees. In addition, the bill provides general
legal authority for the licensing of Government-owned patents.
The ultimate objective of this bill is to promote and maximize
the commercialization and utilization of inventions and tech
nology which result from Government-supported research. There
is considerable interest in this bill, both within the Govern
ment and in the private sector. A review of the present
situation reveals some constraints on the range of options
available in formulating a uniform Government patent policy which
would eliminate tihe ..·cu:r::.l::".em:t::.Jrl.aze of, statutory. and·.administrative
policies, forms, and clauses.
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Patent Policy 10 Government Research and

Development Contracting

JOHN C. STEDMAN

3533 Blackhawk Drive, Madison, WI 53705

The·"argumentabout "Government" .patent.. policy "has .been going
on for years and will probably go on for years more. It gives
us something lively to talk about--and durable, because solutions
always seem to be around the corner. The Subject has so many
ramifications, implications and complications that one can
scarcely even list them, to say nothing of discussing them in
a brief paper.

For the purposes of the present discussion and in the in
terests of brevity, I make, for the sake of argument, certain
assumptions: (1) that research and development contracted for
by the Government is crucial to our welfare (if it is not; , we
should be taking a hard look at the billions the Government
spends in this area); (2) that the possibility of owning patents
that stem from such R&D does--sometimes, if not always--provide
an added incentive to invent and to innovate; (3) that the pro
position, lithe Government paid for it, the Government should get
the patents,1I while logical enough and undoubtedly valid in many
instances, is unduly simplistic, standing alone, in terms of
what is in the best public interest; (4) that denial of patent
rights to the contractor may, in an undetermined number of close
cases, cause a contractor to refuse the contract or demand a
higher price; (5) that denial of exclusive rights to a potential
innovator, whether the R&D contractor or someone else, may
(again, in close cases) result in non-innovation; (6) that the
public interest'may (I emphasize the word IImay" ) warrant leaving
patents with the R&D contractor if (I emphasize the word "if")
failure to do so has, undesirable results, in the form of reduc
ing the incentive to invent or innovate, that exceed the bene
fits of retaining title in the Government.

The first and most crucial problem, I think we can agree,
"·-'i's"~to"'determine,..,the"'-respective"'"cbst$"''''and''''',llbe:Aefits'''''''of'''''leaving

':""~~''''''''''''patent'0ri'ghts''''''With0the~3-''contra-ctor''t-"'-'re-serv±ng:'-"tjn'ly·""a'-";"It:±cense'-;"-i.;n~!'"'''''''''-''''"," ~',~!"'''.~i''·''''

the Government (referred to as 1I1icens~ policy"), as compared
to retaining title in the Government (referred to as IItitle
pol.i:,cyuJ. The main costs of leaving patents with the contractor

0-8412-0454-3/78/47~081-036$05.00/0
© 1978 American Chemical Society
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are those that we usually associate with the possession of such
monopoly power as patents may provide: denial to others of the
right to use the invention, possible higher prices to ultimate
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m""""'''''''''"cuiii'tfve), such action can result in a lessening of future R&D
by blocking others from engaging in such activity or reducing
the pressure on the contractor himself to do so. The benefits
that flow from the license policy are that it may give the con
tractor greater incentive to do the best possible job of invent~

ing, incentive to innovate and market, incentive to supplement
his Government R&D with R&D of his own, a greater willingness
to take the contract or take it at a lower price and, finally, a
mini-mizingof the "transaction costs ll imposed upon both parties,
but especially upon the Government. I use the term "transaction
costs" in a very broad sense. I include the burdens of delay,
protracted negotiation, uncertainty.., and controversy as to what
the respective rights are, as well as the additional burdens of
supervision, inspection, and review that may fall upon the Gov
ernment in the absence of the self-operating incentives for the
contractor to cooperate and do his best--incentives that presum
ably attend adoption of the "license" policy.

The "costs" and "benefits" of Government retention of patent
rights are, of course, substantially a mirror image of those I
have just enumerated. The Government, as representative of the
public, benefits from the competition that results if all are
free to use the invention--assuming they do use it--and from such
additional independent research as both the contractor and others
may engage in. The costs may take the form of poorer performance
per R&D dollar spent by the Government, as a result of those
best qualified refusing to take the contract (at least at the
agreed-upon price), less enthusiasm for doing a good job, short~

changing the Government through non-disclosure of results, un
willingness to risk commercialization of the invention, and so
on. They also may invo1ve higher "transaction costs" of the
sort previously mentioned.

It is easy enough to tick off the various ways in which
this or that approach may have plus or minus effects. But a
-mere recounting of the possibilities makes two things painfUlly
apparent. One, thee~tent of the cost or benefit becomes an
extremely lIiffy" matter....-most of all at the stage when one has
no clear picture of what may result. Two, as a corollary, it
may be that the best course to follow lies somewhere between the
two extremes of "title" policy and "license" policy.

A closer look at the realities will underline the great
va~iations that may exist as between one invention-innovation
situation and another: (1) A given new product or process may
be easy and' inexpensive both to invent and to innovate. In this
situation, little help from the Government, whether in the form
of patent protection or otherwise, is presumably needed since
private enterprise should be quite able to handle the situation;
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(2) As to another product or process, invention may be easy and
inexpensive, but innovation may be difficult and expensive.
Here, as in the first situation, the patent system is likely to
have little relevance (except as patentable inventions may arise
later) since by definition the patent law applies only to inven
tions that are difficult to make, not to difficult innovat~
Consequently, s-uch support as Government may provide, if it is
to provide any at all, must take the formaf some sort of subsidy,
in-house development, assistance and advice, or other non-patent
aid t (3) Still another product or process may be difficult and
expensive to invent, but its introduction into the market may be
easy and inexpensive. The invention of an 80-mile-per-gallon
carburetor comes to mind. Here, some incentive or aid, whether
through patent rights or Government funds may be needed to bring
the invention into being, but not to induce innovation once the
invention has been made; (4) Finally, a product or process may
'be'difficult "and vexpensLve at' both 'the' 'invention and Lnnovatdcn"
stages. Here, some kind of incentive support, Governmental or
otherwise, may be needed at both stages. Government support need
not necessarily take the form of patent rights. At the .invention
stage it can, and usually does, consist of monetary support. At
the innovation stage, it can consist of other direct forms of
aid: monetary, expert advice and assistance, development facil
ities, and so on. More indirectly, know-how, headstart advan
tages, staff maintenance and improvement, or the prospect of
obtaining supplemental patents on later inventions stemming from
the ,innovative effort~-all having their roots in the R&D cbn
tract--may be sufficient to induce the contractor to take the
"innovation" risks. Granted that these alternatives exist, the
award of patent protection covering the original invention does
remain as one way to provide incentive to undertake an innovation
that might otherwise not occur.

The foregoing underlines the great variety of possible
s-±tuat±ons. In short, the II incentive" role that patents may play
in the innovation process, as distinguished from the invention
process, may range from very great to nothing at all.

Nor is the "incentive stimulus" role the only imponderable.
A given patent may have an enti~ely different significance in the
hands of contractor X than in the hands of contractor Y. If X is
a small entrepreneur with little else to protect him from power
ful competitors, the patent may have salutary effects in terms
of both' improving (rather than distorting) the balance of compe
tition and providing incentives to-others to invent around. If
Y is a large, dominant concern, award of patent rights may result
in further distortion of an already unbalanced competitive situa-
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competition and on the part of others who find Y's advantages too
great to overcome.

Beyond the competitive imponderables, there is, of course,
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the fact that patents themselves vary tremendously in terms of
their impact upon the' competitive structure. Some are pop-guns,
competitively speaking; some are block-busters.
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evaluating 'ii'ccura'tely'the costs and benefits of either granting
or not granting exclusive patent rights to the contractor, become
apparent. They become all the more apparent, of course, when
such evaluations must be made, as they often must, at a time when
the subject inventions have not even been made and when one can
only speculate upon what the business structure, the position of
various entities in that structure, and the competitive practices
will be in the years to come--the years in which the impact of
the patents will be felt.

Recognition of these uncertainties, brings us to the next
major question. With a high degree of variability from one case
to the next, and with a high degree' of speculation as to the ex
tent of a give~cost or benefit, how are we to ascertain whether
the costs and benefits of 'given alternatives have been accurately
determined? If we do err, how shall we correct those errors?
What I am asking is this: How can this highly uncertain, highly
variable, highly volatile program best be administered in the
public interest?

There may be no good answer to these questions. In close
cases--and it is close cases that must concern us~~it may be
that nobody is in a position to make a really accurate prognosis
in terms of what is best. This reality does, however, suggest
the approach that it would seem wise to take. In view of the
possibility that a given decision may prove unwise because of
expectations that do not materialize, unanticipated changes of
circumstance, or for other reason, any program that is adopted
for dealing with this situation should be flexible and adjustable.
But flexibility and adjustability, alone, are not enough. Incen
tive must also exist to make those adjustments when occasion
demands. Where a given decision is disadvantageous to the con
tractor, one may reasonably expect him, in his own self-interest,
to try to get it changed. It is less certain that a Government
agency will take the necessary steps to correct a decision that
proves adverse to the public interest. With some exceptions,
Government agencies tend toward inertia with respect to pre~

vious1y-made decisions, unless someone is breathing down their
necks--especia1ly where the action called for 1s secondary to
their primary responsibilities, as is the case with an R&D
agency's administration of patent rights. rhe tendency not to
correct the situation is the greater, of course, if the need for
revision is not clearly perceived or if corrective action will
require affirmative steps by the agency. An undesirable arrange
ment is more likely to continue, for instance, if it is the sub
ject of a IO-year contract with a right to terminate after 5
years.
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Recognition of the significance of the human element in the
administration of this patent-allocation program, brings us to a
third basic question. Is the agency that sponsors the R&D and
negotiates the contract the best one to deal with these broader
problems involving the allocation of patent rights? There are
grounds for suggesting that it is not. Granted that it is well
qualified to evaluate the technological performance of the con
tractor and the technological relationship of what he does to
what others have done or are doing, it does not necessarily fol
low that it is best qualified to evaluate the marketing, entre
preneurial and competitive results that may flow from a given
course of action--and these, after all, are the crucial factors
that must control decisions regarding patents. Competency in
these matters is especially open to question in the case ofa
"mission-oriented" agency--and it is they who are responsible
for most of the Government-supported R&D contracts. Even the
"pUblic;;';serviCe~orieii'fedll"agencies',however," may'" suffer ,', from
lack of balance because of their understandable emphasis upon
their immediate fields of interest. Furthermore, as a result
of constant exposure to the views of those with whom it deals,
any agency runs the risk of developing an unconscious bias in
the direction of the contractor's point of view, in the same
way that regulatory agencies do with respect to those whom they
regulate. Finally, a given contractor's willingness to contract,
to contract at a given price, or to perform satisfactorily, may
well be influenced by whether or not he will be awarded patent
rights. This being so, the contracting agency finds itself in
an uncomfortable "conflict of interest" position, where it will
be tempted to trade off the patent rights--the cost of which
falls upon outsiders--in order to get a better deal, greater
effort and more cooperation from the contractor--benefits that
accrue directly to the agency.

A fourth point to consider, and a very troublesome one it
is, is the matter of transaction costs. Entanglements, protrac
tions, super-vision, uncertainties, and delays can attend the
entire proces& we are talking about, from the earliest negotia
tions to the final completion of the contract, and even beyond.
These are costly to everyone--the contractor, the Government,
and the public alike. These costs may take many forms: wrang
ling over the dollar costs of the cont%act; argument whether a
given invention was made under or outside of the contract;
whether the contractor has put forth his best effort in per
forming; whether he has disclosed everything he should; whether
patent protection is necessary to induce innovation; whether
equity and competitive considerations warrant giving him ex-

.,.,.clusiverights, and"." if""so""to".what, "extent, "unqe:rtainty and
'.'c",,,:,,,,",~,,,,.c"'R,,,,,tn.g§P..:i,,§,;i,,QI1.;,,-,~$,,,,,,tp,,,,wb.e,t,,,-"he:"·::ll:@.y:.""~g~R""~,g~"";",b:i::I:!1§J?J,t",:,§JlSL,w:hp,t,,,,h~,~",.mH§:t~~"""""~'-x"""", ~,,"";""

turn over to the Government; and so on. These are troublesome
and difficult matters and the urge to minimize or avoid them is
understandable. This urge, as much as anything, may lie back of
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the approach in H. R. 8596, introduced by Representative Thornton
in 1977, to the allocation of patent rights. One can applaud
efforts to eliminate or minimize these costs--would that Govern-
IIlent __'~~l1~,~_~~_:I.Y, _,,~,gh 1:. ' .cC?Pc.!=~,!LAJ;??_~:l;~~,JnQr_e__,__~ith,~s_uc;:1:l=~b.j,ng§: .•.:,="W~~~~~,,"=~"~"::;7",,~

~~;~~~"~€~~~?~~,:f~':.~?~,~~¥_:,,:;t',,~~4:~~:_R,~~~,~~_ :~:"§2~)}igh~A·~ :P.~~,9~,_-,. - _" ,pr, ,~_, .. ,_,,_,',"-""","','_"-"-""'-"-',--""',',"-'-'"
.. "'ltfgheEi:; 'prIce "t.han 'necessarY, for such results.

I have talked generalities and principles long enough. Let
me turn to the specifics. A responsible program in this area
calls for the following:

(1) Careful evaluation to determine whether an award of
patents is needed to induce "invention."

(2) A similar evaluation with respect to encouraging "inno
vation."

(3) Evaluation of the effects of given courses of conduct
upon the competitive situation.

(4) A careful balancing of these three factors, in "cost
and-benefit analysis" terms, to determine whether a
given course of conduct is ,,(aL worth what it costs, or"
(b) could be modified to reduce the cost and increase
the benefits.

Needless to say, evaluations like these, to be successful,
require competency, broad understanding, good judgment, lack of
bias, and a reasonable measure of courage, aggressiveness, imagi
nation and foresight. This is a tall order.

Additionally, such a program requires:
(S) A SUfficiently flexible procedure so that errors can be

corrected or programs modified in response to changed
circumstances.

(6) A determined effort to minimize transaction costs by
eliminating uncertainties, delays, time-consuming and
burdensome procedures, unnecessary supervision and re
view, red-tape, and the like.

Some of these criteria work against each other. "Flexibil
ity\J and "certainty" -may be mutually inconsistent. careful review
and protection of the right to be heard may result in more, rather
than les'S, delay and burdensome procedure. Denial of patent
rights may necessitate closer supervision to assure that the
contractor does his best. And so on. Here, again, trade-offs
may become necessary. The important thing is to avoid trading
one's birthright for a mess of pottage.

I am afraid I cannot put off any longer talking about the
Thornton bill. How ~o H. R. 6249 and its successor H. R. 8596
stack up in terms of these criteria? I will assume a working
knowledge of this bill's provisions and will concentrate on the
"title versus license" issue in contractor cases (sections 311
to 316).

The Thornton bill does, indeed, have some attractive fea
tures:

(I) It provides an express authorization from Congress to
assign patent rights to private entities in appropriate cases--
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an authorization that has heretofore been lacking, a lack which
has given rise to a legal controversy that is still not defini
tively settled (cf. Kaplanv. Corcoran, 545 F.2d 1073, 192 USPQ
129, 7th circuit, 1976).

(2) It provides, in form at least, for a flexibility that
enables the agency to tailor its action, both at the outset and

. at later s'teqes f to £it the significant public interest consid
erations we have been talking about: incentive to invent, in
centive to innovate, and due concern for competitive effects.

(3) It greatly reduces immediate transaction costs Ca) by
acquiescing in the contractor's claim to title, thereby avoiding
controversy, delay and uncertainty, (b) by subjecting the agen
cy's acts (at least, those favorable to the contractor) to almost
no procedural or review requirements, and (c) by lessening the
need for close supervision arid inspection of the contractor's
performance,(includingdisclosure)""throughthesimpledevice',of
relying upon his self-interest--a justifiable reliance, it would
seem, since he is able to retain almost all the benefits result
ing from his performance.

(4) All in all, the bill provides incentive for the contrac
tor to perform to his best ability and the further incentive to
develop and market the inventions that he comes up with--in
short, to pursue with vigor and haste the journey from the draw
ing board to the drawing room. It all adds up to "more bangs
per buck," short-term at least. Whether the long-range effect is
::;alutary, is another question.

Let me look, now, at the shortcomings.
(1) In leaving patent rights with the contractor simply for

the asking, the Thornton bill dispenses at the outset with the
need for any serious consideration of the costs and benefits.
There are persuasive reasons why the Government should not sur
render lightly or casually the patent rights resulting from its
R' & Dcontracts. Patents do constitute a monopoly Of sorts,
albeit a l±mited one. In an economic society dedicated to free
enterprise and to reliance mainly upon competition, in lieu of
resorting to other forms of control, any monopoly factor can
have a disrupting effect. To permit contractor retention of ,the
patents without any inquiry into the effect of this upon compe
tition, or any exploration of whether such actiop is necessary
to induce the contractor to take the contract to dO-a proper job
of inventing and disclosing (both of which he is obligated to do,
anyway) or to commercialize the invention (which he is not obli
gated to do) simply does not seem to square with the demands of
~ubl±c interest and responsible administration.

(2...)... N....o.r.... a...r.... e...t... ~e...p....r.o...v.i.5..i."()~~,, ~,~,~~,e, ~~~_~ ....~-:~ ,ar=_~~,~,~,~I1~d,,~o
"'-""~'"''--'"'''''''-~. KErep~-'tlie'~ contractor' 5 exclli:sivit'y 'withiri boUnds': likely ~ to" .dam' so:'"'"""'";~'~;
"""~'~"~~(''"~'''''Th€t''provI'srorls''''for'";comifu'ls6YY'';'i'I'c'girslrtg;~wrrere;00'atitltrtistc;!'~;'healti1",~",",_,~"m ..,

and welfare, or regulatory requirements would otherwise be
threatened, and the provisions for more general compulsory
licensing after several years have elapsed seem seriously
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deficient. For one thing, any interference with the contractor's
exclusivity is subject to procedural limitations that could s~

stantially delay or prevent action (in contrast to the initial
award to the contractor which is largely PJ:"o ,~C>,.rJ:D.§l.) ,J:\I:> "~9r t;,he

oJ:~:""~<:'::;::mcrre"~:genera2'"";:11:Ceii;sfri'g::~'''''It';;o'6~-;-iincrt""''l)'€~'I'Ilipos'ec.:c-c;'at~a.Tf''untr::(O''''7'c~~r'::,=~~:=~~'=
v'lO""ye'ars',"'''or'''1.'ortger'/''havEt''Ilii§'sed'~' l3'ey6iid':"'£l1e'se';"'tl1e ··'de'CI's.i'onM,,,.,,,m,/,.',,;v,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,",,

whether or not to require licensing rests with the R&D agency
that made the contract--an authority that~may remain largely
unused to the extent that an agency is sympathetic, as many are,
to the principle of leaving all commercial rights with the con-
tractor. In such agencies, the supposedly flexible administra-
tion contemplated by the bill thus becomes highly inflexible in
favor of the contractor, and is rendered all the more so by pro-
visions in section 315 (a) and (d) which permit deviation from
the requirements set forth in the chapter. In short, many pro-
visions in the bill push the agencies, especially those already
predisposed in that direction, to leave. all rights with the con-
tractor and not thereafter to tamper with them.

(3) Still anotherfactorpllshesiritl1is same direction:
Once the contractor receives title, as he does automatically, it
takes affirmative action on the agency's part to open the patent
up for use by others. As I have mentioned previously, if it is
up to the Government to take the initiative to correct a situa
tion it created, the situation may simply remain uncorrected.

(4) Finally, one may seriously question whether the struc
ture contemplated by the bill holds out much hope for the genu
inely competent and unbiased administration that is essential if
the public interest is to be adequately served. Many agencies-~

especially the mission-oriented ones--may have little understand~

ing and feel for the broader aspects of innovation, competitive
structure, monopoly threat, and so on, however expert they may
be in the technological aspects of their subjects. Furthermore,
those who 'made the original decisions may be quite unenthusiastic
about deciding later that they misjudged the situation. And
finally, given a possible long-standing relationship with the
contractor and possible future relationship with him--a situation
that may be ,aggravated in some cases by the "revolving door"
phenomenon~-one cannot ignore the possibility of unconscious
bias, however dedicated and conscientious the administrator may
be~ These considerations, taken with the well-known lack of
sympathy in many Government agencies for anything that smacks of
the "title" policy, leave one doubtful as to how meaningful the
safeguards in the Thornton bill, might prove to be.

I can summarize my rather pessimistic views of the bill as
follows: Its enactment would probably (1) put increased pressure
on all R &0 agencies to leave patent rights with the contractors
and discourage them from thereafter interfering with those exclu
sive rights except in the most egre~ious and outrageous cases;
(2) harden the so-called "license" agencies' opposition to Gov
ernmental retention of patents--all the more so since they would
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now have Congressional blessing for their views; (3) put road
blocks and procedural burdens in the way of those agencies that
favor the "titlet' policy and even those that follow a more modi
fied "title with waiver" policy. These pressures could, it is
true, lead to a high degree of uniformity, but a uniformity
based upon abdication~-a consummation not devoutly to be wished.

with close to two-thirds of the R&D done today supported
by Government funds, and the overwhelming share of R&D con
tracts, in dollar terms, going to large and already powerful
concerns, I suggest that this is not the kind of law that should
be enacted, in the absence of much clearer evidence than we now
have that it is really necessary in the public interest.

What, then, do we need? I dislike ending on a negative
note, so let me suggest the following:

(1) We should not throw out the Thornton bill entirely.
It does have its good 9Qints.

(2) "We" should' retain'its'express "C6hgre'ssionar:authClrization'
and the flexibility that enables one to deal, not only with black
and white cases, but also with the gray, in-between cases.

(3) We should shift the burden of proof to the contraGtor to
show cause why he should be awarded exclusive rights.

(4) To the extent that exclusive rights are found to be
warranted, we should follow the practice of granting exclusive
licenses (tailoring the license to the needs of the situation),
and avoid outright assignment. It may not be easy to evict a
te~ant, but it is a lot easier than it is to foreclose a mortgage.
Furthermore, recognition that, as owner, the Government will per
force become a party' to any infringement suit may give some pause
to those administrators inclined to be over-generous in their
dealings with contractors.

(S) An independent Government Board of Review should be pro
vided--preferably in an already-existing agency--to review all
~xclusive grants. Such a body should be competent, expert, and
above all, unbiased. Possibly, the set-up might include an
"ombudsman," so to speak, to present the case, whatever it may
be, against the grant of exclusive rights. (The contractor,
presumably, would be quite competent to present his own case in
favor of such rights.)

(6) I hope you will not charge me with unbelieVable naivete
and inconsistency if I make one final suggestion: every step
possible, consistent with responsible administration and concern
for due process, should be taken to eliminate, insofar as it can
be done, the red tape, procedural entanglements and delays that
too often characterize too many of our Governmental activities.
public and private interests can be safeguarded, I firmly believe,

"""",__ ,,<wit;hpl,l:t., bP9gi,J;W, "9-9W.",;i.I1,, P:t:',(;t,<::,~,.i.g,~,~""~h~~ ..:~n~~~,.,;9:,,,!J:I9,S~~:r;y, ,5:>J"~'h,~,,,

"",;co;~;i,,"~'""'Cc,:~~hg)~,~~,J?,;'9j:~~£1~,~"7.~~t::9-X,.~~.~Q,"",~1~~"~,~",."~"~""",~,,,,~,~~--\t~n/~-,~,;~!J¢;,,,t9,o .. '?:H~~!~Y~~.- "."" -¢"i~~'",~i~
that objective.
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Sharp differences exist in the motivation underlying
'",".2~::;"""G9y.~:r::nm~nt=J~lJPB9.t:,t.~Q.=.i.IX~l,-~I):t:;lQn;;,.~g,~4,l)n9jl;;l.t:.i9J).:o::.c;:Gt~~,:t1",,--~_$,;;,-Q.QmR;;P;.e.g;:,;-::::·~.;;;;:;;:c;:,"'7,c'~;;o;:;;-z~:.;;:::

"" ..",:tQ"",pr,i:v:.a.:t;.e.,)~nt~rpris~",,,,I_~I •. __,,,_ .I~r.iy.at,e"_,,_.e:n.:t,erpI:.i..s,ey._,,ge,lJer.~,J,.J.Yi''-'"''S:_~,e:l~q_n,*,'-_"'"
high return to compensate for higher risk. Government operates
on a non-profit basis. The patent system, although workable Ln
the private sector, has little relevance to Government-supported
R&D unless needed to induce both R&D contractors to perform
better and innovators to put inventions to use. Thus, Government
must consider who is best qualified to undertake its R&D_ who
should exploit it; how to motivate both inventors and innovators;
and how to keep costs to a minimum. How to obtain a proper
balance of these sometimes-conflicting objectives are discussed.
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Panel Discussion

COMMENT: As a patent attorney and general counsel,
myadvi'ce--'to managemeht hi:t':s'-"})e'e:ri:somef.hlrig--:'like,,·'thfs'; /;;'If-'''s'elles
are less than $5 rnil1ionannually there is little likelihood
of competition by others and you do pot need patent protection;
if sales are between $10 million and $15 million, you may need
patent protection; but if sales are over $20 million to $25
million, you will have competition and you might as well forego
obtaining patent protection. To me, that is the real world. It
is not a situation where patents give one a monopoly that is
impregnable, a situation where an exclusive license is the only
basis, or major ,basis on which a new product decision is made.
This s-ituation is in contrast to what appears to be the strong
feeling in Washington, D.C.' based on unreal economic theory.

MR. LASKENI I don't disagree. Many of us in, government
recognize that in some cases patents do not make a difference and
in others- they do. My own opinion is that judging whether title
to an invention should be retained pythegoyernmentor waived
to a contractor or grantee will be difficult, if not impossible.
Any impartial board set up to make such judgments may well spend
20 years, as in antitrust cases, just trying to determine what
the relevant market is, let alone who should have the rights. In
my opinion existing studies show that, on the average, patenting
is going to help more than hurt, and, therefore, patenting should
be undertaken.

On another point, Professor Stedman says in his paper that
there is no way to correct errors of judgment if the procedure
outlined in the Thornton bill (H.R.8596) becomes law. In fact,
however, the march-in rights are intended as the means to correct
errors. It is not envisioned that'the government agency would

_h."".-..be,"..,the,~9ne'"H:t:Qo,,.ini:t:ig.:t:_~:t,J;:.h~L ..,R~Rq~§,§",L,J;?J~:1.1;"J:;J!§!1;"",~.~,£9lf!I?~1:~t~9E_,~A~~~",,,",,,,,,,,,,",,,,,_,,,~,,
e?''''"''''~':~;,"*"",::r";..,,.£,q!!lB±,§'~A,,,,,,1::tt~_£~",h,§,,,,,_,g_~Jl!!8J:-0'i'.~~~t",,~-~_)'i;Q,_~,;J..§!,~,;t0:0'9_,~~~_;,~b.,~;t,.~~l!~,",}?-~!;;J~,~ --'c__"; --""c'''" --- --. -- -,

assignee is otherwise" inter"fei'ing -with ~the "competJ..t6r's-:~bu'srn·es:so:",~-"e,,,,,O',""

The fact that an actual march-in has not yet occurred may
indicate that no great evils exist. Of course, if the government
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keeps title, then there isn't any way to correct the errors,
because nobody knows whether an invention remained undeveloped
because people gave up on it.

47
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in one case from another. Of· course it is difficult t6 make a
decision. What I suggest is that another agency not identified
with the contracting agency may be in a better position to make
an unbiased decision.

On the matter of march-in rights I fully agree that the
Thornton bill provides the basis for appropriate action when an
agency is eager to exercise such action. The difficulty I find
with the Thornton bill is the possible lack of interest by an
agency such as the Department of Defense, for example, in what
may happen in the civilian area, when the main interest of the
agency may be fighting or preparing for war. The Thornton bill
does not require an agency ~omoveif~tdoesnltfe~1~i~e,~9Y!~9;

it still remains the responsibility of the contracting agency to
take the initiative. The agency may respond to complaint~-from

the public, however.

MR. LASKEN: I can't disagree with having a board for
determining when march-ins are necessary. The'bill'in draft form
developed by the Commission on Government Procurement recommended
such a board, and the bill proposed by the committee on Govern
ment Patent Policy envisioned some sort of central decision
making group on march-in rights. Professor Stedman seems to
imply this board would also decide who gets rights at the time
of contracting, which is impossible.

PROF. STEDMAN: There may have been an exaggeration of
the difficulty involved in the actions of a board. Most of the
cases considered by the board would need no action since both
the government and the contractor probably will agree that no
inventions of particular interest have ,arisen or are expected
to arise. There would be only a relatively small number of
marginal cases where the issue would be a close one, but it is
those close cases that I am concerned about.

MR. DENNY: Iid like to point to several statistics and
data, instead of concerns, which I think back up everything you
say. If you pick round numbers, out of a thousand inventions,
a hundred are worth patenting or are patented, and out of those,
ten are worth using, and out of those two will get used. Of the
approximately 8;000 invention disclosures per year evaluated
by the government, I would prefer to concentrate on the 80
that are worthwhile. The Harbridge House study, the largest,
most complex study that has ever been done on government patent
policy, reports no government funded patent of all those assigned
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to contractors had more than two people interested in undertaking
further development during a two-year period. The Justice
Department, wishing to probe further I searched for a "horror
case" • The worst one that could be found involved a small com
pany in a small industry. The invention was synthetic process
for developing quartz crystal which could be made to undersell
natural crystal. The company alleged that it was going to li
cense others but the prospective licensees complained that the
royalties requi~ed were too large and made them non-competitive.
The result was that the competitors all used it anyway. The
patent owner sued for infringement, but a few years later it was
found that all of the competitors were licensed. We should de
pend on that interested second company to identify and to flag
something that it is interested in; then the government's defen
sive machinery can and should take effect.

The .. lClst.stati~'t~c, iStha!- wilile march~~,I1,.rig'hts have .. been
in all government contracts since 1965, no one has asked us to
use them yet.

COMMENT: I would like to comment on the alleged concern
that the possession of an exclusive patent position by the con
tractor would serve as a disincentive to research either by
other parties or by the patent owner himself. It would be a
great help if we realize that the benefit of a patent system does
not arise because patented technology becomes available to the
public only 17 years after the patent is granted. In the great
majority of cases the patented technology is obsolete by then.
The benefit of a patent system arises because somebody has a
temporary exclusivity. Fierce competition finds it necessary
to devise and invent ways around that exclusivity to stay com
petitive. As to whether or not this will discourage further re
search on the patent owner's part, I think anyone who has been in
"Volved in research knows that the best way to get bypassed in the
marketplace is to make an innovation and then not improve it.
SOon you will find yourself sitting behind and looking forward at
the ones who have invented around' your technology.

PROF. STEDMAN: I think this whole matter of incentive
and disincentive and monopoly in response to monopoly is a pretty
subtle question. Let me use the analogy of a track meet. If I
am running in a track meet and there is someone breathing down
my neck, then I will run faster. If I am running in a t~ack

meet and a .second person .is a hundred feet behind me as we go down
down the final stretch, I am likely to run slower. Having an ad
vantage sometimes has a: very useful effect, but, at other times,

",·,,- ..,,it,,,may,,:be,,o,enervating,. ""-I,,,agree,,,,that,,,,inventing.,,,around,,,.a,,.patented
;""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,"~"-,,,,"'''',c,,,!;'invention-,,,,-r;epr:esents*,,.a,±,positiv.e,,,cincenti:v._e,.,,,..enco:w::a,g,i.n9,,,A:::PIDP;~,;1:::i;:t:;iQ;p,,~,,,;.,",--",,,",,,,.

But, it is also·txue that, if a company is already very powerful,
competition can be discouraged if this power is increased, for
example, by strengthening an already strong patent position.
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QUESTION: Clause 9· (h) of the Energy Research and De-
velopment Administration legislation seems to imply the appli
cation of antitrust laws to patent matters. This provision seems
rather vague and indefinite. Are there any cases or comments on

",'::.'72:.~"'re:"cora:;:;wfiIc'il~o"de'finEt;;t'i1ls;::'::more'~'~exac:tiY?::""·'Z="""O""~"";~"",';;;,,',~,,,,c~~.::c~';"''''''-:;(':::i:;;;''''~-;;:~:;,=-;:;o'::::;;:;:~'::"-:',c~"c:c:c:"","--'---=!7.'=:;"'"

MR~ DENNY: It is a little vague.. It is partially defined
in a conference report where specific reference is made to phrases
from both :the'~Sherman and the Clayton Acts and the case law behind
these acts. The phrases themselves are only as precise as they
usually are in such legislation; they are intended to be a body
of law. Fuzziness in interpretation arises where there is an
intent to violate the antitrust laws rather than an obvious full
fledged violation. While no case has arisen yet, we would attempt
to remedy a violation by requiring the licensing of companies.
In most industries this is done anyway. Thus the provision is
there really for the theoretical harm' that those in Congress
believe may result. I don't ever expect the provision will be
used.

QUESTION: Have you had enough case histories so far to
be able to judge whether the Department of Energy (DOE) waiver
procedure is operating satisfactorily? Do you feel. modifications
may be needed as a result of your experience?

MR. DENNY: The DOE policy is probably the best piece of
legislation that Congress has ever passed. Modifications are not
expected in the immediate future. The main problem in adminis
tering the patent clauses is the number of people required to
make it work. We are working overtime, and, even then, it some;"
times takes two years to make decisions. In some cases we have
been told that having to wait such a long period has caused some
contractors to invest their funds in other ventures. If you apply
the procedure defined in the legislation to the 30,000 plus
contracts and grants granted .every year by the Federal Government
and the 8,000 inventions disclos·l1!lJes·-that eeme in, it 'will pre
sent insurmountable administrative problems to the government.

QUESTION AND COMMENT: If this is the best piece of 'legis~

lation, might it not be modified; as Professor Stedman has sugges
ted, to make no assignments.but rather give licenses? If you do
not "give away" the government rights, certain senators will be
happier; more importantly yOU· would have to specify conditions
for march-in rights. We have been told that no one in 13 years
has asked for march--in rights, so that remedy does not seem to be
a very effective method to assure competitive commercialization.
However, if you retain title, you can grant a license for a
limited period. If the licensee does not perform, he will lose
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his rights. This seems to me to make more sense than g~v1ng an
assignment with the proviso that the government can march-in and
take it away later on. It's a question of who's controlling the
ship.

MR. DENNY: I think we have to keep the red tape down.
Why should I bother to take back a right from you that you're not
using and that no one else wants to use either? I would prefer
to wait until a second potential licensee is found.

MR.. LASKEN: Another difficulty might arise if a second
company wanted to obtain a sublicense from the first company,
but didn't like the first company's terms, and would try to
negotiate a better deal. If this happened often, the administra
tive machinery would quickly bog down due to multiple negotiation&

Another thing to note is that large commercial contractors
Cl~~, ,I191::.;h~.,9:I):LY,P~9P+,~,>gl;!1::j:ipg,:"goy~r.IlIn~nt::;,R&D.,,,,money.If."you
consider .only the money that is being used for research and
development programs, not for production, about 30% goes to
universities. Another 5% to 6% or so goes to small business. I
don't· know what amount may be sub-contracted by the larger firms
to small businesses, but I doubt it's very much in the R&D field.
Of the remaining 65% I expect a good portion goes to firms that
aren't classified as small business under the SEA Act, but are
certainly not large in the sense of having a significant share
of some commercial market. Sol doubt seriously whether anywhere
near half of the R&D money is going to large dominant firms. Of
that a lot is going to the aerospace industry where cross
licensing is prevalent, and it doesn't matter who owns the patents
anyway, since the large aerospace companies will dominate, no
matter what happens.

PROF. STEDMAN.
had no patents.

So it wouldn't make 'any difference if you

MR. LASKEN: Yes, it would, because the subcontractors
would object and the Department of Defense or NASA would have to
negotiate every time one of the large companies wanted to sub
contract to small companies. Without the title-in-government
clause, the subcontractors WQuld object whether it mattered or
not. In my experience, the only things contractors ever seem to
argue about strongly, besides how much money they will get, are
technical data and patents. I just want to emphasize that
government contracting is not completely dominated by large firms,
and most of those firms will be dominant no matter what.

~"MR.~"DENNY,-:- ."-.'The·'sta,tem~nt·'was''':made:''''in'''the''''rec'ent·Ne'lsori:
,,,,,,,,,,,.,",,,,,:=,,,,:d?_JJDPP.IJ;'Qlli,t.tee,",,hearings,,,,,that,.,,march-i:n""'r'ights~-"haven'l:t"-'~be'en"-~'ti'sed~""":artd-';""'-'.-~.".,"",',~

therefore, are not effective. I maintain that's just not so.
The march-in rights are there to take care of theoretical abuses
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that are non-existent. And you can't cure anon-existent abuse.
The march-in rights are there because Congress thinks industry
suppressess invention, and that industry does not license under

~~w~~,"!~,~~?v~!:!2~,~":t:,~~~~~~,,-,,-~9~Y~,,3!,~Br'O'Q~~!~:l,,,~y,~,~;",th2,t:~,,:,~,,"~~,~,n,,1;;E~,:;2E~:;:o,ffiap2R,B~~;~~::~,,,'D;;;;i,,"\~=,,;:>
w~--~:~-'y~~~:':,~~?:~_',=~~~,,_,~¥':"~'~~,e!i~~~::~~,~_~~:_~?":·,~~,!:',I,'_?~_~~_;,t:¥',I..~,,,;, _.,!h,~",. __~~~,~~",,:j,~~.~
N'/," "haven't'been th-e"re: '-',' -, ", "d_ ,', " ',"', ',' -,' ,~'"''''''''''''''''---''''''-'''''''''''''''''''''--'''''''

There were three hours of hearing on patent policy on Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) patent legislation.
A sixth of that time was devoted toa committee discussion of a
carburetor which oil companies supposedly bought up because it
was said to allow one to get 80 miles to a gallon' of gas. The
Congressional committee members believed it. These march-in
rights are the final legislation to try to correct imagined a
buses of that kind. It seems unlikely that these rights will ever
be used. The Harbridge House in its study some years ago, looked
for abuses and couldn't find any. They studied whether industrial
companies freely license one another and the answer was yes, with
~~e rare excep~ion~!~~~e a~t~r~ative p~~q~~~s~e;~,~Y*~~ap~~~
What conerns me is that congress passes this type of legislation
and does not appear to recognize the need for a large staff to
carry it out. Right now I have fifty attorneys at headquarters
and in the field but cannot handle the present workload expedi
tiously. The Thornton bill should correct this difficultYe

PROF. STEDMAN: How patents should be handled with univer-
sities are grantees or contractors is very different from the
handling of patents when private corporations which are in compe
tition are involved. If the University of Wisconsin is assigned
some patents, this would not upset its competion with Stanford,
for example.

Another thing concerns me, however, and that is that a great
many privately owned, privately developed patents have been
improperly used. We know that from the large number of antitrust
cases, most of them extremely serious, based upon improper use
of patents. In contrast to that, the assignees who get govern
ment patents appear to be knights in shining armor.

With $26 billion spent annually on research and development
by the government there are only perhaps 15 or 20 patents that
have been of any significance. Basically, since patents give the
owner an advantage over his co~petitors, I find it hard to under
stand why there seems to be no one who cares. To me it suggests
that there is some question about the program leading to the
patents, or perhaps that patents do not make any difference.

MR. BREMER: A distinction should be drawn between basic,
applied and developmental research, since I think a lack of
distinction is at the base of some of these problems. Admittedly,
an easy definition is not possible. But there are distinctions.
"Blue sky" basic research is practiced today only at universities.
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Since inventions resulting from basic research are embryonic in
nature, they require tremendous amounts of money for development
and they should be treated differently from inventions arising
from the other two types of research.

It is also significant to note that over half of the $26
. billion R&D budget is spent by defense agencies. The university
sector share is about $3 billion per year. Half of that is
admdnd.etiered by HEW and NSF. These facts should be: understood by
Congress in considering legislation relating to patent rights
ownership, but often are not.

RECEIVED June 20, 1978.
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UniversityTechnologyTransfer=PublishandPefish

HOWARD W. BREMER

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, 614 N. Walnut St., Madison, WI 53705

Science and law are both ancient and influential forces in
the shaping of any society. While the laws of science are in
violable, "the laws of humanity can rbe<bxokerr; Applied sensibly
and in concordance with each other, these laws can solve many
of humanity's problems; applied thoughtlessly and selfishly,
they can be destructive of each other and perhaps of humanity.

The patent system constitutes a sensible melding of
science and law, a melding which serves to protect that most
fragile of assets--intellectual property as embodied in patents.
As Chief Judge Markey of the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
said, "No institution has done so much for so many, with so
little public and judicial understanding, as has the American
patent system. II

With that preface, this paper will describe some of the
things that have been accomplished under that system by the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) and how the system
is operating today with the Federal government the major source
of financial support for university research and development.

An Historical Perspective

In the early 1920's, Dr. Harry Steenbock, a professor in
the Biochemistry Department at the University of ·Wisconsin,
found that exposure of certain foods, oils, or pharmaceuticals
to ultraviolet radiation imparted antirachitic properties to
the substances. He applied for a patent on this discovery and
offered to assign the resulting paten~ to the University. Dr.
Steenbock1s objectives were: "To develop a plan for making use
of patentable ideas of various members of the faculty that would
protect the individual taking out the patent, insure its proper
use, and at the same time bring financial help to the institu
tion and in this way further the University's research support."

In rejecting this offer, the Board of Regents of the
University stated that it could not "be expected to allot money
for a patent application when it is not certain that it will

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-055$05.00/0
© 1978 American Chemical Society
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receive something for such an expenditure." The State Attorney
General felt that, since the University had no power to defend
patents, University ownership of patents would be of question
able value.

A plan was proposed to organize a non-profit corporation,
the necessary capital of which was to be furnished by alumni
and friends of the University, and whose management was to be
in the hands of trustees. Subsequently, a corporate charter
setting up WARP was filed on November 14, 1925, with capital
furnished by ni~e alumni, each of whom contributed $100.00. The
new organization was expected tbprovide the mechanism for
accomplishing Dr. Steenbock's objectives.

WARF was the first foundation formed in connection with an
educational institution which was independent of faculty and
Regent control and without any endowment, other than the

.~t~enb°c~,p~t:J:l~" Vl~~ ~a~?:r:<:[~~+,~~,~_,~_c:l_:t= ,~d..~~!5 ,~?_, _,_~~_,_,,?r:':~~:d
exclusively for the benefit of 'the University' of Wisconsin and,
therefore, considers that its patent management program is an
obligation to the University of Wisconsin faculty, staff and
students. This obligation is expressed in the WARF charter
which states that WARP is to promote, encourage and aid scien
tific investigations and research at the University; and to
provide means whereby any scientific discoveries and inventions
that may result may be developed for public use in a manner such
that funds could be obtained for use in stimulating further
research at the University.

Assignment of inventions made in the course of research or
development utilizing University facilities to the University
or to WARF has never been required, even when WARF grants have
supported research leading to such inventions. Thus, inventions
which have been brought to WARFwere brought by the inventors
on a voluntary basis.

Early in its history, WARP adopted a policy, still existing
today, of returning to inventors 15% of the net proceeds re
ceived. The remaining 85% of the net proceeds becomes a part
of WARF's annual research grant to the University.

Recognizing the compelling need for academic researchers
to publish their results promptly, WARP does not ask for delay
in publication, even of those inventions recognized as having
potential patentability and licensability. This policy may
result in the "lossll of some inventions, that is, it will be
impossible to file an appropriate patent application before a
publication bar date occurs. Even though such. publication will
disclose the invention to others in an acceptable and conven
tional manner, because of the absence of patent protection, the

_,,~,_'_.",_"__ '" ,_._",,~.tQY~,~_1;_';Q:t"1,, __ m?ly_,_,_gt?Ye:r,,_1J_§.._g~y.elqp-e¢i_,_~O:;t:"."_the".,1J.E!,n,e,fi:l:_, __o:E:_,,,the,_,p,ub,liQ'.• -'
"",~""~,;~~~,:~~:E~.!.~",_","!:sL~o.~~~",,J,~~;-.,~~,,;-,.,,§~gm~±~<".,,g,~.~,,1;M'§',d:_.~J?~~,t.,;t,,~_R,),,,_ng,,,.,R~FJ§)1:~,..-,~,Y_nffi;"~9m§~c'""'"';:ti.,~~:",,,"

associated with the transfer of university-generated technology.
Although organized asa separate corporate entity and

although active solicitation of inventions from the University
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is not practiced, WARF's presence on the campus is real, and its
relationship with the University and its faculty is not only
financial- and service-oriented but is also very personal.

:::"~?~COUP~~~~!~~='f€~~'~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~,~~I~'~;:=~~~=~~,'~-~::5':~;~~::::c~::~:~:,~:::_::':::'
The Steenbock'patent was, fortunately, a IIwi nner " ,

ultimately returning about eight million dollars in new royal~

ties. This income provided the seed money from which substantial
additional assets were generated. Royalties from a number of
additional patents continue to make a 'significant contribution
to WARF's total income. Since a large percentage of this
income has been used to support further research at the Univer
sity, the program of transferring technology uti~izing the
patent system can be considered successful. In the first fifty
years of WARF's existence, grants totaling over $79,000,000
have been made. In the years since 1973-74, the annual contri
bution has been in excess of $4,000,000.

nuringthis fifty y~~r period, out ofa total of 62
inventions licensed to about 650 licensees, about 400 being
under the Steenbock patents, 43 inventions have produced some
royalty income. Of these 43 income-producing inventions, 14
have produced between $10,000 and $100,000 each, 9 have produced
between $100,000 and $1,000,000 each, and 4 have produced in
excess of $1,000,000 each.

The 43 income-producing inventions resulted from the
evaluation of 1,702 invention disclosures. A total of 415 United
States patent applications were filed and 270 United States
patents were issued, representing about 195 licensable areas of
technology. One out of about every 40 invention disclosures
considered for patenting and administration thus ultimately
produced income.

It is interesting to consider the effect that the licensing
of those 43 income-producing inventions has had on the country's
economy. By estimating the sales which the various licensees
would have had to have made to generate the royalty income
received, it is estimated that four of the inventions, collec
tively, account for about $1,500 million in sales; nine inven
tions, ·collectively, account for about $80 million in sales;
nineteen, collectively, account for about $20 million in sales;
and eight, collectively, account for about $1.5 million in sales.

These sales include substantial royalties from foreign
sources thus favorably affecting foreign trade balances. In
fact, a number of WARF inventions have produced income from
foreign sources far exceeding that obtained in the United States.

Even more importantly, although more difficult to assess,
to what extent has the public benefitted from this transfer of
technology from the University of Wisconsin?

Numbered among those inventions which reached the market
place are:

Warfarin rodenticides, which, widely used, have saved
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millions of dollars by controlling rodent
populations;

Warfarin anticoagulant drugs, which are credited with
extending and saving countless human lives;

A dextrose-urea preparation, which is used to reduce
intracranial pressure in cases of trauma and
surgery;

New spark sour.ces for spectroscopic measurements,
which permit more complete and accurate diagnoses
of metal samples;

An ion-vacuum pump for obtaining extremely high vacuum;

and, of course,

The Steenbock process for fortifying foods with
Vitamin D, resulting in the elimination of
rickets as a chd.Ldhcod disease ; ,·,andnow,

Vitamin D derivatives, which give promise for
prophylactic and curative treatments for
diseases involving calcium-phosphorus
imbalance in mammals.

A Current Assessment

During the early history of our country, very little
technical development work was done with United States government
support and, therefore, the question of the government owning
a patent never arose. Gradually, Federal agencies began to
support development work leading to inventions in Federal labo
ratories using full-time government employees. As a result
the recurring problem arose of what to do with inventions re
sulting from such work--inventions which, if made by private
parties, would have become the subject of patent applications.

This situation changed rapidly during and after World
War II when the technological requirements imposed by more and
more sophisticated military requirements, as well as by the
increasing complexity of support services, showed that suffi
cient resources did not exist within the government to handle
all the scientific projects necessary to win the war effort.
The necessity to use the best technical resources available,
regardless of location, spawned a proliferation of government
sponsored and -funded research and development contracts. The
proper disposition of rights to patents resulting from this work
was as important then as now, but was never seriously_ considered
as a major problem because of the exigencies of wartime needs.

After World War II the necessity for maintaining continued
~,.,.-,-"w,,---technological-'superiority-,"at-""least<for,,'n:ati:bn:aT-"'defe:ri~:'e';-'':':i:'e~--o

,,,,,,,,,,~co:~~~,;;~ :-qui-rede,-:"con-ti:nued''''publ'ic-~;''suppor,t--~or"'-s'cren:ti:f-ic'''"r-e§'Erarch~¢:''''-'TBi+sr''-''","~--""",~;;d'

support was not limited to the military, as hundreds of millions
of dollars were appropriated by the government in the area of
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medical research beginning in the 1950's. Since the government
could not do all the necessary work in its own facilities,
qualified private companies, universities and non-profit

::%.~=:::;=Q,;,g§!!~.~!!1;J,QJ!.:,s..,;;;:;W~J;',g;;,,§Q,],;~9,h:!;:....c;;:Q~1;-;;;,1;.Q"i;;B~.~~9.:Q!bcJ!tc!!'DcY,,;;,Q.;t,,,,:,::l;:Jl~,,,P:fgg,;;,~§;.<;c,q;.';;)==:,;,.-:::,"""::'

"""",tg!St§,J;'"",9qn:f:.:r;,~9,:l;:,~?l:+_,_",,~;:~,<=g)g_~JA§,~~§,.·.'.~h§,_"_§,~I:!""Q+4;,,,p:r;q:i:>J,g~,,,.9"£- ,- ~_e,-,,,',",,,,'"''
ownership of patent rights existed in everyone of the contracts.

Since no single or overriding government-wide patent policy
existed, each governmental agency has developed its own policy.
At one extreme, some agencies advocated a "title" policy; at
the opposite extreme other agencies advocated a II license II

policy. The policies of still other agencies range between
these two extremes.

Governmental agencies operating under the "titlell policy
acquire title to all contract-generated inventions and patents
issuing on them, including inventions which were only incidental
to the major purpose of the contract, and then dedicate them to
the public through publication, or by offering, on request, a
non-exclusive, royalty~freelicenseunderanypatents,obtained.,

The argument is that all these inventions, including the inci
dental inventions, should be acquired because they had been
"paid for n by the government and should, therefore, be owned
by the government.

Agencies which adopt the "license policyll permit the
contractors to take and keep title to inventions and patents
arising under the contract, while a royalty-free license is
reserved to the government to practice the invention for all
governmental purposes. The theory which these agencies apply
is that inventions and patents are only incidental to the speci
fic research or products contracted for and that equity requires
nothing more than a royalty-free right to be vested in the
government to use the inventions for its own purposes.

Other theories and contentions made by the advocates of the
two policies, each in support of their own position, tended to
polarize the two groups so that ultimate compromise seems dif~

ficult, if not impossible.
This was the situation which prevailed into the 1960's.

Even where the government agencies had the right to waive title
to a contractor or grantee, it was almost never done. The
result was that fewer and fewer inventions generated from
university research were reported, since the various governmental
agencies asserted the right of patent ownership, even where the
federal funds involved in making an invention were a fraction
of the total funds expended. As a consequence, inventors at
universities were no longer free to dispose of their inventions
as they saw fit, because the obligations which the universities
and the investigators had to assume under government-financed
grants or contracts took precedence.

At this point, let us consider the situation that pertains
when the government does take ownership of a patent. The idea
of the government owning a patent is, in a sense, an anomaly.
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The patent system was created as an incentive to invent, develop
and exploit new technology - paraphrasing the Constitution -
to promote science and useful arts for the public benefit. When
the government owns a patent with the. contention that the
invention covered by a patent should be freely available to all,
much the same as if a disclosure of the invention had been
published, the patent system cannot operate in the manner in
which it was intended. The incentive inherent in the right to
exclude others conferred on a private owner of a patent as an
inducement to develop the invention is simply not available.

Finally, in 1963, a Presidential memorandum was issued
setting forth guidelines for a more uniform government patent
policy. After stating that inventions resulting from government
contracts and grants were a valuable national resource, the
guidelines affirmed that government patent policy should stimu
late";,the",use"of,such,.,res,ources:.to,,,meet gover-nment needs while
at the same time serving the public interest and recognizing
the equities of the contractor or grantee. These guidelines
were used by a number of government agencies to revise their
policies. Notably the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (DHEW), and the 'National Science Foundation (NSF)
developed general agreements, Institutional Patent Agreements
(IPA), which allowed universities to retain patent rights
subject to certain restrictions.

Since these two agencies furnish a large share of ~he

federal support dollars to the University of Wisconsin, the
University entered into IPAs withDREW in 1968 and NSF in 1973.
Under these agreements, the University, or WARP as the designee
of ,tihe..University, may take title to any invention made using
DREW or NSF funds. The use of the IPAs is highly significant,
for of the $3 billion spent at the universities on research and
development each year by the government, about one~half is
administered by these agencies. Strong evidence is ,mounting
that use of IPAs enhances the transfer of technology for the
public benefit.

In addition, there is also increasing evidence that where
an IPA is in effect the attitude of commercial organizations
towards inventions generated with government funds within the
scope of that agreement is changing. For example, there are
now more instances where commercial organizations have made
some contribution to government-funded research projects at
universities where only the prospective rights to inventions,
yet unmade, is involved. The certainty of the institution
having the first option to any invention made under an IPA is
the prime motivation for such contribution •

.•_.. '~C"""~""_~ '""'"--'Know±rig"~'that'''patent''·-rights-"to;"'.inventions, are":"to,ccr,emain,<,,wi,th 'C_'""-'-''''~'''"';M''''

:r""--"'·-';;;"'-;·'~~'-cj:·"'th'e·"'Urt±versity'""under~':'the·'~,'terms;:'''cof'':''an'''<rPA~.,;'a"l,so,.",perrni,ts;,-;"ear,ly,"~."."~,,,,)~,._,,,,,:,,,,,.,"-,",,,,,,,,,~,,

filing of appropriate patent applications, thus providing a
strong hedge against the publish and problem.

In the nine years since the IPA with DHEWbecarne effective,
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WARP has filed 65 united States patent applications under the
provisions of the agreement, 40 of which have matured into
patents. currently, 22 licenses under these applications and
patents have been executed--strong evidence that the arrangement

'Although",the"-'current-''''-DHEW'"'-and''-NSF-po'l-icies"',have"'''been'' -~'-"""'''''''''''-",''--''-

effective; there are reported to be 22 different patent policies
being utilized by the other government agencies. These policies,
some statutory and some administrative, some written and some
attitudinal, have created a difficult environment for achieving
the transfer of technology from universities to the public
sector.

Some attempts are being made to untangle this web of
policies and reach greater uniformity. One action which may be
beneficial is the recent announcement that the Federal Procure
ment Regulations are proposed to be amended to provide for the
use of I~AS by all government agencies in contracts with uni
versities and non-profit organizations. However, the most
significant current attempt to consolidatethe-fragmented-and
inefficient system of handling the results of federally spon
sored research is the Thornton Bill, H.R. 8596, which was
introduced into the House of Representatives early in 1977 "to
establish a uniform federal system for management; protection,
a~d utilization of the results of federally sponsored scientific
and technological research and development ••• " The provisions
of this bill move strongly in the direction of establishing a
uniform patent policy for all agencies and are responsive to
many of the problems involved in and ancillary to the successful
transfer of technology for the public benefit.

In today's environment, the publish and perish problem for
the university community is magnified by many laws and regula
tions, some existing and some prospective, Which have been
promulgated without a clear understanding, or perhaps.. even a
consideration, of how they might reduce the ability to transfer
technology. Judicial interpretation, or perhaps misinterpre
tation, of some of-those laws resulting from public interest
group-initiated litigation may also add difficUlties to the
transfer of technology. Among the most insidious of such laws
is the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and its associated
acts, the Federal Advisory Committee Act and the Government in
the Sunshine Act.

As a basic premise, we believe that the existence of a
licensable patent right is a primary factor in the successful
transfer of university invention to industry and the market. A
failure to establish such right, or to protect the ability to
establish such right, may fatally affect such a -transfer. This
right can be precluded by premature publication - another
example of publish and perish. Since the FOIA generally requires
the disclosure of government records upon request, research
protocols, hypotheses and designs submitted to a government
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agency as part of an initial grant application must be presumed
to be publicly available. The only exception which could
conceivably prevent disclosure of the content of grant applica
tions was intended to deny access to "trade secrets and com
mercial or financial information obtained from a person and
privileged or confidential". However, recent litigation has
raised serious doubts as to the predictability of protection of
proprietary information under that exemption. In a landmark
case denying the use of this exemption for scientists, the court
stated:

"It is clear enough that a noncommercial scientist's
research design is not literally a trade secret or item
of commercial information, for it defies common sense to
pretend that the scientist is engaged in trade or commerce a
This is not to say that the scientist may not have a

·,preferenc9.-for,-or'an .aneereee in, nondisclosure \of .tihf.s
research design, only that it is not a trade or commercial
interest ae aII

As a consequence, in general, it may be presumed that
research protocols contained in grant applications will be
made available to those requesting them under the FOIA, unless
it can be shown that they contain traditional forms of trade
secretor other valuable commercial information such as patent
able ideas.

Here again it ,is publish and perish for the university
investigator a But it is not only the investigator in such
situations who is the loser a If the ability to obtain valid
patent protection is lost as a result of requests for informa
tion under the FOIA, it is highly probable that the public will
never benefit from the research, even if ultimately funded by
the government, since the incentive needed to obtain private
risk' capital, an exclusive licensing arrangement, presumably,
simply will not be available a

Consider also that this information is readily available
to foreign companies and countries, literally without restric
tion, and free of any royalty or other feea The potentially
adverse impact of such a situation on our country's position
in the world economy is readily apparent when one realizes that
the $4 billion returned every year to the United States as
royalties and fees for technology transfer is more than nine
times the amount paid out to foreign patent holders in royalties
and fees by UaSe firms, and that it is estimated that the total
value of production associated with those receipts is close to
$85 billione As Rimmer devries, Vice President and Chief

";-,~·",;c;Int'erria:tidnar"'EcohofuiJ;;t""'fdr'"'M6rgan·"·Guaranty-"Triii;lt"'Cc)':~;"nEfaid'fIt
"""'-"""'"""'''"''.''''''''''-'a~r'Efce'nt:'"''"BUS'INES'S''';'''WEEK·'''ar-t'i:c-l'§:-::~:"'"""'"""~'-"'-,Cf',0",,,, """',":<,'.",,'" ,-~-,:""{",:"''':':''~'''~'~':'"-,,,,=:,,,,,"~=>,,,'-''&''"; - :,,,-~-,,,,";,,-;_:0:~'~;o,'_' """,

"We need a national export policy to refurbish and
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strengthen our industry. Through fiscal policy, we
should stimulate research and development ••• We have to
develop new technology and go out and sell the stuff."

~;~~S~(~~::"';~~"'~~;~'~:"';'f~~~~~~~~€n'~":c:'E~:~~~~"'~~::'e~~':~~~~~':<~!~~E~'~~~;£;r~~~:i9IT~¥:~~'~~~7=~'~7~
and ancillary impinging "legi!i>1ation, al'eng with some judicial"'" ".-~"

misinterpretations, the charge from Mr. de Vries becomes a
challenging one to meet, indeed.

A Prospective Concern

Since the early 1960s, a few powerfully-situated and highly
vocal title-in-the-Government proponents have shown almost a
religious fervor in their advocacy. This group has recently
again been active, obviously prodded by the apparent favorable
reaction of various government agencies toward the Thornton
Bill, and are urging a new Presidential Policy Statement re~

quiring all agencies in the Executive Branch to~40ptthe

policy they advocate. They do not present any hard data from
which a well-reasoned document in support of. that position
could be derived. Rather, they take refuge in catch-words such
as "give-away", "windfall", "anti-competitive" and last, but
certainly not least, a phrase that is most simplistic, but
appealing to the uninformed: "What the Government pays for it
should own."

It is indeed a noble motive to give to the/people the
benefits of publicly supported research and we can agree that
tax dollars should not be used as a means of enriching private
parties. We must, however, be vigilant, for the views on the
issues involved lend themselves to emotional molding. Making
outspoken claims to the guardianship of the public interest or
public welfare is a rich field for enhancing political power.
A deadening result of political emphasis on such guardianship
is the proliferation and growth of the bureaucratic maze where
accountability becomes a fear. Under such conditions, the
atmosphere generated tends to be one of self-protective caution
resulting in the operation of the system becoming a dispropor
tionate part of the objective.

Effort is fundamental to the transfer of technology to
the marketplace, and, wherever effort is needed, incentive is
required. Not only does the title-in-the-government policy
reject the need for the incentive provided by patents, it also
rejects continuing participation by the investigator-inventor-
an important consideration with university generated inventions
which tend to be embryonic in nature and which almost always
require additional development. And remember that a flow of
free information is available to foreign companies and countries;
an invitation to them to increase our trade deficit even further.

In today's technologically intensive atmosphere, some
protection for the heavy investment required in development is
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more than ever necessary. The lead time given by exclusive
knowledge or patents is shorter than ever before. If that lead
time is reduced or disappears through further weakening of the
patent system--and if the government takes and holds title to
thousands of inventions, that system is weakened--it may become
economically sound to be second in the field. There is already
evidence of a "second-place" philosophy in some industries today.
Further erosion of the exclusive rights to intellectual property
afforded under the Constitution could lead to a second-place
attitude, generally, in all U.S. industry. The next step is the
development of a willingness to be a second-place nation.

It is indeed publish and perish.

Abstract

A successful technology transfer mechanism operating under
a workable·',university",patent"policy"is"-descri-bed·'-,in'-historical
perspective and as to current activity. A concern for the
future of this type of operation ,is explored in light of today's
economic, legislative and political climates.

BiographicNotes

HowardW. Bremer obtained baccalaureates from the
university of Wisconsin in both chemical engineering and law.
He is admitted to practice law in Wisconsin and before the
Patent and Trademark Office, Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
and the United 'States Supreme Court. After a two-year stint in
the U.Sw Navy, Mr. Bremer served for 11 years as a patent
attorney with the Procter and Gamble Company. Since 1960 he
has been patent counsel for the Wisconsin Alumni Research
Foundation. He is a member of various professional law
associations and is currently serving a term as President of
the Society of University Patent Administrators w
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University of California Systemwide Administration, 2200 University Ave.,
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The University of California is a very larg~ institution
comprising nine campuses, some 80,000 faculty and staff members,

-and'·125;.OOO" students" The-annual· budget of '. tihe Univer-sd.tiyc.Ls
a little over $2 billion, with a substantial research budget
supported by State and Federal grants, and, to a lesser extent,
industry and non-profit foundations.

While the University faculty has been research-oriented
from the early days of the institution, it was not until the
1940's that a patent program was developed to administer
inventions that might result from faculty research. In the
early days, patents were a very minor consideration to the
University, but a potentially lucrative invention had evolved
at the Davis campus which was assigned to the University by the
inventor, and this stimulated the formation of the program.

Today the program is unique in that there is an entirely
separate Board appointed by The Regents of the University of
California to establish policy and procedure for the administra
tion and processing of patents. This Board is composed of one
academic representative from each of the nine campuses of the
University, one representative of the Academic Senate, and the
chairman of the Patent Board, who represents the University
administration. Day-to-day activities of the patent operation
are carried out by the office of the Patent Administrator and
a staff of three clerical assistants. This office receives and
reviews all. disclosures of inventions which are developed within
the University of California system by its staff and faculty.
(Parenthetically, student inventions to the extent that the
students are not also employees of the University are excluded
from the patent program.)

Use of the program by the faculty was optional until 1963.
In that year, mandatory assignment of inventions to the Univer
sity was required, and, at the same time, the distribution of
royalty income was increased from the.previous downward sliding
scale, from 25% to 15%, based on gross royalties, to a 50%
distribution based on net royalties. As a result of this change

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-065$05.00/0
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to an arrangement more favorable to the inventor, the disclosure
rate increased from about 20 per year to the present 200 to 300
per year.

The invention disclosures are -analyzed to determine what
restrictions, if any, have ,been imposed by sponsoring agencies.
Experts in the field of the invention are chosen from among the
faculty and staff to review the disclosures, primarily for
novelty, feasibility and commercial potential. If the prelimi
nary review is favorable, a patent search is undertaken. Based
on the total analysis, the invention is either reported to the
sponsoring agency, released to the inventor, or patent prosecu
tion procedures are begun.

Two criteria must be met before patent prosecution may be
undertaken: There must be reasonable hope for developing a
defensible patent'position and reasonable hope for licensing the
invention in the foreseeable future.

Thereafter the office 'of the Patent Administrator seeks
out licensing prospects, negotiates licenses and assumes all
subsequent responsibility for their enforcement. Distribution
of royalties to inventors is a further responsibility of this
office.

Another important function of the Patent Administrator is
to assist members of the University staff and faculty in the
negotiation of patent provisions in research contracts and grants
to ensure that sponsors do not impose unreasonable constraints
on the University with regard to inventions.

Aside from the State of California, there are three basic
sources of research sponsorships within the University. Of
these the Federal Government is the most significant. The fact
that there is no one clear coherent Federal patent policy has
been a serious problem. There are more than twenty Federal
agencies which sponsor research and almost an equal number of
policies with varying degrees of restrictions and obligations.
Although the University has been successful in renegotiating
some very onerous patent restrictions such as the background
patent provision first introduced by United States Department of
the Interior, for the most part, restrictive patent provisions
imposed by the Federal Government are not negotiable to any
great degree.

The two other sources of research funding are private
industry and non-profit foundations. In this area, the
University has established a "Schedule of Support and Patent
Privileges". under this policy no royalty-free rights may be
granted to private industry. The University at the very most
can agree to grant an exclusive license to the sponsors, subject
~?",~:h~" ,~~~7,~_t,~~" ;:~,~s.~gab~,~,:"_rQY~J.!;,,j..~,§,,,_;,..,i:e..:,J;b,et.',JSPQnsQ:t::,.,;has,:,:;sup~",-,;,;~

",~;"~:,~c~"'·'--"'·"'·"":':"fj~~~:~,::,,,~~~~t_~.~~~~~.1;c"~~.:~~~~ii~_£!~--,"S~;~~§,o;$? __t,,,Sh,~,;,;f"~,§~_"~9ho"p~qj,~"Q,t-,,,:"C~~''"~~'O":<'~~~'
"'~"'-~''-''':''''''''''''''''''=--'''''J:nctuding 'a pro rata -share of all salaries. If the sponsor has

offered less than this, the licensing terms are limited and may
be no more than a grant of a non-exclusive, but royalty-bearing
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license.
As far as non-profit foundations are concerned, the

University attempts to retain any patent rights under the
<~<~""C~~~~c,E,~~!~~e~~e~~~.h§!:tc;~:';hg;'7g.n:i:YJ~E~;JX~,,!,§;.',,,!?~.~t,~;:':,d?P.;I,~~:,,J:Q,d:~Jl$JJ#~.o;~w:idesp~~ad==.,,~O::i
-:~~~,"~,-,_v~'·R~.~~·§·'=#~'~,,~~(-:~~~v~~.y~'E,',~~y~,n!:,~pn~""~~y,:r,~,$.~:Lt"JJ::.om"".,the",,r,esearch.'"'.""""""","''''',"',','".''.,,,,,

'The seeking of licen;ee~ and the succe~sful negotiation of
licenses are, of course, the heart of any patent program. There
are many sources of licensees. One is existing licensees. Per-
haps an existing licensee is doing a good job handling current
University inventions, and we may feel that the new invention
would be a valuable adjunct to the licensee's product line. In
that situation we might offer the new invention to an existing
licensee. The more common practice, however, is to make industry
wide solicitations to see if interest exists for the new inven-
tion. The names of prospective licensees for such general mailing
can be found in the Thomas Register of American Manufacturers
and various other trade publications. The University also is
well known as a source of new technology; representatives of
private industry who are seeking new ideas and inventions call
upon us periodically. The inventor, himself, is frequently a
good source to tap for prospective licensees, since he is
frequently very knowledgeable about existing manufacturers and
products in his particular field.

The terms and conditions of licenses are quite similar to
those used by other educational institutions or industries which
are involved in licensing programs. While we prefer to license
on a nonexclusive basis, in many situations this is not possible
because inventions emerging from University research require a
good deal of time and money to develop for the commercial market.
For this reason, many of the licenses must be exclusive for at
least a period of years as an incentive for a company to invest
its time and risk capital.

Licenses include provisions for payment of a license issue
fee which is in the nature of earnest money, and a condition for
getting the license. The license, typically, has due diligence
clauses which require that the licensee energetically develop
the invention for the market and thereafter meet market demands.
If the due diligence requirements are not met, the University
has the right to terminate the license. Royalty terms are
consistent with those of industry for like inventions. A minimum
annual royalty payment guarantee is insisted upon, especially as
a part of an exclusive arrangement.

The licensee will have the benefit of having the inventor
participate in developing the commercial model of the invention
in varying degrees. Know-how, per se, is not licensed, but if
the licensee wishes to have the services of an inventor beyond
a casual exchange of information, it muse make separate arrange
ments with the inventor. The inventors are usually eager to see
their inventions made available and utilized by the public, and,
therefore, it is not at all uncommon for licensees to work out
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such arrangements with inventors.
At present the patent program is generating about $1

million per year from its patent licensing activity. A number
of inventions, each returning rather modest amounts, contribute
to the total. This is felt to be a healthier situation ,than to
have one or two very large income-producing inventions which
could become involved quite easily in costly litigation.

Some concern has been expressed over the years by faculty
members about the worth of the program and the manner in which
it has been conducted. These concerns have now essentially dis
appeared. Recently the State Auditor made a complete review of
the program and reported favorably on its effectiveness. As a
consequence, the program is expected to be continued with little
or no change in the immediate future.

In this paper I have given only very general information

Glf()~~,t~:;"J?a~~I1~,.l?~()c;J~~",?:f:,~l:1~"tJ!l~Y~:r:~,~-t:Y of California. I
hope this bird" s::"'eye view of the exte~t ofth~act:i.viti~'~'()f1:he
program will be helpful to those who wish to become licensees
and to those who may be contemplating setting up similar programs
at other institutions.

Abstract

The University of California has had a patent program for
over thirty years. Revised in 1963, the current program provides
for ,mandatory assigmnent of'inventions developed by members of
the faculty and staff utilizing University facilities. A full
time patent staff administers the program. Inventions covering
a wide variety of ,fields are reported and processed. The pro
cessing involves complying with research sponsor commitments,
evaluating, patenting and licensing of patent rights. Royalty
income is shared between the inventors and the university; the
University's share is used for research and educational purposes.

Biographic Notes

Since 1955, Mark OWens, Jr. has progressed from Assistant
Counsel to the Regents of the University of California to his
present position as Deputy Associate Director for Administration
at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories. During this long period
of time, he was involved in many legal and administrative duties,
including complete responsibility for all patent and copyright
matters for the University system. Mr. Owens has a baccalaureate
in political science from the University of California at Los
Angeles and a doctor of jurisprudence degree from Hastings

,~",Cqlleg.e"",o,f",the",Law"_"University.-",o£,,,"California.-"·He",,is «admd.titied
,~-=,~-':-i;~~,"J;P'~f"tA,g,,"Pbe,9,±;',':!',9§,",9i,,,,-,,,+_.:l,W',",;i._g,,,\,C:_g_l_.:it:p:r:Aia,"";_an_d""b_~fore",,.,theo',;~United~_,,Sta-tes,:,,,~""',~~~"('"

Supreme Court, and currently is dean and professor of law at
San Francisco Law School.
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Universities

J. RICHARD EVERETT

Patent Department, Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650

It is well known that black colleges and universities have
extremely small endowments. They are constantly in need of funds
j~st to ~~~t ~~e~r9P~~at~~g~9sts. Capita~,~xpend~~uresare
usually financed out of special capital fund drives thatsornetimes
fail to reach the desired goals. This financial anemia has a de
trimental effect on the quality of these institutions, including
teachers, students, and research workers. The faculties of these
institutions have been particularly hard hit also by the effective
efforts of their predominantly white counterparts to integrate
their faculties and student bodies.

In the United States there are about 120 predominantly black
colleges and universities. While they are not all of the same
quality, some being excellent and some not being accredited at
all, over the years these institutions have served thousands of
minority students. They are, indeed, a national resource, since
they provide a pool of, expertise that enables students who have
been educationally deprived prior to entering college to achieve a
quality education.

Generally, most white institutions are in a position, finan
cially, to offer larger salaries, better working, conditions, and
many other advantages which enable them to lure both top teaching
talent and top students away from black institutions. In the
scientific field, loss of top teaching talent tends to further
lower the quality of the research activities at any academic in
stitution, as well as the quality of its science students. This,
in turn, affects the ability of the institution to attract money
for research. To try' to overcome this self-feeding downward
spiral, I recommend that predominantly black universities direct a
part of their attention and resources to the potential economic
benefits which may reside in their research activities. In the
following discussion these benefits, and how they may be realized,

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-069$05.00/0
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ar.e detailed!

Technology Transfer

PATEt'iT POLICY

Most sponsors of research in this country, whether public or
private, are interested in increasing the number and rate of tech
nology transfers. They seek research results that lead to the
solution of human and/or societal problems. Most research dol
lars used by academic institutions come from the u.s. Federal
Government. Both Congress and the Executive Branch are putting a
higher premium on better utilization of government-sponsored re
search results, especially those results that are patentable.

The National Science Foundation, for example, under adminis
trative regulations, has moved to require recipients of research
grants and contracts to develop and institute patent policies and
disclosure procedures in order to be eligible for research dol
Laxs, Al th6ugha····' law'sriit'ha.s"pOstponed"····the ena6t.ment'·o:Es.i.IiUlar
regulations proposed by the General Services Administration, the
attitude of the government embodied in these proposed regulations
definitely represents a trend which emphasizes the need for patent
policies, patent awareness, and research management that will be
effective in achieving greater technology transfers.

Patents are the best method in this country and, for that mat
ter, in most of the world, for achieving more effective technology
transfer from research results. Patents·are, in essence, economic
tools, Their most attractive feature is that of exclusivity.
This exclusivity flows from the patent owner's right, for a period
of 17 years, to exclude others from making, using and selling his
patented invention. This right to exclude others is a property
right. The patent owner can grant licenses to others to make,
use and sell his invention, or he can sell his patent. In return
for this right to exclude others for 17 years the inventor must
4~sclose his invention to the public.

Maximizing Technology Transfer

To maximize the realization of bene£its from university re
search efforts, the research program itself must be planned. Such
planning should include clearly stated research objectives, a
comprehensive, as well as a positive, institutional patent policy
and an appropriate administrative structure for the disclosure and
evaluation of inventions. The patent policy should state the
views of the university regarding the handling of inventions. It
should detail income sharing arrangements between the university,
the inventor and research sponsors.

The administrative structure may involve anyone, a combina
tion, or all of these components: in-house management office,
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universit~affiliated foundation, or a professional outside pat
ent-management organization.

Under the in-house approach, the university is reponsible for

~~~~~~*'~iH~-~;~~~*~~~~'~¥~'~~f~;~~'€~~~t~~£'~~~tfr~~ti~~~~;ry,~~a~:,~g~~'b.~~';~~==':~='~~';z
'In'g;"'usl'ng"'UiiI'ver's"fty"-'patenE'''adminIs'tral:Ton""-s'ervi'ce's"~;'·-·--"The'>--rnaJ"o-r-·,m_-",.

disadvantage of this approach is the requirement for an early out
lay of money for patent applications and for the continuing over
head costs of patent administration services. The advantage of
this system is the much larger return, or income on royalties, as
a result of in-house development and marketing.

The second mechanism is the use of an institution~affiliated

foundation. Examples are the Wisconsin Alumni Research Founda
tion and Rutgers Research and Endowment Foundation. The advan
tages of the institution-affiliated foundation are an increased
ability to raise funds, greater freedom to employ commercial
methods to develop and promote the use of the invention and
i:J'lte ..oppcr-tunfty to establish .w()rkingrelationships .. between .. thE!:,
university and industry. The major disadvantage includes the need
for early outlay of money for start-up costs.

The third mechanism is the use of so-called patent-management
organizations. Examples are Research ccrpo.rat.Lon, Battelle De
velopment Corporation, and Arthur D. Little Inc. This alternative
provides a significant amount of legal, marketing and patent ex
pertise to be used at no up-front cost to the institution. The
disadvantage of this system is that a large or substantial portion
of any royalties earned are shared with the patent-management or
ganization as compensation for services rendered.

Research Management

Since the mission of most sponsored research is utilitarian,
the particular research, be it fundamental or applied, is con
nected in one way or another with improving technology and max
imizing the output of solutions for individual human and societal
problems. It is obvious that there will be a greater need for
management in carrying out future research activities. Effective
management requires clearly stated research objectives. Among the
objectives which universities might properly entertain are:

1. Making research activities complement the teaching re~

sponsibilities of the university.
2. utilizing research activities to maximize the competence

of the faculty, and ultimately the reputation of the
university, in particular research fields.

3. Utilizing research activities and the funds obtained
therefrom to help maintain the overall research overhead
of the university.

4. Utilizing research activities to improve, attract, and
maintain the quality of both teachers and students.

5. Utilizing research activities to provide a better link
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between the university's discipline orientation and the
interdisciplinary orientation of the non-academic world.

6. Utilizing research activities and patents or research
results to ensure their more ethical use in solving the
,problems of society.

7. Facilitating the transfer of technology to provide max
±mum benefit to the public.

8. Encouraging research and scholarship to develop a greater
spirit of inquiry, thereby generating new knowledge.

9. Providing better machinery for determining the signifi
cance of discoveries so that commercially meritorious
inventions may be brought promptly into public use.

10. Assisting in an equitable disposition of. property in
terests in inve'ntions among the inventor, the institu~

tion, and a sponsor, when applicable.
11. Assisting in the fulfillment of the terms of research

grants and contracts.
Facilitating '.' the" development of institutional patent
agreements with the Federal Government.

Once the objectives of a university's research activities
are clearly stated, the administrative offices can begin to co
ordinate the research and research related activities in an ef
fective and productive manner. Research· resources can be better
managed for the benefit of the entire university research com
munity, research grants and contracts can be pursued in a more
comprehensive way, and reporting deadlines of sponsors can be
met on a more consistent basis.

Benefits Derived by Some Institutions

Many academic institutions are beginning to realize that the
existence of a positive patent policy together with a high degree
of patent awareness are effective tools in achieving greater re
searc;hmanagement. Indeed, the relationship of patent policies
and patent awareness to research management is symbiotic. Ex
istence of the former increases the latter. Increases in the lat
terresult in more effective use of research resources as well as
greater technology transfers. All of this reinforces the patent
policies and increases the level of patent awareness.

Some of the benefits derived from the united States Patent
System, based on previous case history of patentable research re
sults at the university level, include funds to augment college
and university endowments, to provide for additional research
development, and to improve the financial status of the inventor.
Other important benefits derived from patent activity include
enhancdnqe

.."the",Wliverstty' s" general reputation, in"science;--"·""-~'·_C:_'··"-'
",."~",""~~,,,",,,,,,""""';'~"!.c,,:,,-,,,,.,,,,~.§",,,,:L.ny:entor;!..s,~,creputation-".-"",not"'con.ly,· t-hrough;c'publ-i'cation"'~'-""'~c--,:-",,~-~':~"O:'''''':''':"

of patentable material, but also in terms of this inven-
tive ability,
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the resea~ch status of the university, thereby enabling
it to attract better students, teachers, and greater re
search support;
the university's reputation in the community at large.

'=l\rr;"=;;-;;;~:;::o.'o:"~;;::,-~wl~c6fislif~~A'ltunRt'~'Rg"s'~~Fch;;;'~Fgun:(fatIBH""IH:o"J}es~::'"r1¥:gi¥1lr'Bh,-",;o;.ifia.':';;~'==';=-=7~=:;
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corne for the University of Wisconsin in the past 40 years. Rut-
gers Research and Endowment Foundation has received $7,000,000 in
royalties on antibiotic patents. Reportedly the University of
Florida has received substantial royalties from a patent covering
"Gatorade". The University of Rochester has received over
$250,000 in royalties from patents on orthopedic shoes. The Board
of Patents of the University of California has received over
$1,000,000 in royalties in the last 10 years. These are just a
few of the benefits that have been derived from patented products
by white institutions. Other predominantly white academic insti~

tutions such as MIT, Stanford, North Carolina State, University
of Illinois, Miami, and Cornell are also benefiting from royalty
income.

Research Activity at Predominantly Black Schools

The nature and extent of research activities at some black
institutions have the potential of generating economic benefits.
An unpublished report, entitled liThe Patent Potential at Predom
inantly Black Colleges and Universities", discusses a 1972 study
of'the research activities at Tennessee State, Howard, Atlanta,
Fisk, and Southern Universities, Tuskegee Institute and Meharry
Medical College. This report disclosed that:

1. A total of at least $11,000,000 was then being spent by
these institutions in research or research related ac
tivities.

2. Four of the schools studied expect a substantial in~

crease of at least 100% in research expenditures over the
next five years. This estimate seems accurate in view of
the numerous problems facing this country, such as the
energy crisis, in which the U.S~ Government will invest
funds for research.

3. Most of the research is basic. However, in at least
three of the schools, researchers indicated that they
frequently design and/or modify techniques, procedures
and devices in order to achieve their research goals.

4. Research will become more applied than basic. In part,
this change in the nature of research will arise as a
consequence of new policies adopted by government fund
ing agencies. During the study, it was noted several
times that government agencies were tending to use the
contract route to achieve their goals rather than the
grant route. This policy dictates a change in the na
ture of research.
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5, The attitudes of most faculty members and administrators
toward the patent system were positive. Indeed, the need
for greater invention and patent awareness in black aca
demic institutions was enthusiastically supported.

There is no question that blacks can invent. The list of
patented inventions is long. In chemistry one outstanding black
scientist, the late Dr. Percy Julian, generated over 150 patents
and built his own company, which he sold for more than $3,000,000.

George Washington Carver, a superb research chemist who
worked at Tuskegee Institute, discovered many uses for the peanut,
and, in so doing, generated many potentially valuable inventions.
For his efforts, neither Tuskegee Institute nor Carver reaped any
financial benefits since these valuable inventions were not pat
ented. Reportedly, the State of Alabama has received over
$60,000,000 from his inventions. Today, years later, Tuskegee
~~~~*~~1:~.,.;;sE;t;"\lW~·t~n~\\'~1:l1.1:l1_t=__ E;~E:. -_-_~?:z:~Il~!~~.. p~<1eI1lS which
beset black colleges and universities all over America.

Had Carver patented his inventions, Tuskegee Institute would
today be financially comfortable. We strongly recommend that
black institutions use the resource of research in the same as
tute ways that they have used other institutional resources to
maintain the viability of black education. As I have shown, some
white schools have benefited form these resources in the past and
others are currently organizing themselves toward this end. Black
schools should do the same, if for no other reason than to main
tain their qualifications for receiving federal funds available
for academic research.

Patent Awareness at Black Institutions

To increase patent awareness, a program was conducted in
1974 and 1975 over a period of twelve months at Atlanta, Howard
and Southern universities, Tuskegee Institute and Meharry Medical
College. Presentations were made during the course of one or more
site visits to each school to approximately 370 people including
academic deans, administrators,' researchers and students. The
presentations were well received~ Feedback has indicated that
while the program stimulated a great deal of interest and aware
ness at the time, these have declined substantially since then~

Many administrators expressed an interest in using patent
awareness as a vehicle for improving research management. They
all felt somewhat restrained since their institutions did not have
clear policies regarding inventions or other intellectual proper
ty. We tried to persuade key officials of each institution of the
necessity of establishing such policies~ In certain instances,

·~····'·"·";··,where·~-,,we')cwere··;;requestedt,·.. draft· ....,patent·"..pol:icies·'.·were··;;presented...co-.
,~.~,;:,.~"~~i,,n-terested,,",jnstt-tutions.;._""as.,,'}t,talking""paper-s1t.~"."",;,,,-To"0date,c,,however~'r"~'~'~""7.";~~~~'"

no patent policies have been adopted where none existed before the
patent awareness program. Policies which should have been clari
fiedhavenot been improved. My c~pus contacts have reported
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that a few individuals involved in research have become very much
aware of patents are making inquiries concerning the possibility
of patenting certain of their research results. Apparently, some
of these researchers feel that it is advantageous that their

=s::~':"~,,"~;UiffV@rli:t-c£y;'~'d6'E¥s":'ii6t:~~R;ive:";a:~'1?a:t:::enEC"i56~I;l>cY:="::'TH~Y~:J5eI'[-evEr-"'th~:t:>7:.i:ti~':,=,~~;:,7~":'<:;=

'",c"""th'~""'absefice"-6f'a""'~p6l'i'c'Y"alr'fi'iiiftfci'aI' prb'ce'e'd'§""wolild'" be'; 'thei'rs=""
exclusively.

Clearly, for a patent awareness program to have a continued
effect at any university, (1) the program must be~presented regu
larly, (2) the university must have a clear patent policy, and
(3) the relevant people on campus must be informed regularly of
the existence of the policy.

Abstract

Many minority-run universities suffer from financial
anemia. This condition adversely affects their ability to at
tract top students, teachers and research and development sup
p6rt~ Studies show that the current arid expected 'research
activity at some minority-run universities would benefit from
the adoption and implementation of a patent policy and better

-research management. The benefits would include increased
financial strength and improvement in the ability to attract
higher quality students, better teachers and additional research
funding.
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Patent Policies at Educational and Nonprofit Scientific

Institutions

WILLARD MARCY

Research Corporation, 405 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10017

S~Y~Ift-y...t~9:. YE:!a.t:;$" _~9'9" ,;1:); ~ _''' f~E:l_CleI.'~9l< __ ;(;¥gI1e:t:',,,g()~"t:t:t::!-:I}~I:':c-~P.~B,
a professor of physical chemistrY at the University of California"
at Berkeley, invented the equipment and process whichmadeeco
nomically practical the electrostatic precipitation of fine
particulate material. Dr. Cottrell felt that commercial develop
ment of his invention was beyond the scope of both himself and
the University as bcithwere primarily engaged in teaching and
carrying on scientific research. Nevertheless, he felt that the
University and the next generation of scientists should benefit
in some way from any commercial usefulness of his innovation.
~e,exploredthe possibility of administering the patents on his
invention through both the University of California and the
American Chemical Society, but these institutions felt this
idea was impractical. He next discussed with the Smithsonian
Institution whether that organization would undertake the trans
fer of his newly discovered technology to public use using any
income for further research at the Smithsonian. Again he was
turned down on the -basis that a publicly supported institution
was neither equipped for nor qualified to undertake such a ven
ture. The Secretary of the Smithsonian, however, was intrigued
with Cottrell's concept, and, with the authorization of the
Smithsonian Board of Regents, cooperated in bringing together a
number of well-known and influential industrial and financial
leaders~ They agreed to help Cottrell form a new organization
with a charter specifically designed to accomplish his objec
tives~ Thus was Research Corporation born, in 1912, with the
objectives of acquiring and marketing patents from scientists,
and using the net profits from this endeavor for the further
support of basic scientific research (I).

Twelve years later, in 1924, Dr~ Harry Steenbock at the
'~-""'Un-i~verstty'·"of'~Wisconsin"developed"~-an-,~-ir·radiation;;-process;;;-.for,,'.;..'-c--'-'

-~. ,;.="i-"b'''''prGduc:i:ng'0;·.¥itamin;~~D~-"in,"-~foods~;,and2.,pharmaceut4ca,J;·s,-,·,wh-ich;F,4n"-,-",tur-n",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"-,-,",,,,~",,,

were used to prevent or cure certain nutritional diseases. The
University had no administrative mechanism for handling the
transfer of this obviously useful and important technology for

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-078$05.00/0
© 1978 American Chemical Society
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use by the general public. A group of concerned alumni and
friends with industrial and financial backgrounds formed the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) in 1925 for the

,,~(~:,,;;,~z~ff:,;;:~~p~;§§"s..;:o;-PJ!FPJ~§l;b9.t:~,;;;~ing;;;:,a,y.ai:1able:~t.0;,::"the"~publ~ic;;;csome;;-,,_of,%,,,theo-:;:;:;=;J:\:?~~""'~~~

,.;§-?,~:J",1;§,.,;.q:t:'."~§",Jll1iY§:t'si:ty".';s_.,,resear,ch".,.and""to",assist"the,:"Universi,tyw"

in its grants program for the support of basic research and
special research facilities (2). WARF, an autonomous institu~

tion, separate and distinct from the University it serves, has
been highly successful over the years, and its administrative
structure has served as a model for many other university-
connected research foundations (1).

In the middle 1930's the administration at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology became concerned that much of the re
search done at that institution, although appearing to have
high potential for public use, was not being developed commer
cially. After considerable study the Institute, in conjunction
with Research Corporation, developed a patent policy and an
operating procedure, involvingan,agreementbetween.the.two
organizations. M. I. T. inventions would be assigned to Research
Corporation, and its staff would evaluate them, patenting and
licensing those having promise. The M. I. T. patent policy was
a forerunner of many others formulated over the next four de
cades, a number being developed as adjuncts to patent adminis
tration agreements with Research Corporation.

Scientific research at universities in the later 1930's 'and
eaJ;"ly 1940's was severely interrupted by World War II when most
academic research ,was oriented toward developing war-related
materiel and equipment. During this period little interest in
scientific research existed in universities, much less in its
commercial development. However, by 1946, general interest
revived; the Office of Naval Research was organized, and, along
with the National Institutes of Health, began to provide sub
stantial financial support for academic scientific research.
The formation of the National Science Foundation in 1950 added
further impetus to these thrusts.

Federal funding for basic scientific research at educational
institutions increased annually. in the 1950's and 1960's, reaching
a peak in 1967, after which a decline in constant dollars occurred
for several years. On the increase again, basic .research for
fiscal year 1978 is budgetted for $3.3 billion, a large amount
by any measure.

The administration of these large amounts of funding has
fostered formation at almost every American university and college
of contracts and grants offices or university-connected research
foundations, particularly during the past 15 years, and has
nurtured the development of a wholly new class of professional
administrators. Accounting for these federal funds involves
detailed and complex clerical procedures and financial controls.
Setting up and monitoring these controls has required, in turn,
that governing bodies of academic institutions set guidelines
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and develop policy statements, particularly with respect to
inventions and other products of intellectual research. Thus,
patent and copyright policies have come to assume considerable
importance in the day-to-day act!vities of most academic in
stitutions.

These brief anecdotal summaries at ten to 15 year intervals,
starting some seventy years ago, show clearly' the increasing
interest of academic institutions and the Federal Government
in developing methods for successful transfer of scientific
research to public use. Although these administrative pro
cedures are continuing to evolve, a high level of understanding
has already been acquired of the complex processes and multiple
factors involved in the transfer of patentable inventions to
public use.

university, ,Patent, Policies",

Having established the current need for patent policy
statements in academia, I would like now to turn to a gener
alized, but detailed discussion of such policies as they
currently exist, and give a few examples showing how they
work in practice. A more detailed discussion of academic
patent policies, along with a specimen policy, is given in
the Handbook of College' and University Administration, pub
lished by McGraw-Hill Co. (~).

Purpose

The purpose of a university patent policy is to define
clearly and understandably a basic philosophy for guiding
the further development of inventive concepts resulting ,from
scientific research at an institution, to set forth the ar
rangementsby which the contributorstb the concepts will
share in the fruits of their endeavors, and to indicate how
any income will be used.

Objectives

University patent policies,' in general, have these ob
jectives:

To encourage innovation by providing incentives to uni
versity researchers

To transfer useful ideas from paper and the workbench to
public availability

To meet the obligations imposed by the terms of grants
"'ahd""''Coht'r'a'C'ts''<wTtlf'''sp6nsoE'et"

';,"~~;,'C='"''''' "-"-"-~,' ':"Td=p:t'bdticg<Hfncoirie"'"'~t:nai:"<';riilg11£~fJ:lrance"""~futu.re~'~unfve'rs'rEy;"'''''';~*''':''''=''''~"'~~-C:'''''-''

research and other activities.
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Authorization

Approval from the highest governing board at the university
is required to. pro~~de the~~~~_~~~~Z.,e~~~or.!!Y_~!:_C?_}2"'!~~.th~J2~.te!1t"~~~,"~.~~,,~

~'~"-"'=:~l?B:er2y;:Cff-;:"'tif€;;-'I1is~€;tffi£i:on~''''''''''>'Thl's'-'aoes~"not:':-rmpi'y''''"that~'"tiie''dgover'':::':~''""''._v.~._..~ ""'_,
-"hirig"b6afd""'it'self""""should""'deve16p""fhe"'poII'dy""'IIf"I£s"'sO:f'et''Cifs'Cre::m

, '' '' '' '' ' ' ' ' ' "" ' '' ' ' '' '' '''.- ' '' '''' '' ,

tion. On the contrary, a patent policy which has not had the
benefit of input from and sanction by both faculty and adminis-
trative officers will not be likely to be accepted gracefully
and'will lead to unnecessary dissension. Initial formulation
of the policy is best accomplished by a joint effort of faculty
and university administrators. The product of this joint effort
should then be reviewed by university counsel and top adminis-
trative officers before forwarding to the governing board for
final approval. The approved policy should be disseminated in
writing broadly to all faculty members, administrators, other
employees and students.

Administering Office

The patent policy should state clearly the responsible
administrative office and the sequential procedures to be used
by that office in handling an invention from its conception
through its entire life as an income-producing product or
process.

Patent Committee

The patent policy should provide for a permanent patent
committee made up of faculty and at least one administrator,
who could serve as secretary to the committee. A five- or
seven-member committee is preferable to either a smaller or
larger one. The committee membership should be for a specified
time and appointments should be staggered to provide continuity.
At least one scientific or technical professional member should
serve on the committee at all times. Lawyers and business or
financially-oriented members may be helpful, but are not essen
tial.. The committee should hold regularly scheduled, well
publicized meetings during the academic year.

The patent committee should concern itself with matters of
equity rather than the specific substantive features of inven
tions and patents and their commercial development. Evaluation,
patenting, licensing and starting new ventures are highly com
plex endeavors requiring a broad mixture of technical and
entrepreneurial skills, and are best left to experienced spe
cialists either from inside or outside the university.

The patent committee should concern itself with the possible
ethical, moral and social consequences which might arise from the
further development of inventive concepts. The committee should
also function as arbiter or mediator should disputes arise
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between inventors, between inventors and the university, or with
outside parties.

Coverage

The patent policy should state clearly to whom it applies.
Normally, the policy should cover all employees of the univer
sity, from the top administrative officer to the part-time
laboratory technician. Students, especially graduate students,
should be included, but inclusion of undergraduate students and
secretarial employees might be optional.

Federal agency grants and contracts require a written
statement by all persons working on government-supported research
that they will conform to the published university patent policy
and to the terms of the grant or contract. Other sponsors of
research may have sirnilarrequirements. In any event such
wri:tten'-statements""" aho'uLdvbev-cbtia'tned"as'aconditioIl'-of';'einplby;;:;;"
ment for new employees including faculty, and from continuing
employees, wherever possible.

Patent Rights ownership

The patent policy should state how ownership of a patent is
determined and under what conditions different ownership occurs.

In general, determination of ownership is based on the
source of funding which supported the research (5). There are
seven relationships which will cover in toto practically all
cases. These are:

Fund~ng is provided entirely by the university from its
operating budget.

Funding is provided entirely by Federal grants or contracts.
Funding is provided entirely by private commercial organi

zations.
Funding is provided entirely by private nonprofit organi

zations.
Funding is provided through a combination of one or more of

the above sources.
The researcher works on his own time but uses university

facilities and equipment.
The researcher uses his own time and facilities although

~mployedby the university.
Ownership of patents should reside in a single party as

multiple ownership leads to almost unresolvable complications
during licensing negotiations.

When outside funding has been involved, ownership will be
,~E!;"t:~~;~,~,~9,J~_;i"~",;-,~,~~t~_J!_s.5!""!:g,,,}?2!:h,,,,,!1~~_;"pg.~,:t.9y~,.g.+',;:!h,§"",§PQn.§QJ;:,,~"c;l,!-l4. c.c."""'·-=-:'

".'=i~=_~~~~~~~~,",*~~,"~,!,~~,:!;,!8E,_!w",:-""~,,,~." ..1:~;_~,9,e~~"-:S?J_"",t:,~9~Eg~~~!,,e,;l,~~R!,~,~,l~,,",t_h~LJ?',~"tc~'C<I1~'~""'*'"~-ce"".;".,"
':"p-offc-y~vaiies wfth"-the -ageric'y~;---but-aif---agencies'generally pro-

vide a possibility of obtaining waiver of patent rights to the
university.
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Reporting of Inventions

The patent policy should set forth accepted procedures for
"~",~Z;~~,,,"";tt!~~'?:~:";~~I2:9!:;~~g~;:g,f,,;~!~Y§!J!ti,Q}0~~~~Y,:",t?,~~,:::;t:~9ul:t:¥:~7r,e,Ei~ar'~l:l(:;r~';;::i:n,;~,~:~~~,?,:~;;,i-",,~!C:~c;.~

.. ":I:"!pJ~H:t:",}~~t:~:t,~""""l;9",~Q~:I._§"",~",,:I:"§c:!,$C)ll@Jy"",cpmplete",eva:iuation. "Re~-""""",w
'iia~ce'is ~e~erally on the researcher to make the initial report.
Such reports are more easily Aandled if a form to be filled out
is provided. This form should have blanks for entering names
and dates of publications and names and dates of disclosures to
others, since this information is of utmost importance from a
patent standpoint.

The policy should also set forth the action sequence to be
followed by the office to which an invention is reported. This
action sequence should be followed promptly and expeditiously by
office personnel in order to obtain timely filing of patent
applications and minimize inventor discontent.

Patenting and Licensing Procedures

A statement should be included in the policy concerning the
steps to be taken in-house in patenting and licensing inventions
and whether outside patent administration organizations or con
sultants are available under blanket agreement. Brief reference
to the terms of the agreements with such organizations or indi
viduals should be made.

Distribution of Incolne

The distribution of income received from patents is generally
perceived to be the item of greatest interest to both the univer
sity and the inventor. In developing an acceptable patent pOlicy
it is the delineation of the income distribution rules that,
frequently, is the most time consuming. The policy on income
distribution must be clear and unequivocal.

Generally, any income is customarily shared between the
university and the inventors. If an outside patentadministra
tion organization is involved, it also shares. If an individual
outside consultant is used, a fee for services is usually charged
without sharing of continuing income.

Income sharing seems to be more commonly done on a IInet "
rather than a IIgrossll basis. Net"income is usually defined ·as
gross income less expenses. However, expenses can be defined in
several ways. A commonly accepted definition is out-of-pocket
expenses for patenting and licensing. Defined in this manner
expenses would not include in-house office expenses and possible
litigation costs. In any event, whatever way expenses are de
fined, the definition of net income should be clearly stated in
the patent policy.

Income sharing on a gross income basis avoids the problem
of defining net income and identifying specific cost items as
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expense. Use of the gross income basis is advocated by the De
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW) and the Nation
al Science Foundation (NSF) in their Institutional Patent Agree
ments. The three major patent administration organizations, Re
search Corporation, University Patents, Inc., and Battelle Devel
opment Corporation, also use gross income as a basis for distribu
tion of income.

A variety of distribution schemes is used. The specified
arrangement most suitable for a given university will depend on
a number of factors and, pragmatically, will probably be dictated
by a consensus of the university governing board, taking into
consideration the expressed feelings of faculty, administration
and sponsors.

The most commonly used arrangements are as follows:
50% to inventors, 50% to university of net income.

in~entors, 75% to university of net income.
to inventors, 85%'to'universlty of net income.

Sliding scale downward to inventors (40% to 15%), remainder
to university of net income.

50% of first $3,000; 25% of next $10,000; 15% of allover
$13,000 of cumulated gross income to inventors, the re
mainder to the university and any patent administration
organization. This is the formula used in DHEW and NSF
Institutional Patent Agreements.

57.5% to university, 42.5% to patent managementorganiza
tion, of gross income. All expenses are usually borne
by patent management organization, except for special
litigation expenses. The university may distribute some
of its share to the inventors. This arrangement is used
by Research Corporation and with minor modifications by
University Patents, _-Inc., and Battelle Development Cor
poration.

15% to inventors, remainder divided equally after special
expenses for litigation costs, if any, between university
and patent administration organizations of gross income.
All expenses borne by patent administration organization.
This is an arrangement used by Research Corporation.

In three recent independent surveys of income distribution
arrangements, the minimum amount based on gross income distri
buted to the inventors was 15%; the maximum, 29%. Two institu
tions reported 15% of gross income plus 40% or 50% of remaining
net income.

These surveys also showed the minimum amount based on net
income, distributed to the inventors was 10%, and the maximum was
50%. Three institutions reported formulas involving incremental

i~;",",:c.'--w.-':"'~""'-sca1.~ing""down,:--"',,from~'80%·,.:.to'~2-5%,--'-in~"one-~case""""and"_:,,60%,..cto.,,,'3.o,%;,;in ;,a..";.,.;;,:.;;;,;;..,,.
,i''''''"'''.''''''''~~'''-,;:"",second''f~and',-,·-40%-;,-"to-",'30%"_",i,n,\,,,,the"',0ethi-rd.,,,,,{.6,,~~7,,:,",_,;.8,)_",,.'~,e,, ""h:0,C:_"",;'__''''-~~_0)'_",~"~,,,,,c,_,_,,,,,~,·,, ",,,,,,,,,,,.;,.,-;,,~,t',,,,,,,,,~,:..

If any portion of the income accruing to the university is
to be used for researc:h in the department in·whichan.invention
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originated, this should be stated explicity. Generally speaking
the policy should state the university's intended usage of any
income from patents, at least in philosophical terms.

"7,;:;-:=,\"""~""",,~:,,:,~A::::f_ew,,,,,uniYers-i-ti,es;;o,,,claim,-;;ono;,:;,onwersl>.ip_:dn·,~,facu1ty,:·,;inv:ent:i()I);::;~x,,::.~;;:c;;;:,=7.'

"anCl",thus.,no"financial,.,.or""other,.,reward",.allowing''the',faculty..,in.,."""',,,, "
ventor to handle his inventions as he wishes. This practice is
now rare, as it conflicts with federal agency policy which pro-
hibits ownership residing in individual inventors supported by
government funding.

selected Factors 'Influencing University Patent 'Policies

Government Agency Policies
For many years Federal Government granting agencies have

taken the position that patent rights arising from federally
supported research reside with the Federal Government. However;
all these agencies provide that waiver of these rights can be
obtained'bya grantee on a showing of sufficient justification.
The mission-oriented agencies, for example, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Atomic Energy Commission, and more
recently, Department of Energy, handle requests for waivers on a
case-by-case basis through offices and committees set up to deal
specifically with such matters. The Department of Defense fre
quently waives the patent rights on awarding a grant or contract
and on request by a responsible grantee or contractor.

In contrast, the non-mission-oriented agencies, DHEW and
NSF, arrange for .retention of patent rights by a grantee insti~

tution through previously concluded Institutional Patent Agree
ments. These two agencies provide for patent rights waivers on
a case-by-case basis as well. Since a large majority of Federal
Government grants to universities for scientific research are
from DHEW or NSF, university patent policies need particularly
to recognize the possible overriding interest of DHEW and NSF.

Institutional Patent Agreements
Until 1968, universities were required to make a formal

written request for a determination of patent rights ownership
from DHEW for every invention resulting from DHEW-supported
research. Beginning in that year, Institutional Patent Agree
ments (IPA) were instituted. These agreements, in effect, waive
title to DHEW-supported inventions provided the university can
and has shown a capacity and a capability to handle the transfer
of such inventions in the public interest. Today IPAs are in
effect with over 70 universities and scientific research insti
tutions.

More recently the NSF has been entering into similar agree~

ments and now has over 20 in effect.
These agreements foster non-exclusive licensing arrangements

and allow them to be royalty-bearing. Exclusive licenses are
also allowed under certain circumstances, but the exclu$ivity is
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time-limited. Annual reports of activity are required of the
university and march~in rights are retained by the Government
in the event of poor or non-performance. Foreign patenting and
licensing by the institution are allowed.

In spite of the restrictions contained in these agreements,
they have been helpful in .expediting the transfer of university
inventions result~ng from Government supported research, and
universities should plan to enter into such agreements whenever
feasible.

Foreign Patenting
As a matter of policy universities would be well advised to

consider seriously foreign patenting of all suitable inventions
resulting from university research, since income from foreign
countries can often be substantial. The cost of foreign patenting
:,~_l:>~_e9:1:'I1e:_:tlY!:l:l.~_~IliY~_:r,~~'t:X~,_})Y'_its liC::E!n::;eE!::;0:t:' by outs~de
patent administration org~nizations. '

Litigation
A patenting and licensing program, sooner or later, will

involve a patent owner in litigation of one sortor another.
While litigation is not common, it can be expensive~ The usual
types of litigation are patent office interferences and breach
of contract and infringement suits, in increasing order of
cost. As in foreign patenting, licensees and patent administra
tion organizations can be frequently persuaded to assume the
burden of litigation costs.

Patent Policies in Practice

At this point, perhaps a few actual examples will illus
trate some basic problems which suitably drafted patent policy
guidelines ,can help to resolve.

At a large, broad-based state university a professor of
biophysics discovered by chance a major new therapeutic chemical.
Apparently without reference to the existing published patent
policy of the university or the proper administrative office, he
arranged for funding for future research with two industrial
companies, neither of which are in the drug business, and with
one of the National Institutes of Health which operates under
the DREW patent policy. The institution has a DREW Institutional
Patent Agreement. Both industrial companies were given exclusive
rights to any inventions resulting from the research; such a pro
vision is in direct conflict with the rights requirement in the
IPA. After some subsequent scientific research confirmed the

",n~""""",-,~~,:dni,tial";,promise",,of~,....,the~.,mater-ial-s-r·-"-the,~univer:sity.,."administr:ation
'~"-';;"""-'-'$""",-",,,,;b.ecame,~,aware~",o,f,,,",,,,the,,,,,si,tuation.""and",.,cal·led""",:attention",;~to,",o,the,",,defi''''''~:''"0~"O':~,",'''

ciencies and inherent conflicts. Research Corporation was called
in to undertake the necessary patenting and licensing.

It was, necessary to bring" in a third company,knowle,dgeable
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in the production and marketing of pha~aceuticals as the prime
licensee, and to find a mutually ,agreeable way to satisfy the
original sponsors-, the DHEW, the inventors, the university ad-

~±tl,~s~ra~l_~I1,,~d, ,9'.~\7~7:Il~ng~_,_E..9--,~~,g~..,!.d~h:~B~-,-i;h_~",.,~_~~§,+Jp~~~L-,9J: ~~l;1~~'7"::-':~~'''~""~~'."",",",_
r'7':~=:'~~~~~~~~X-~~~,~~~j~~f!?f;:~'~:~i~~>~":~RP~,~~:_::~~',)i~~~-~~~~~'",,~S9§~~!rs,~~~~"~,~':':~:"':"=,'::

- after' some 9"years ~ and' products' are eXpected'to' be on- the' ma'rk~t"- .w, '-"n''''

late this year or early'next. Expansion of the usage of these
drugs is continuing under study with another seven to ten years
being needed before regulatory clearances are likely to be ob~

tiafned ,
At another large, broad~based state university, a professor

in the medical school developed a therapeutic procedure which he
believed would have wide usefulness. Without reference to the
university's published patent policy, he engaged a patent attor
ney to file a patent application and to try to develop industrial
interest in both supporting further research and developing a
commercial venture. His rationale was that such a discovery
belonged to him~lone as has been~he tra4i~io~~lb~liefinaca~

demic circles. The university adminsitrative officers became
aware of the invention, discovered the route its further develop
ment was taking, and promptly pointed but that the professor had
signed a patent agreement with the university some years earlier
as a condition of employment. By this time National Institutes
of Health funding had also been obtained, so the DREW patent
policies needed to be taken into account. ResearchCorpbratibn
agreed to undertake the patenting and licensing of this inven
tion, and to work out the necessary administrative details in
volved in bringing all parties into a mutually agreed upon
course of action. Since the development of this invention is
in a very early stage, seven to ten years will be required before
necessary clearances and marketable products will be available.

At a well-known private university a professor of chemistry
working, in part, with National Institutes of Health funding has
become an internationally known expert in a certain area of use~

ful complex organic chemical compounds. He has consultation
agreements with several companies. The university does not have
a patent policy. Since the professor feels that all patent
rights should be the. sole property of the companies for which he
consults, no patent rights are retained by the university nor,
to date, has the DHEW asserted their rights to any patents re
sulting from this work. In this situation neither the university
nor the federal government can exert any control over the methods
by which this research is transferred for the use of the general
public; control is left entirely in the hands of the industrial
patent owners. Some products based on the professor's discov
eries are on the market, but others have not yet been developed,
and no financial benefit has flowed back to the university for
further research except as has been made available to the con
sultant-professor for his further research.

By contrast, at another well-known private university having
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no stated patent policy, a professor of surgery and biochemistry
at its medical school developed a therapeutic formulation for
treating a specific infectious state. He requested advice from
DHEW,the sponsors of his research, as to how best to proceed in
developing the invention for widespread public use. The DHEW
administrator suggested that Research Corporation work with the
university's administrative personnel in developing a mutually
acceptable agreement and procedures for developing marketable
products. Over a period of approximately eight years this was
accomplished with the united States market now approximating
geveral million dollars. As a result a major portion of royalty
income is being forwarded to the medical school for further
research, and the university is developing a patent policy for
guidance of both faculty members and administrators.

While these examples all have to do with the drug industry,
other similar examples could be cited in the electrical, elec
trortic andvmecharrLca'l, 'fields, if'time'pennitted. These'''case
histories" indicate the need for definitive patent policy and
its vigorous, intelligent and diligent administration by uni
versities.

Summing up, I have given an historical perspective to the
necessity for universities to formulate patent policies and
have described their development to the present state of sophis
tication. I have described the major concepts which should be
addressed in university patent policies, and have given some
illustrations of typical problems that arise in handling inven
tions arising as a result of academic research.

The gist of this paper is that a very real public service
need exists for academic institutions to accelerate and smooth
the way for the transfer of the results of academic research
for public use. This need can be filled through the development
of clearly stated, well publicized patent policies, followed by
their firm and dedicated implementation and administration.
Filling the need in this manner uses the patent system most pro
ductively in encouraging and enabling industry to invest in new
ideas for the public benefit while, at the same time, benefitting
academic institutions and inventors -- scientists or engineers -
as well.

Abstract

Patent policies at educational and non-profit scientific
institutions incorporate a number of common principles but vary
widely in administrative detail. Policy provisions and adminis
trative procedures which may expedite or may hinder the transfer
C),f., _",CiSB~~~_9, "r,~,:S~<1.1?,9P.,,,!:l:s,,~_~ t-~, ._f.,O~,,~ll~:_~~li:S_, ;1?:?;e,~~t;,i3::r:,~,,:,~,t~~,~-:,

::~~~~~~:~,~H"~~~~,·-;~g,*~,~~g·~~~,~~*~,~~i~~~~~€~,~o ~~~~·~~~~;~t~;~~~~~',~~~*~t~::::::::~:::
institutions.
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Panel Discussion

COMMENT BY MR. LASI<EN: I wish to correct an erroneous im-
preGsion,·relating-to the,:royalty"sharing .,formula ,-,in "the,"National,
Science Foundation's (NSF) Institutional Patent Agreement that
-might be conveyed by Dr. Marcy' 5 paper. Unlike the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the NSF does not use a specific
sharlrigformula but aenerally accepts that normally used by the
university requesting the agreement. If theuniversity~s royalty
sharing arrangement is not acceptable, in all probability an
agreement would not be concluded.

QUESTION: Mr. Owens, of the 200 to 300 invention dis-
closures evaluated by you each year, how many patent applications
a~e filed, and how many applications, mature into patents?

MR. OWENS:, We file about 25 patent applications annually a
Most of those will issue finally as patents because of our care
ful selectivity. Only 20r 3 ·of these 25 will be productive
:f:~l'1c:iIlc:;i,i;i:l)y,_llowe:y~r,a

MR. BREMER:
closures a year,
third of those a

At Wisconsin, we evaluate about 60 dis-
and we file patent applications on roughly a
Most of these applications mature into patents.

DR. MARCY: Speaking for Research Corporation, we evaluate
annually about 450 to 500 invention disclosures, of which we
accept about 25 to 35 a year. Patent applications are filed
covering each accepted disclosure, with about 95% to 98% of these
applications issuing as patents a Of' the approximately 30 dis
closures accepted each year, about 10 to 12 are licensed even
tually. Perhaps three of these will result in a financial return.

;'''-'h,.."~,~.~.c'',_.".,.g!L_,th~.,""gy~F3t9P~c",,@2}?·"t-~",~Y~EY ..~~,;.Y§L",Y,~~,;:!i,,, ..~p~,~;,e"H9,~.I?~~~,!!_,-,!!l~gp':~!.~~,;-"-~i-1~"M-='''''"-'
b.""~'""""b"~"",,,,,,g~~'~'~£~W~;0,l'~~~O:'i~'i~1m~,",.~£_,,,,~~,s,2~~t~-,:~";"~~""~~5'~~!-"!~o'l,;,~~-;~:,L~f",c:;h,:~,,,S2;;:::,,,.,,,,~:.:~""'~"M'''~"'''~

poration's income is coming from about 50 licensed inventions ~ ..~,,~,
including four that brought in more than a $100,00 last .year;
These were disclosures that we began looking at 10 to 15 years
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ago.
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QUESTION: It sounds as though about 10% of disclosures
that are turned in result in accepted cases, and yet each panel

:<0=~~eF"~commEHitg'd";;;tlig:e~~5E6U:f'C:'95%,,";"E'o;~'98~~6f=tlie:15atenf"'appII'cattoii-s,:~0=,,"':~='=

""'ffled""'Ori""'thCSefe"""cas'es"""'re'sul'E""''in'''''pate'iit's'::'--'''''Cahi'-''tnc~t-'''p'anei''''c'omm'ent""""cY",""""

on whether they feel tha't:,. perhaps, sometimes' .tihey are a little
on the conservative side on filing?

MR. OWENS: Responding for the University of California,
I think we probably are conservative. Since we do not have an
in-house patent counsef, , we must pay patent attorneys in private
practice, and this makes us quite conservative. We look for two
things: the probability of obtaining strong patent claims that
can be successfully licensed, and an even stronger consideration,
whether there is a strong probability of substantial financial
return. To us a good patent is one that will be licensable and
produce royalty income. If an invention does not mee't vbotih those

'staridards,itisreturnedto the inventor. We may lose money
sometimes because of that, although I know of no specific case.

MR. BREMER: I should like to observe further that in-
dustry is interested ina defensive position, and we are not.
That is why we have to be more selective at the outset. The in~

ventions we look at are-rather basic, and we know that someone
will pay to operate under whatever protection we can give them
through exclusive licensing. A defensive postion is not a
licensable position to us. In industry people to have patent in
order to protect the products that are already on the market.
Whether they can license patents is of much less interest.

DR. MARCY: I think there is another factor. In our ex-
perience most of the inventions from universities describe
fundamental discoveries and are not minor modifications or im
provements. In fact, sometimes they are almost just a statement
of a scientific principle with one experiment that shows that
the idea works. In this situation we must draft a patent ap
plication that is almost a constructive reduction of practice,
rather than a full-blown patent. We expect the inventor to con~

tinue work in his laboratory so that additional supporting
material will-become available during examination in the patent
office. Our evaluations are based on a miniumum of information
and analysis, yet frequently we can obtain basic patent coverage.

MR. EVERETT: Research in large industrial research
laboratories seldom results in anything that can be considered
a giant step forward or a pioneer invention. These laboratories.
are very good at improving and understanding a basic invention
coming from an inventor's workroom or from a university, how
ever.
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QUESTION: In some instances university personnel are re-
quired to sign a patent agreement with the university and these
same people, as consultants to a company, are asked to assign in
ventions to the company. It seems to me that this gives rise to
a conflicting situation. How can this be resolved so that both
the university and the company get their due?

MR. BREMER: The inventor at Wisconsin is not obligated to
the university unless he is supported with federal funds. His
responsibility to the company he consults for is normally written
into the consulting arrangement. If federal funds are involved,
inventions made under consulting arrangements can be assigned as
long as recognition is made of a prior arrangement with the fed
eral goverrunent.

DR. MARCY: In situations like that people must act in
good faith'iric6mingtoa'mutual'uriderstaridirig~Manyuriiversifies
arrange for the industrial sponsor to have the right of first re
fusal to any patents that come out of sponsored research, and not
a direct assignment; otherwise the undersity won't take the money.
If a professor makes his own arrangements without informing the
university, the university may have difficulty in resolving the
possible conflicts. Such conflicts are usually avoided through
explaining the university's pOlicies to the prospective sponsors
beforehand. Then, if the industrial sponsor does not wish to mod
dify its demands, frequently, the university simply will not ac
cept the funding, even though the professor is eager to do exactly
what the company wants him to do.

MR. OWENS: At the University of California, all of our
people do sign patent agreements with the university. However,
the agreement requires only that they tell us about their inven
tions; the university asserts its rights only where it has an e
quity. Such equity results if university time or facilities were
used or if the inventor was actually assigned to make inventions,
which, of course, is extremely rare. The patent policy expressly
provides that, if consulting is done and clearance has been ob
tained from the department, the university has no interest in any
inventions which might arise. Such inventions are handled direct
ly between the company and the faculty member-consultant. Of
course, a lot of good faith must be involved to minimize con
flicts. However, we rely primarily on the integrity of the person
rather than use any formal policing methods.

MR. BREMER: It is important for industry to understand
9?W'., ~n~'y~,:t:§,;:b~~.!3"."y;,'Sw,,,p,a't:.§:t).1;,:~;.;i._gh:t;:;!;t,9wneI:shiP"""PoIl¢t_th.at ..p::t:lQrancL,

:::~:~=~::~'::~""~~Ei~l}i:".,~_~~~!;:e!'-c<,!im~~;g0~ii~ii:~_.B,~.".~,R~~!,9~,;.~sl'~i,_".".~h§_",,;tHY;,~J~,t,!,g.~!:9~"...":~·,··,."",,,.~~~-~,",
"~"---'-"should- be- asked by the prospective industrial sponsor if he has

an obligation under federal funding. At Wisconsin we also give
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a sponsoring industrial group the right of first refusal on in
ventions that may be generated; at least, we feel we have a moral
obligation to offer such inventions to the sponsor first before
talkiRg to anyone else. But Wisconsin University usually wears

~='::"tw(:r'~'fa-ce-g:-f:,;:':c.';w~~cwi'J:l=hoe::accept.~9rafit:sc;;,"ff'bnf;.::cprivaeEF;';fifdusi:rY;""eha1:?:,:::,~=::,="~;';T,~·=,:,;

"'"have~''patent'''restr±ctions'l''''regardless'''''of''''any'Yex:i:sti.ng:"'consul:ting=""""'"

arrangement; on the other hand, we will accept grants with patent
restrictions from the government or some quasi-governmental
agencies, like the American Cancer Society.

QUESTION: Have you made any studies or do you have any
feelings as to what the effect of your program has been on
faculty members in terms of their engaging in remunerative re
search; have they operated any differently thanwQuld have been
the case if your program had not existed?

MR. BREMER: In our experience, they have not operated
any differently. Sometimes we have problems with faculty in
ventors wishing to publish as soon as 'possible, but they are
not asked to withhold publication because that's the way of life
in Universities. We don't see any other changes. There have
been only two instances to our knowledge where someone, having th
the complete freedom to go elsewhere with an invention, has gone
directly to industry. The rest have all voluntarily used the
facili ties of Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF). Much
of the royalty income from patents is used to support special
professorial chairs and provide other inducements to keep good
faculty members on the campus. That kind of recognition is
looked to more by the faculty member than his actual dollar value
return from an invention. We keep reminding faculty inventors
that 15% of something is better than 100% of nothing, and that
WARF is instrumental in getting that something.

QUESTION: A number of years ago I saw a collection of
nniversity patent policies. Is theJ:e such a current te.xt ayail
able today or other similar aids published by university patent
administrators?

DR. MARCY: Here is a publication enetitled "Technology
Transfer, University Opportunities and Responsibilities". It
is the proceedings of a two-day symposium at Case Western
University held October 15 and 16, 1974. This is the most re
cent comprehensive reference on university patent policies.
The book you are probably referring to is entitled "University
Research and Patent Policies, Practices and Procedures" by Archie
M. Palmer, published in 1962 by the National Academy of Sciences
National Research Conncil. The contents of this book are pretty
well out-of-date by now. Individual universities have made
surveys of university patent practices but most of these have
not been published. One developed by Northwestern University
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is particularly informative and might be obtainable through the
Vice President of Research at that institution.

QUESTION: What is the best way for a corporation in-
terested in exploiting a university invention to approach the
university, directly to the university or through the inventor?

MR. OWENS: At the University of california you should
clear with the university patent office to make sure if any
university equity in the invention exists. If it is a univer
sity-owned invention, then, you should deal with the university.
If it isn't, then we will suggest you deal directly with the in
ventor. But I think it is critical with any university to at
least touch base with the proper administrative office if you
know a university has such an office.

QUESTION: f)9Y9-\1,,1:lCly~~y,pr9grams for,approaohing,,_pos.-
sible interested parties concerning those inventions that might
be marginal candidates for filing patent applications?

MR. BREMER: We do at Wisconsin, in the pharmaceutical
arts, in particular. We frequently bring an invention to the
attention of a company, and are referred to another which might
have an interest in the invention. This sort of rapport develops
over the years' with people in various industries, and this is
very helpful in transferring university technology.

QUESTION: The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
insists that they have title to all inventions. How do you deal
with that requirement?

DR. MARCY: EPRI is not the only organization that has
that policy. So does the Petroleum Research Fund, which is ad
ministered by .tihe American Chemical Society-, as wellas"anumber
of other organizations. At Research Corporation we turn down
automatically all inventions supported by funds from organizations
haVing such policies.

COMMENT: With whatever university patent policy exists,
federal granting agencies including mine, the Department of De
fense, will have the problem of handling inventions from govern
ment-supported research which are not handled by the universities.
Since we feel some of these are commercially valuable inventions,
we are thinking seriously of obtaining patents and licensing
them non-exclusively and royalty-bearing, at least domestically.
If non~exclusive licenses are not possible we will try the ex-

~;"""'";c",,_qJ.:usiv.e,_.J.icensec;.approach'.,,,,"',,:,·I~f""exc1-usive"'Ticenses'~;'areo':'give'n:r~we~"";""~,~,,,,~.

i~""" "''''b:,,,,,,,o;,,,,,-!.ti.J,_J.;__A:;b_g.n~,,hav:e";-~to.''-'i_en-for,ce''''ithe""pa·tents~",agaimst".,,':i:n1;t'inge:rs";·'~eh-~'<'~· ,·.-i"\""""'":""~

may be a problem for government agencies.
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MR- EVERETT: Regarding the issuance of exclusive rights
by the government, isn't it possible you will have opposition
in Congress to this especially in view of Senator Long's recent
letter to President Carter inveighing against the granting of

"""Regarding';'"non-exc-lusive',;c'licenses',' 'it,,';does' not .eeem-eeeadetdc-»
to me to expect such licenses to be acceptable to industrial
companies. Where such licenses are concluded, I expect they
will be with such large and demf.nant; companies that the licenses,
in effect, will be equivalent to exclusive licenses.

RESPONSE AND FURTHER COMMENT: Since both industry and
Congress are complaining from opposite viewpoints about federal
agency licensing procedures, these policies must be relatively
good and proper~ While the patent clauses in the recent Energy
Research and Dev~lopment Administration legislation outline the
procedures I have suggested here, the same legislation is silent
regarding royalties. We have already concluded royalty-bearing
licenses'with'foreigncompaniesona'non-exclusivebasis,butwe
do not as yet, have equivalent domestic' licenses We have also
licensed domestic manufacturers for sales overseas. In this
case a foreign company asked what our pos'ture would.be if they
manufactured and sold in foreign couritries; our response was
that we would welcome having a test case of this sort so that
we can bring an infri.tl.gement suit in a foreign court. My feeling
is that federal agencies owning patents must take on all the
obligations patent ownership requires.

RECEIVED Juue 20, 1978.
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Ford Motor Company

JAMES T. WEST

Engineering and Research Staff, Ford Motor Co., Room E-1l33,
Scientific Research Laboratory, Dearborn, MI 48121

Ford Motor Company is probably best known as a major pro
ducer of automotive products on a world-wide basis. It is true
that Fordls primary emphasis as a company is on the production
and'marketingofautom6biles~trucksand-tract6rs~ But Fbidahd
its subsidiaries also produce steel, glass, vinyl, paint, radios,
and sophisticated electronic componentry.

This complex product line involves a broad spectrum of pro
duct, material and processing technologies. No single patent
and licensing policy would be adequate to deal with all of these
technologies.

Interestingly, some people outside the industry have the
opinion that the automotive industry is not particularly inter
ested in patents.

It occurred to me that there might be an historical basis
for this latter point of view, since the automotive industry to
day seems to place a great deal of emphasis on patents. I can
assure you that we at Ford are not only very much interested in
patents, but also in the related subject of licensing.

Therefore, it will be pertinent to review some of the early
history of the automotive industry in the United States as it
relates to patent and licensing policies, especially since Ford
is presently celebrating its Diamond Jubilee, having been organ
ized in 1903.

This history was strongly influenced by a single u.s. patent.
This patent (No. 546,160) was issued to George Baldwin Selden in
1895. The Selden patent included a number of claims. One of
these claims related to the use "of a liquid hydrocarbon gas
engine of the compression type" in "combination with a road
locomotive". The drawings and specifications described a horse
less carriage of the general type that a number of inventors were
tinkering with about that time. In other words, Mr. Selden
claimed to have invented the automobile, and the issuance of a
patent shows that the U.S. patent office of that day agreed with
him.

At this point, I shall frankly admit that, although there

0·8412-0454-3/78/47·081-099$05.00/0
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is a popular legend that Henry Ford invented the automobile, this
was not the case. In fact, the automobile was not invented by
anyone man, but by many inventors, and it was the invention of a
practical internal combustion engine that eventually made the
automobile a commercial reality.

In 1873 George Brayton of Boston invented one version of a
compression engine using gasoline, and in 1876 Nikolaus Otto
of Germany invented another version. It was the Otto cycle that
was to become the basis for the modern passenger car engine, but
this superiority only became clear as inventors continued to de
velop alternative concepts. The difference between the Brayton
and Otto engines has an important bearing on the Selden story.
Both were internal combustion engines of the reciprocating piston
type, but the Brayton engine was arranged so that compression and
expansion took place in separate chambers while in the otto en
gine, the fuel/air mixture is compressed, ignited, and expanded
in the same chamber.

]\s ..Imentioned· earlier, Seldert 'spatehf'was' g:r~nt~d' in 1895.
~ctually, the original patent application had been filed in 1879,
but its issuance was delayed for 16 years. Selden was a very
astute patent attorney -- in fact, he was George Eastman's patent
attorney, and Eastman's signature appears on the Selden patent
as a witnfi:!ss.

In 1899, Selden sold control of his patent to the Columbia
Motor Car Company, under a contract by which he was to receive a
percentage of the profits from the exploitation of the patent.
The next year this company sued the Winton Motor Carriage Com
pany for infringement. It was not until this time that a work
ing model of the Selden car was actually built, as evidence for
this patent infringement suit. In 1903, the validity of the
patent was sustained by the court.

~t this point the ten companies which had been licensed to
build cars under the Selden patent formed the Association of
Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. The main purpose of·this As
sociatlonwas to collect and pay to the Columbia Motor Car Com
pany royalties of 1-1/4% of the retail price of all automobiles
sold. A second purpose was to assure that no rugged individual
ist could escape his share of the burden.

After Ford Motor. Company was formed in 1903, Mr. Ford was
contacted by the Association and advised that he would have to
join and pay royalties on the Selden patent. But Mr. Ford was
not about to concede that it was Mr. Selden who had invented the
automobile. He refused to join the Association or to pay royal
ties. Accordingly, a lawsuit was brought against Ford Motor
Company and seven other defendants who also refused to pay.

Although there were eight defendants, the fight was mainly
against. FO~~/..~-,d,~~~""n;q~-' "~~m;,:t~Q,-,, to.-,~I1,~L.,qQ.~rtx.o.om •.~-"""The.-,·Associ-,"-';'-'

~."".:c,;:at"ion-'-'took"'~,~_~ ....-~e~,~~~?~~.-:·'~~Y~~!~~~~~ii ...)~R_,""~ggnd,q-,~§t.Qmer,s,:,;,,-not ,,~_;,,~'~,",,~~,"~"i,oi~~;
~"'~""';;'i,:,,,,':':.::::to'-;"bUY:""'Ford'""ca:r-§::''''~F-ora·~'retaTici:ted -"~by offering to indemnify

both dealers and purchasers.
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Meanwhile, the issue in the courts dragged on. Neither party
seemed willing to let the matter be brought to a conclusion. New
testimony was introduced, expert witnesses were called in from
Europe, and the expensive legal battle continued. Finally, on

"":=::;;;Septembe'r;;c~~l=S--F"cl,909,,'z·t:hEF,~qo1;Wt';O:I'enqe:r-~d;;7a::=:dec:::Lsi()n::;;;susta:inj';I:lg?:the\~~,,--c~~=~,'~;:';;';!:~:O:!

validity"·of---the-,"patent,.
After the suit was decided in favor of the plaintiffs, most

of Ford's co-defendants entered the Association. But Ford
wouldn't concede and the verdict was appealed. On January 9, 1911
the appellate court reversed the district court's decree. Actual
ly, the court upheld the validity of the patent but ruled that
Ford was not infringing.

The basis for this decision was rather subtle. The Selden
patent described a II road-locomotive II driven by "an engine of the
compression type". However, the drawings supporting the claim,
and the actual model that was subsequently built, were based on a
version 'of the Brayton engine. The vehicles actually being built
by Ford and others utilized Otto cycle engines. The ruling held
that lithe two engines do not perform the same function in sub
stantially the same way" and hence were not equivalent. The
court was thereby able to straddle the issue and hold that the
patent was valid but not infringed.

As far as the owners of the Selden patent were concerned, the
decision did not make much difference. By this time, the patent
has less than a year to run, and the Association had already re
ceived about two million dollars in royalties, of which Selden
got one-tenth. As a result of the decision, the Association of
Licensed Automobile Manufacturers was dissolved and no more
royalties were paid.

But the impact of the long court battle made a lasting im
pression on the new automotive industry. The potential value of
patents had been amply demonstrated. More importantly, the po
tential risk of patent infringement was apparent. A common
problem had been identified, and steps were taken to resolve the
problem.

At this point in the the history of the automotive industry,
there were more than 100 small companies producing cars in the
United States.

Each of these competing companies employed engineers and in
ventors to advance the state of the art. The patent situation
soon became hopelessly tangled. Nobody knew what sort of auto
mobile he might legally make.

To deal with the problem, the National Automobile Chamber of
Commerce was formed in 1913. All of the U.S. manufacturers ex-·
cept Ford Motor Company eventually joined. Their solution to the
problem of patent infringement lawsuits was to form a patent pool.
This was a cross-licensing agreement under which each party to the
agreement licensed its patents to all of the other parties with
out payment of royalties. The patent pool went into effect in
1915 for an initial period of ten years. All of the members of
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the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce except the Packard
Motor Car Company became parties to the cross-licensing agreement.
In the early years, membership in the patent pool averaged about
130 companies.

Upon termination of the original agreement in 1925, it was
extended for a further period of five years. At the end of that
period the agreement was again extended for a further five-year
period, but to include only those patents held by the members as
of January 1,1930. Through 1930, the agreement had resulted in
the exchange of licenses under about 1700 patents.

As the industry went through its inevitable shakeout, member
ship in the patent pool dropped to less than 50 companies. In
1934, the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce changed its
name to the Automobile Manufacturers Association.

The agreement was again extended in 1935, but to include only

~,~~~;" 1?~~~~,~~,~~,~Cl,,?~ ~E:It1lJ,e:r-:~ ~l?" ,to~~t,O.",:T~E!,,~~P;~~,,~xt,~~~~,?~?f
the agreement occurred in 1940,c but excluded 'any inventions that
had been made by divisions and subsidiaries not directly engaged
in the manufacture of automobiles. This exclusion effectively e
masculated the agreement because of the large volume of patents
originating with divisions engaged in the manufacture of parts and
accessories. The last patent to be cross-licensed expired in 1957.

During all these years, Ford never joined the National Auto
mobile Chamber of Commerce and therefore did not participate in
the cross-licensing arrangement. Packard was a member of the
NACC, but not of the patent pool. Each had its own approach to
patents and licensing.

According to a record of testimony given before a Congres
sional committee shortly before World War II, it was not the pol
icy of Ford to sue infringers. Anyone requesting a license from
Ford was granted a royalty-free license without restrictions.
Conversely, when Ford needed a license, it did not expect to pay
royalties.

Packard, on the other hand, granted and took out royalty
bearing licenses. Apparently, Packard was the only automotive
company to operate in this fashion during the years prior to
World War II.

From this review of the recorded history of patent and li
censing policies of the automotive industry during its early
years, it is difficult to find an historical basis for the view
that the· automotive industry was not partiCUlarly interested in
patents. With the exception of packard, the industry apparently
did not try to make money out of patents through collection of
royalties but, as we have seen, the subject of patents did re
ceive a great deal of attention.

As,.you:may",have".. guessedby,.,now", I,had"another., rea8on.,.for.. "tak~"",
~~:"""~:",&"":~,--.j,,p.,g;,,-¥QP,:,,,:t:br:pp..gb-,,.~,~;L.l_".'t.Q.~,,,,,"t:b~s.,<.c.1l.is,tQ.J:::Y, .•,,·, c,.,~.h~".~p~p.o.s.~"""w~:,,,,t_Q.,,~.illJ.l$.~""--",,c-.: '·,"~4,''''i:'

trate that the automobile has been in production for a long time
by many companies. Obviously, none of these companies has been
able to gain control of the market through th,e use of patent.e ,
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Research and development today is often a process of seeking
practical solutions to extremely difficult technical problems.
These solutions often require long and expensive research to de
velop new materials and ,manufacturing processes. It is not un-

;:;C':':'i=~-~:'u'S~lIFi-;;''tb-::;;O'~i'rr:iv·~::'''a:t.'C;:-:f>r'a:EErcal:oc;s'6luti'-dn'S"C;;rC:>'rtq:;;c';~B:t'er-CC;;th:~~~::ba:sI'c:::::''''''='0~~=-,,;::;:,~.':;;=;~

,-"'''condeptualu'''p'ateht-'''ha's''-'rUn'-'its''''cOurs'-Ef~-
To illustrate how patents and the related licensing activity

can impact today's technical innovation process, I have chosen
three examples of recent or on-going research projects. Each of
these examples relates to engines that may -- someday-- replace
the piston engine. Each example illustrates a different patent or
licensing situation. The examples are the gas turbine engine,
the Stirling engine, and the Wankel, or rotary engine.

The gas turbine engine operates on a version of the Brayton
cycle which, as we have already noted, was invented by Brayton in
1873. The gas turbine engine is an internal combustion engine
with continuous combustion; the reciprocating compressors and
power pistons of Brayton's original engine are replaced by ro
tating components.

Interest in the gas turbine engine started to intensify prior
to World War II; the technology then developed rapidly during and
after the War for military aircraft applications. The state of
the art has since advanced to a highly sophisticated level. Much
of the progress in the development of this engine has resulted
from thedeveldpment of new superalloys and the related fabrica
tion techniques. Gas turbine engines now are also widely used in
selected non-aircraft applications, particularly where attributes
such as light weight or quick start-up are important.

Research and development work on automotive gas turbine en
gines started at Ford in-the early 1950s. This early work was
able to utilize some of the materials technology and aerodynamic
principles that had become publicly available from the development
of the aircraft engine. In most other respects, however, the
automotive application required a fresh approach.

During the 1950s and 1960s a number of Ford-designed proto
type gas turbine engines of different sizes and configurations
were built and tested in vehicles as well as in non-automotive
applications. Most of the larger automotive manufacturers around
the world have also built and tested prototype gas turbine engines
at one time or the other during the past 25 years.

There is fairly general agreement that the automotive gas
turbine engine has the potential for major improvements in fuel
economy versus the piston engine. Demonstrating this potential
in hardware has, however, proven to be a difficult task. The
ability of an automotive gas turbine engine to meet legislated
emission standards -- particularly the NOx standard -- must also
be demonstrated. Commercialization of the engine is dependent
on the resolution of these open issues in hardware that can be
mass produced at reasonable cost.

Based on this very brief review of the gas turbine engine's
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history and status, the patent and licensing situation can be
summarized as follows:

1) There are no basic cycle patents that ·would prevent any
company from manufacturing gas turbine engines 1f it
chose to dose.

2) The thermodynamic principles are, for the most part, well
understood.

3) Since many companies have supported gas turbine R&D
programs over the years, it is unlikely that anyone
company has a commanding patent position.

4} The risk of patent infringement can only be evaluated
at the time a production engine has been designed and
its manufacturing processes have been identified.

This does not mean there are no present opportunities for the
licensing of gas turbine engine technology_ For example, li
cense grants might include the patents and know-how related to
specifi~" componentia .,0;r:",,13ysti;;!In,S.

Now 'let's turn from the gas turbine engine to the Stirling
engine, where a completely different patent and licensing situa
tion exists~

The Stirling cycle is even older than the Brayton and Otto
cycles, having been invented in 1816. The Stirling engine en
joyed.considerable commercial success furing the 19thcentury un
til it was made obsolete by the internal combustion engine.

In 1938, the firm of N.V. Philips, located in Eindhoven, the
Netherlands, "rediscovered" the Stirling engine. Philips is a
major manufacturer of electronic products, such as radios. In
the pre-transistor age, there was a need for an electrical power
source for radios operated'inremote areas. After the invention
of the transistor, the need for an electrical power source for
radios in remote areas became less important. By this time, how
ever, the Stirling engine was beginning to look attractive for
other applications.

~ecause Philips was the only firm with a major Stirling en
gine development program for many years, they were able to develop
a proprietary position both in patents and in know-how. This
know-how includes 'a more complete understanding of the cycle, as
well as computer programs that permit the optimization of an en
gine for particular applications.

In the Stirling engine, combustion is continuous and the pro
ducts of·combustion do not come into contact with the 'working
fluid. Continuous external combustion permits flexibility with
respect to the type of fuel used, as well as in the control of
exhaust emissions.

Ford was attracted to the Stirling engine because of its po
tential for low emissions together with imp.r0\Te~";u~l,,,~,:,()n.()~~~
Other, a ttracti.ons,,,,'include~,,multi-fuel""'capability''''and "j:el'a£fvely-""~~;"';'''''"'''''''''"'''~'"C~~'~''

:~:,~;:ir~~ic~§~'~!~i"~"1~9"72~';~";~;~"':~:;~'~:,:;,~~,:";:~=~~;:::,,,~;:::,~:;::::':':::j~'d'~'~'~_~~~~~"
gram and license agreement with Philips. Philips had previously
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'&,

I~

granted licenses to United stirling of Sweden and to two German
diesel engine manufacturers, M.A.M. and M.W.M. Subject to the
terms of these prior licenses and certain other restrictions,
Ford, obtai~e:~..,~.,p~:t~~_~_lY __ ,~lC.clusive license and sublicense rights

;;:C0;'\1:·.~~'~~~'_"_~~~~:~~~~~O~~~·~:~YfEi~P:~:~~'C~fbns,;c~':"'Fora~~1:atrer~~ent'i=r?4,~iI1~9?:a--~.=,,~~.=~~~~
,-~-""-" -~non':'::'exclusive'llcense'" agi'eenient'" with'"united' Stirling-.-that,,--als0 ",

includes certain sublicense rights.
From this brief summary of the Stirling engine's development

history, it can be seen that the Stirling's history differs from
that of the gas turbine's in two main respects that have a bear
ing on the patent and licensing situation:

l} Although Stirling engines were produced during the 19th
century, commercial production iri recent years has been
limited to cryogenic devices (not engines). Gas turbine
engines, on the other hand, have been in commercial pro
duction for many eyars by many companies as aircraft
engines and for other non-automotive applications.
While many automotive manufacturers around the world
have built arid tested prototype gas turbine engines at
one time or the other during the past 25 years, compara-
tively few of these manufacturers have had similar
Stirling engine development programs.

For these reasons, the Stirling patent and licensing situa
tion,although similar to that of the turbine in some respects,
is different in others:

I} There are no basic cycle patents that would prevent any
company from manufacturing either gas turbine or
Stirling engines if it chose to do so.

2) While the thermodynamic principles of the gas turbine
engine are, for the most part well understood, this is
not the case with respect to certain aspects of the
Stirling cycle. The Stirling cycle is complex, and
much of the detailed know-how is proprietary with its
developers.

3) Since relatively few companies have supported Stirling
engine R&D programs over the years, presently existing
patents are owned or controlled by these few developers.

4) As would be the case with the gas turbine engine or any
other component, the risk of patent infringement can
only be evaluated at the time a production engine has
been designed and its manufacturing processes have been
identified. It would appear, however, that the risk of
infringement today might be greater in the case of
Stirling than it would be in other situations.

My final example is the Wankel, or "rotary piston" engine.
The patent and licensing situation surrounding this engine is
totally different from the two previous examples.

In this case, it is the configuration of the engine that is
important. The Wankel is an internal combustion engine that uses
the same basic thermodynamic cycles that conventional reciproca-
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ting piston engines have used for years. The difference is in
the mechanical arrangement; the reciprocating motion of the pis
tons is replaced by an epitrochoidal rotary motion ..

This configuration, and the adaptation of the Otto cycle to
it, were invented by Felix Wankel in Germany in the late 1950s.
I have not researched the history to determine when the first
foreign patents issued, or when and how control of these patents
was transferred to the eventual licensors.

Two u.s. patents, claiming the epitrochoidal rotary engine
configuration and the application of the four-stroke engine cycle
principle to thLs configuration, issued June 13, 1961.. While
these patents will expire this year, subsequent patents of per
haps less fundamental importance will continue to exist for at
least the next several years.

What is known of the licensing history is interesting. The
German licensors, Audi NSU Auto Union AG and Wankel GmbH, granted
an exclusive license for North America to Curtiss-Wright. There
after,' potientid'a'l,' licensees"seekirig"w6ild;";wide 'ii'ghts'-f6Uiid"it
necessary to negotiate wi~h both the German and the North Ameri
can licensors. While this complicated arrangement may have inhib
ited some engine manufacturers, others became licensees and start
ed development programs.

Ford obtained a license of limited scope and initiated an in
tensive rotary engine development program. This program was term
inated when Ford concluded that a fully-developed rotary engine
would not be competitive in terms of fuel economy with other al
ternatives.

Some companies are continuing to produce rotary engines and
others are continuing research and development programs. The in
ventions that Ford made in the course of its research may prove
to be of interest to these developers.

The Wankel licensing situation may well be a "once in a life
time" story. In the early 19705, some industry observers were
predicting that all passenger vehicles would be equipped with
rotary engines within 10 or 15 years. The Arab oil embargo broke
that bubble, along with many others. As so often happens in
this industry, some very promising technology was made obsolete
while it was still on the drawing boards.

As I indicated in my opening remarks, no single patent and
licensing policy would be adequate to deal with all of the
technologies with which Ford Motor Company is involveda I hope
that the examples of the gas turbine, Stirling, and Wankel en
gines adequately illustrate the need for flexibilitYa

Abstract

Ford Motor Company is probably best known asa major producer
"'·"~'O'f'aui6motive"'pi6ducts'"Bn·'·a~'worrCl.:wfde''''':6asrs':;""-"-But~'Forcr"arso"'Ohas
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products, and is a significant producer of basic materials such
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as steel; glass, paint, plastics, and chemicals. This complex
product line involves a broad spectrum of product, material,cand
processing technologies. It would be difficult to maintain a

~'7~~ing~~~~~~~en"!:~,en'L,~""i~~~sin,g I?o,li~~,,~~~t,~~lll~ be applicable, in l;'"
.~ """--~every "srtu~a£icin::·M'"Tiir.i:rp'aper,;;:argrcU"'sS'~~~'p:ast;<""arrd~"·pfEfs~rfe;orrce'hsin(;fO:?'~';;.'"~;',~'i~:;:r~

"""""""a2l:ivI'tres";"""wlt:H"~empHa's:rs""on""au€6fdcffiv(f""pf"cfdll'dt'Er;"""';ttf'~'±l'lU'strate-'",. "P,~'

how licensing fosters the technical innovation process.
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Patent Policies 10 the Battery Industry

DAVID L. DOUGLAS

Gould Inc., 40 Gould Center, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

The battery industry is something of" an anomaly. By virture
of 'the"·fact .... that·-·the···products,,;cel1s-andbatteriesi-,'are"invariably,-·
used as sources of electrical energy, it is classified as a subset
of the electrical and electronics industry. For example, the
Standard Industrial Code classifies all batteries under No~ 3690 
Electrical and Electronics. A large segment of the industry
serves the automotive market and is associated for business anal
ysis purposes with that industry. Chemistry, chemical engineer
ing, metalurgy and mechanical engineering are the key disciplines
forming the basis of the technology, however. Patent practices
are allied to those in the chemical process and process equipment
industries.

A note on the size and scope of the industry is in order.
Batteries are classified as primary or secondary according to
their ability to be electrically recharged and discharged repeat
edly. Primary cells characteristically are capable of being dis
charged only once. Typical applications include flashlights,
hearing aids, watches, portable radios and calculators. Such
cells are sold mainly through a mYriad of consUmer outletsisome
sales are to the original manufacturers of the equipment. Sales
in the United States for the consumer market are estimated to have
totaled approximately $460 million in 1976. When one considers
that the average selling price per unit, e.g., D-size flashlight
cell, is less than one dollar, it is apparent that we are dealing
with a true mass production industry. Process and equipment op
timization are paramount accordingly.

Secondary batteries employ electrochemical couples which are
nearly reversible resulting in the ability to recharge the bat
tery by reversing the flow of electricity. After being restored
to a charged state a "cycle" 'is complete. In some applications

,~,~",~;~,,~tp~~v~W·~~~~'bf:9;~~X~~f~~a~E~o'i~~:X~'~·~·ec~~d'~'~~~iff~~'i~~~~~~~at~~:i'~
""'""~'"'.';~~'''''~'''i""n'''tRe''~united"''~States':"':'''''''In''''-''I975~i"si""'IffiioillltE[d~'";-:Eo"'''approx-rnr:ateiy,;2'":"""~;"/,,,,,;"'";""'-~

1.05 billion dollars. Two markets were dominant. Starting,
lighting and ignition (SLI) batteries for the automotive market

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-I08$05.00/0
© 1978 American Chemical Society
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accounted for 82% of the lead-acid production. Some 50 million
units were made, of which 40 million were replacement. The
second major market segment is the industrial market, which in
1975 was split among motive power, standby power and miscellaneous i

:=O"':k'':':~p(fr'fi'ons;;;:;::i'n=roijghIy:';:;ffie'''p¥oporfi<5rr:;'4ctz~::'1'~~:;:;;;;';7;7''''';:;;;';_:=;;:;-'':';;~=~~'''-';;;;~='=''''';'=~'''=,;-==="~=~

'Tne"'brler"'anal'ys'fs"'§'iven""anO've{"applles""6fi1~r:,·t'6"''i5rOdiICti'6ff''<o'f'-'~~

batteries in the United States. Batteries of most types are'man
ufactured and used the world over. It is estimated that the re
mainder of the free world has a battery production approximately
2.5 times that of the united States.

Patent policies and practices are affected by the maturity
of the products and the technology incorporated therein. We first
discuss the principal product lines. Just as the old and reliable
lead - acid battery makes up over 90% of the secondary battery
market, the major factor in u.s. and World primary. battery sales
is the Lec1anche or carbon-zinc cell. In 1976 approximately 55%
of primary battery sales were made up of cells based on that sys
tem. Interestingly both the lead-acid and the carbon-zinc bat
teries were discovered in the 1860s;the former was exhibited
Gaston Plante in 1860 and the latter was reported by Georges
Lec1anche in 1868. The durability of these two products is re
markable, particularly in the light of the enormous technological
advances made in chemistry and electronics.

Despite diligent efforts by a host of inventors, scientists
and engineers over the intervening decades only two secondary bat
tery systems have succeeded in finding a noticeable place in the
market. These are the Edison cell (nickel-iron) and the nickel
cadmium cell. Thomas Edison devoted many ,years to perfecting his
cell based on iron as the anode, nickel oxide as the cathode and
a potassium hydroxide electrolyte. One premature (1901) entry
into the market place resulted in failure and return to the la
boratory. Several years later, 1907, the cell was reintroduced
and a modest business developed. Manufacture of conventional
nickel-iron cells in the United States was discontinued in 1974,
although.a small business still exists· overseas. However, new
designs are being developed today for possible industrial and on
road electric vehicle use.

Since the work of Edison, the only secondary battery tq be
successfully developed is the nickel-cadmium. In 1975 produc
tion for all applications, consumer and industr~al, amounted to
about 80 million dollars in the u.s.

Among the various primary cells available, the carbon-zinc
cell is found to be most cost effective for a large number of
consUmer applications, although the premium cells are taking an
increasing share of the market. The most important of the latter
by common name and electrochemical couple are:

alkaline - manganese (Zn/KOH!Mn02),
mercury - zinc (Zn!KOH!HgO), and
silver - zinc (Zn!KOH!Ag20).
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While these represent relatively new products, the technology of
each can be traced back to 1882, 1884 and 1883, fram top to bot
tom in the table above.

Thus without important exception the products which form the
basis of the battery industry all date back to a period of in
tense -- but empirical in approach -- research in electrochemis
try. One might conclude from this that the level of research and
development effort and consequent patenting activity would be low.
This is not the case. However, battery research and development
exhibits a dichotomy.

New electrochemical couples are receiving some research at
tention and this topic will be discussed separately. After many
years of benign neglect the mature products are the focus of ag
gressive development programs. Here the efforts are directed
toward one or both of the following:

(1) New formulations of active components, e.g., grid alloy
compoedtf.ons in .Lead-eacf.d ...cells, ... which of,fer·,sorne 'per,~

forrnance advantage for particular applications.
(2) New manufacturing processes and process equipment of

fering lower manufactUring cost and, perhaps, better
performance, e.g., new container materials and pro
cesses.

Many patents have been issued in the past decade in the areas
above. Xn_most cases the major battery manufacturers hold title.
However, in some cases material and component or equipment sup
pliers have been the inventors and developers and enjoy a pro
fitable business based on proprietary position. The microporous
plastic separator for lead-acid batteries is an example.

The importance of patents centered around product improve
ments derives from the fact that business in the conventional or
mature technology battery products is fiercely competitive. Pro
ducts, e.g., automotive (SLI) batteries, tend to be undifferen
tiated. A consequence of this, and other attributes of the dis
tribution,system, is that profit margins are 'not so high as in
businesses in which a continual flow of new products is the norm.
Accordingly, patents which give a competitive edge, even though
it appears slight ,to an outside observer, are perceived to be
±rnportant by the battery industry. Such patents are filed world
wide since overseas the production of batteries of all types has
a higher dollar volume ·than in the u.s.

Research and Development on New Battery Systems

Mature battery technology, while it has found a place in the
market, has many well identified short-comings. Batteries with
either increased enexqy ~()nten~ .per .un~t.\>1e~~~~.()~,_:,()I~~,.o::,,~~Ilg-

;,;<.•ero''''''ca:lendarn·'and/or--'·cyc1:e·'life'ji' --but" at'·'a""'cc)'st'·e'qua.1' 't'cr''or lower""
~,=,~~",-,,,'..,,,t-han'o.',convent'ional"''''batter±-es'-'l'''''woUld·"~'t'ak-e'~·"6ver·'-'alid""'exp-and"'"tliet''''iriar:::"''~''0i5'~'·~·",,""/:'-."

keto This truism has spurred only modest efforts at exploratory
R&D directed toward new battery systems by the battery industry.
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Attempts by other than battery firms to enter the market by de
veloping batteries based on new electrochemistry have yielded
similar negative results~

Since World War II military and space requirements have led
:=''''''~;;;tiig'''nepa:r'tiiiEGft:"''C5;fc;;oi5~fen§'e~~rDODT~';;;-a:rra=:NAS]r'~:E5':·c~suPpo'rE'C(ff-aE€erY=If&D,~~~,==:0~""=;'

··""oif'''seVe-ralri6v~1''batte:ry'''syst.'Ehns''''f6.t''''"the'se""speci"cH"treed's;""The
industrial cOntractors have been firms representing many major
industries including aerospace, petroleum and electrical manu
facturing. In the case of DOD, the patent policies allowing the
contractor to retain commercial rights, have been accepted with
minimum dissent. DOD funding has been sporadic; peaking during
the Korean and Viet Nam conflicts. While some success was
achieved in developing battery systems for the military and space
requirements, the systems so far have been found not cost effec
tive for civilian applications. A generic example of a success
ful development is found in the battery systems for artillery
fuzing. These reserve or activated batteries well satisfy the
application needs, but have found no consumer or industrial mar
kets. Patent policy is not much of an issue in stich circum
stances.

In the past three or four years battery R&D has assumed a
new Lmpoz'tiance as a consequence of the energy situation, particu
larly the need to reduce domestic consumption of petroleum based
fuels. Batteries, along with certain other means of energy
storage, are viewed as offering two possible ways of reducing the
consumption of petroleum fuels (4,5). The first is by means of
storing base load electrical energy (generated off-peak by nu
clear fission or combustion of coal) for use in meeting peak de
mands. Current practice for many utilities is to meet the peak
loads with electricity from oil-fired gas turbines. The second
method of oil conservation is through use of battery powered
electric on-road automobiles (6). In effect such vehicles will
substitute nuclear or coal based energy for petroleum. The im
portance ascribed to these potential methods of petroleum con
servation is such that the Department of Energy (DOE) has a bud~

get authorization for FY78 totaling 16.7 million dollars for bat
tery R&D. Plans call for continuing such R&D funding at about
this level for several years. In addition to DOE the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) is funding battery R&D at a level
of approximately 5 million dollars per year. The objective in
EPRI's case is bulk storage for peak-shaving on utility networks.

The performance requirements for these "new" applications
are sufficiently demanding that the mature battery technologies
are considered unlikely to meet them. Accordingly, the major R&D
programs are focused on so-called "advancedll or eVen lI exot i c"
electrochemical systems. An example which has received consid
erable attention in the lay and technical press is the sodium
sulf'lr battery. This system operates at an elevated temperature
(300-350oC) and employs molten electrodes (sodium and sodium
polysulfides) with a solid ceramic electrolyte (Beta alumina).
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The reader is referred to the substantial literature which is ac
cumulating on this subject for further details on this and the
other advanced battery systems under development (7). DOE and
EFRI' have sufficient faith in the promise of this system to invest
heavily in its development. Ford Motor Co. is budgeted to receive
about 4 million dollars for DOE in FY78. The General Electric
Company will be funded by EPRI in 1978 in the amount of 1.1 mil
lion dollars.

Participation by such industrial firms as Ford Motor Co. and
the General Electric Co. considerably expands our earlier preview
of the battery industry. In effect we are concerned with the
patent policies of a large segment of the technologically based
industry of the United States. As evidenced by the publicly
visible actions of these firms in the patent arena, as these ac
tions relate to batteries, the protection offered by the patent
system and agency procurement regulations is being aggressively
souqhc., ~ -Two.,of the"first few-'waivers'-'-to-title·--to'-U~·S'~':'pateIits'

resulting from ERDA (DOE) contract supported work were obtained by
battery R&D contractors. Ford Motor Co. and Dow Chemical Co.
early applied for waivers as provided for in Public Law 93-577,
Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974.
Several other waiver applications have been submitted in connec
tion with contract awards presently under consideration.

Another rough indicator of patent policy is the number of
p~tents granted in a given field. In the area of advanced and
conventional batteries there has been substantial activity in re
cent years and this level is being maintained. In 1976 over 100
patents were issued in class 429 on the subject of batteries. It
is worth noting that patents in this field are considered valuable
despite the fact that the technical risks are high and the time to
cormnercialization is viewed by some as inordinately long. The
reason is, of course, that although the risks are high, the po
tential rewards are commensurate, connected as they are to the
automotive and electric utility markets.

swmnary

The attitudes toward the patent system of that segment of
U.S. industry which concerns itself with manufacture and sale of
batteries based on mature technology or R&D on advanced batteries
can be summarized as follows:

(1) Patents and other intellectual property are considered
valuable assets.
(a) Basic, e.g., composition of matter, patents on the

mature technologies are of questionable value in
ti~:l1,~_:?_;l: ,~~,~_,~,_,Cl."S_!:~_~~~":,?~,,,I;'~,~_?X:,__..Cl~~.~ Trade

"'''-''s'ecrebs' 'slllCI 'lffiow':how are 'useiuY, 'but' not essential
<""_=,-C',~-"_, /"_,-",_,_~_,,,_,,",_~,",W_,,",,_""_,,,..,,,_,_;",_,,,_,,,,_~;,_"~,,,,,,,,,;,,,,-,,,,,,,,_,oc-,,_,__,,_,,_,,..~""""",,,,_,.,,;_,,,,-,,,,,,,,~,_,,,~,0_0_"_"'~'00;,,,,0,~,,""_'":",;,,,_,_'~'-"0_",,,,,·_"_",,";,,~,,,,,~-d;'",,,,,,,(:«,~:,,,·
'.- .. 'elements of -a "successful business.

(b) Process, equipment and component inventions can
have substantial value. Patents are obtained in
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most situations. Trade secrets and know-how are
equally useful.

(2) In the case of contract funded R&D the present DOE and
~,~~~~~.~",--~c-,,~;,-c:' ~P:R;I~~,~~~~_t~_o,ns~" although ,restric~ive, in calling ,for ':
~mU"~"'"~.""~_".,,, ~ "., ~""mtItlEf7-tcf:1?aE"'eiif$-;;;deve1:6pea~:bn",;c6n'Ertfctr:,:;t\T~be7~:hecld-:;;;by;.~~=~:,;~_~:::=~=~

",,,,,,-,,.,,._,,,-", '' '" ····"tfi'et"'agehCY;""'have--'''sufficient fl:exibil-ity--;;so,','as--'-.-noto to,-",be,__c<_,_,_, I

considered disincentives to aggressive pursuit of con
tracts.
(a) DOE policy has been to grant waiver to title where

warranted.
(b) EPRI has sufficient contractural flexibility so

that contractors appearab~e to negotiate accept
able compromise positions between the extremes of
relinquishing all title to EPRI and retaining a
totally exclusive position.

Abstract

Patents hist6rica.l1Y"have played'an-important--role,in-the
development of the battery industry. Typically; efforts are
made to obtain coverage of as many facets as possible of the use,
manufacture and sale of batteries and related products. A very
broad range of classes of invention are involved, ranging from
composition of matter, through processes and devices to applica
tions. Licensing and cross-licensing among u.s. and foreign
manufacturers is conunon both in the U.S. and overseas. The major
battery manufacturers carry out R&D for the various Federal
Government agencies. This requires careful planning and manage
ment of research and development and a well thought-out patent
strategy. The need to protect a patent position may influence
the terms and conditions of the R&D contract. Examples illus
trating the various facets of patent policies in this industry
are given.
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'~-'~-Pateiiis-~an(f'Licensjnfi11~thePetroIeumln([ustrY" .. '~~'---='~~

THOMAS H. WHALEY

Texaco Development Corporation, 135 E. 42nd St., New York, NY 10017

The petroleum industry is a complex and fascinating
business. It deals with a finite natural resource which most
of us take for granted. We've always lived in the age of
oil and it's difficult for us to imagine any other way of
life.

When you think of the oil business, what comes to mind?
Probably oil wells, pipelines, tankers, oil refineries,
petrochemicals plants, arid service stations. Theall business
is all this and much more. An integrated oil company, such
as Texaco, is involved in all phases of the business, from the
exploration for oil deposits to marketing the final products
to the consumer.

There are six principal fields of operation in which
the integrated oil company participates: Exploration,
Drilling and Production, Transportation, Refining and Manu~

facturing, Petrochemicals, and Marketing. The petroleum
industry is doing a marvelous job of coordinating these
operations, employing a large scale, highly efficient logis
tical network to deliver an abundant supply of products to
consumers at relatively low prices.

It is estimated that we have now in the united States
in proven oil fields, reserves of oil equal to or greater
than the amounts that already have been produced. The problem
is that the oil left in many of the oil fields is not readily
produced. It is entrapped in the geological formation, or
"sand ll

, by strong capillary forces which resist displacement
by other fluids.

Enhanced oil recovery methods are now at the forefront
of research and development efforts of the major 011 companies
and of many smaller organizations as well. Some of the
older fields have been water-flooded to strip the sands of
some of their residual oil. Conventional water flooding,
however, still leaves more than half of the original oil in
place. Detergents and other chemical additives are being

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-115$05.00/0
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tested in many fields to improve the efficiency of the water
flood operations.

Other methods of improving oil recovery are being devel
oped or are already in operation. Some methods use liquid
solvents for the oil; some employ carbon dioxide, steam, or
hydrocarbon vapors; some use combinations of these materials. It
should be possible by the use of various enhanced oil recovery
methods to recover nearly all the oil from a given reservoir.

The oil industry is actively pursuing alternative sources
of fossil fuels, such as, petroleum from Athabaska tar sands
in Canada; hydrocarbon fuels from oil shales in Colorado, Utah
and Wyoming; and fuel gases and motor fuels from coal. It is
only a matter of time until the price of oil will make the
production of each of these alternative sources of fuel
economical.

As you no doubt already know, there is a move afoot in
countr-y,to"div8st the' oil companies 'of their "interests 'in

coal~ Such a move, if successful, would likely prove very
unfortunate, since the oil companies have the technology for
better coal utilization. These companies developed this
technology independently and on their own initiatives. It is
significant that the first commercial scale, high pressure coal
gasification project, a 160 ton per day plant in Germany which
has noW been in operation for over a month, uses the Texaco
Coal Gasification Process. This is particularly significant
in view of the history of coal gasification, for it was the
Germans who, in the late thirties during World War II, first
produced motor fuels on a large scale from coal via coal
gasification.

The scope of research and development carried out by the
oil companies covers a wide area of subjects and involves a
broad spectrum of scientific disciplines ranging from micro
biology to nuclear physics. Sometimes there are unexpected
fallout benefits to other industries, such as a stratified charge
internal combustion engine, an improved ignition system, a waste
disposal process for paper mill wastes, and a smoke filter for
diesel engines, all of which were by-products of research in an
oil company laboratory.

Other areas at the forefront of R&D today, aside from
petrochemicals, are new and better refinery catalysts, and
processes to improve both yields and quality of petroleum
products and to eliminate air pollution. Waste treatment pro
cesses and coal utilization methods are also receiVing a great
deal of attention from the oil industry. The air and water are
kept cleaner, the quality and value of products improved, petro-
leum supplies au~~n.te,~,,~.~,..,:~~:n~:,~' ",a~~",.,:~~,,,,;:~I,l,~~:E:,,?O,!~~,,

""""""'~:stretched"fur1:her " 'Cil:~,,~,~:i:l~ ,r~su~,~,'" df, ~.~-~,~~.C?,,~,~~-,',~,~~:.~o~.~#€'~-"""h"::'.'''-''''""::'~':,
,~"",,:,::~"~";''7''''''''''';·":~'~;'''=''',",','''-':~'Patent'sc,""he'lp',,,ca:"""cOnipariY''''''tcr--'reariz'€t"a'~return~:oIi ~-itS·-R&D'·~'''''--0·~~_V"~'''''''''''''''',",.",

expenditures. The general policy of the petroleum industry. is
to protect inventions and investments in research and development
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by systematic and aggressive patent programs~ Patents protect
processes and products for a company's own use and, in the case
of products, often provide a competitive advantage in the con
sumer market. You are made aware of some of the patented prod~

.,;;;;;:"-==Jlcts;;;;;by"".a<ixe,k:t,ising;;;cI?r9gz;:,am_s.,..",,~:=;sXQu:;;;:kn.QW::,0<-,;;:I:·_q~~,~,~.9,IDp.+~;J'_,,,",,th~t,:;;;QI}g~,;~",'~o,_m,_,,,,,,_~=;~';;
,~br,aIld,",.Q:f,.",_moj:,or""9il_:"i?,'"os,aid __,to,,"gi~e_.",tlle"._1l\oJ:qt:isJ:",in,c:~eaS,E;tcl"gi:l,SQ.::,;:;;,~".",
line mileage because it contains patented friction modifiers.
With another brand, engines are kept cleaner and run longer
because of certain patented additives in the lubricating oils.
Top brand gasolines keep carburetors and spark plugs clean and
prevent carburetor icing and corrosion by the use of patented
additives.

The licensing of company owned patents and proprietary
know-how is common everyday practice in the petroleum industry.
The general policy is to make technology available to qualified
applicants through licensing at reasonable royalty rates. Aside
from a few exceptions, patented processes, compositions, and
apparatus are available to others inside or outside the industry.

Some older and well established processes are available for
license at standard royalty rates. Process royalty rates are
commonly based on the quantity processed, that is, barrels of
feed stock supplied to a catalytic cracking unit, or the amount
of product, for example, pounds of toluene produced. In the
case of chemicals or catalysts, the royalty may be based on
pounds of chemicals used or produced or on the net sales price
of the product. Apparatus may be licensed on a per unit basis.

Royalty rates and other details of license agreements are
determined by negotiation. The royalty rate often is determined
by the value of the technology to the licensee. Since most
companies are both licensors and licensees, the prevailing view
is that the terms of a license agreement should be such that it
is a good business deal for both parties.

A survey by Business Week (JJ indicates that the petroleum
industry spent something over $750 million in 1976 for research
and development. Funds for the research effort of the petroleum
companies are, however, being restricted due to the tremendous
demand for new capital investment in every area of the business.
This need for investment capital results in a cutback in services,
such as research and development, and consequently, in obtaining
patents. As a result, the number of patents issued to the five
most active oil companies decreased at the rate of about six
percent per year from 1974 to 1977.

A survey by Citibank (£) showed that for the period 1970
to 1975 the capital outlays of 37 united States-based oil
companies exceeded their available cash flow. In 1975, for
example, the cash flow shortfall amounted to more than 10 billion
dollars. Changing economic conditions and the increased depen
dence of the United States on foreign oil have created a demand
for enormous amounts of capital and for new refinery processing
equipment and petrochemicals plants. Nearly 60 percent of the
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capital and exploratory expenditures of Texaco (~ for the 12
months ended September 30, 1977, were for producing operations.
About 35 percent went for manufacturing and petrochemicals plants,
with the remaining 5 percent covering all other capital expen
dituresa

As a result of this squeeze on capital, there has been a
shift in emphasis in R&D programs in the oil industry over the
past several years. Fundamental research and even long-term
applied research are being phased out in favor of product re
search and other near-term applied research, such as enhanced
oil recovery projects and environmental programs. This shift
in emphasis in research expenditures is not limited to the petro
leum industry, as is brought out in an article in a recent Wall
Street Journal (1).

A consequence of the shortage of capital has been increased
participation in industrial R&D by the Federal Government. In
~l.1~.PClfi"f: J~'t1 Y~Cl:t::'§_itl.1<3.sbt:c()m~,<3...tna,jqrsqt1J:c:e,of,capita,lin ..'t:l.1t: 
alternative energy fields, particUlarly in the area of coal
utilization. In the not-too~distant future, if not today, only
the Federal Government may be abLe to finance the large coal
conversion plants needed to replace oil and natural gas as
industrial fuels.

When a company accepts government financing of a develop
ment project, its patent and licensing program in that area will
have to be reconciled with government patent and data policies.

In dealing with Government agencies, such as the Department
of Energy (DOE) for financing R&D, it is necessary to negotiate
the terms affecting the ownership of patents and the control of
data and licensing rights.

Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson, in 1976, when she was Assistant
Secretary for'Science and Technology at the Department of Com
merce, in commenting on the lack of uniformity of policy among
the more than 20 government agencies -funding R&D, ·estimated that
sorne30,000contractsperyear must be negotiated with these
agencies. Some of these agencies acquire title to all inventions,
but may waive title to private sector contractors under certain
conditions. Others acquire only a license to national and state
agencies, while still others permit a waiver of rights after an
invention is made under the contract. As stated by Dr. Ancker
Johnson, these negotiations have "placed an enormous and needless
burden on both the agencies and their contractors" ~).

Representative Ray Thornton (D~Ark.) on April 6,1977, in
introducing a bill, H.R. 6249, to establish a uniform patent
policy (2) for inventions resulting·from federally funded R&D,
said: "Determining patent rights when an invention is the result
of federally funded research has become increasingly complex".

--"";Anyone",,-who,,,-,has,,',been,;;,involved·,c'in,,g0ver·nment"-~contJ:'act-s"'mus·t'~'cer~,,'-'--';z~--

'~="'~"""""'"'~~.t.ainly:-.":-,.agr,ee.,,,,,w,Lth.,,,,,that-;;-"'_~,'c.,--The"""T·hor,nton-."",Bi"'ld:'c-,was,,,,,·rei::nt-roduced",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,."_~"",,,",,,o;"":;;:"'

July 28, 1977, as H.R. 8596 and is now pending before Congress.
Details of this bill are the subject of another paper (LJin this
symposium.
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Under the Thornton Bill the contractor would retain title
to all patents resulting from federal contracts and grants and
may be required to license others under certain specified situa
tions designed to safeguard the pUblic interest. I believe that

o~"e--v_,J?,.1;;.ex;:;,~Q.]q~~:,~.:rp,@§g!J..~,.;i,§~9,9~~;t;§£,t_:;;~,b§j;.at_;j,ng-:;",:J§}o_~1;;!gl~;~",;;-:1;;h_~-~gg!.l.g_~,q~g,;:~;x:=,~'=0"0"=

.gE;!I),E!:t:',.a,:I.J.Y,:,;,i,$;""'ft~J.li,p~g_-,,,tq 1.i,c,E!Ils.e ."."th.i,.,rCi E~:r;;1;:!,~~, ,~i,:j::h9g1;:,_,~",,~E!dE!:t;i;l,J.~~
requirement to do so.

Meanwhile we must live with the patents and data clause
requirements of the various government agencies as they are
today. When a company enters into a contract with DOE for the
development or large-scale demonstration of one of· its promising
proprietary processes, it is in danger of losing proprietary
rights in both its inventions and its data, or know-how. Both
patents and know-how are important licensing assets.

Standard patent clauses in DOE contracts provide that the
title in inventions made lIin the course of or under the contractll

is in the Government (2). Any invention which is first actually
reduced to practice under the contract also belongs to the
Govermnent(J:Qj.. This .means that the Government may get title
to inventions made prior to the contract, but first actually
built and used during the course of work under the contract.
Thus, the Government may actually obtain title to patents on
inventions made prior to the Government contract.

The real incentive in entering into an R&D contract is
that the work under the contract will lead to commercial plants.
For example, let's suppose you have developed a new process. It
looks good in the laboratory, but before the process can be sold
or used commercially, a demonstration plant must be built. Your
company is unable to raise the money for the demonstration plant,
but the government agency is both ready and willing to help with
financing the project. Now, suppose that during the course: of
the contract, the process is first actually reduced to practice.
The government agency may get title to all your inventions,
whether previously patented or not, unless a waiver of title was
negotiated into the contract.

Now let us assume the process proves to be a great success
and it looks as though 20 to 30. full scale plants will be built
in the United States and potentially that many more abroad. Your
company does not have the available capital to build the plants.
It developed the process, but the best it can do is to partici
pate in one or two plants. Ordinarily, it could expect a good
flow of licensing revenue from all the other plants. But the
investment required is so large that the only plants that will
be built are likely to be financed at least in part by various
government agencies. The Government has rights to your patents
and to the data (llJ developed under the contract and, under the
usual contract provisions, it may extend these rights to others.
Even if you have been able to negotiate a waiver of title, the
Government retains an irrevocable, royalty-free license to use
the process for Government purposes and can extend the right to
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states and municipalities. So, you're left in a worse position
than your competitors. You spent the seed money and they reap
the harvest.

There are some ways to get around this dilemma in nego
tiating contracts which are too involved to go into in this paper,
except to say that you may negotiate, for example, to retain
foreign licensing rights; you may restrict release of data by
limi~ed rights provisions in the contract; and you may be able to
assert a background patents position through requiring licensing
under these patents at reasonable royalty rates (11).

As you can see, the various factors mentioned are forcing
reassessment of R&D and patent policies. First of all, it is
important to try to identify promising inventions which were
made prior to a government contract as inventions actually re
duced to practice before work is commenced under the contract.
Patent applications covering these inventions should be already
on file before work begins under the contract.

Close ,cooperation 'between' the patent <attorney and the
research director should pinpoint those inventions which should
be actually reduced to practice prior to a contract, then deter
mine what acts are necessary to develop an actual reduction to
practice of the important inventions with minimum R&D time and
expense.

The need for additional capital for R&D efforts in the
private sector is abundantly apparent. It is hoped that Congress
will adopt a policy toward inventions resulting from Government
sponsored R&D which will permit industry to accept Government
funding without fear of loss of its related proprietary technol
ogy as contained in patents and licensing rights.

Abstract

Competition in the petroleum industry necessitates large
expenditures for research and development. Patents are essential
to protect these investments. Active research is carried out in
the areas of exploration for petroleum deposits, data processing
procedures, petroleum production techniques, offshore oil pro
ducingequipment, enhanced oil recovery methods, refinery and
petrochemical processes, catalysis, new products, and improved
fuels and lubricants. Extensive licensing of patents and know
how relating to improved hydrocarbon processing methods has been
customary in the oil business for many years. Licensing royalties
and terms usually involve lengthy bargaining. Licensing revenues
are often plowed back into research resulting in continuing
opportunities for employment of professional chemists and
engineers. However, with government-financed contracts, restric
~~~~"~~'",~,:5J:,:SlSlty~ E~_CJ~~~t:J()!1~,;,P,~r!~:tgJ,gg,_J;;P",,~ny~p.,tipns_,,:,;,c.o.upled

M;,~,~,cc~~--'-'~";""~~'tli',?,the,r-,~~~,~~._~~~~~~"~~,:,:,,~·~~li',~~,o~~ii¥!E,9cum,~,!}1i~:!c,".:iI!J:g~9~t~,,~J~,~t,€Hll,lgAt:_:;;~~'~~;i",~/.~
x==~~~~ana=iricrea~sed~taxationand equipment costs, have resulted in a

decrease in private venture capital needed for research.
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Patent Policies ill the Pharmaceutical Industry

CURTIS W. CARLSON

Bristol-Myers Co., 345 Park Ave., New York, NY 10022

While I do not represent 'the pharrnaceuticalindustry in a
fdrmal'>'se:ris'~;""'t"stio'uld'-"ffrsf"'.1ik-e"'·'tb· di's'Cuss"'Tts""geriera'l"'charac'~

teristics. My approach will be from the perspective of major
research-based companies with strong manufacturing and marketing
capabilities. There are many such companies represented here
in the ACS and in this annual meeting too, companies such as
Lilly, Merck, SmithKline, Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Abbott,
Upjohn, Bristol-Myers, Squibb Syntex, Schering, Warner-Lambert
and many other U.S. companies. And the problems, policies and
potential of these U.S. companies are shared by foreign-based
companies such as Hoeshst, Bayer, BASF, ICI, Beecham, Burroughs~

Wellcome, Glaxo, Takeda, Fujisawa, Roche, Sandoz, Ciba-Geigy,
Astra, Asta, etc 9 These are organizations commanding respect
amongst chemists and physicians for their achievements in medi
cinal chemistry. Their achievements aremanYi from their lab
oratories have come compounds useful in the alleviation of pain,
control of conception, the palliation and, increas~ngly, some
cures of cancer, the long~term control of hypertensi~n and vari
ous cardio-vascular disorders, prompt cures of bacterial infec
tion, relief of inflammation, and other conditions relating to
health. Most of these companies around the world compete with
each other -- in a commercial sense, for market share and profits,
and in asocial responsibility sense, to provide better medicine
for relief of medical problems.

This is a proud history, a history of invention, innovation,
investment, development and achievement. Of the investment I'll
speak more iater.

There is, by the way of contrast, another side of the phar
maceutical industry; the companies constituting this aspect are
not research-based, are not innovative in a scientific sense and

";"""";""';""'c''''\''''''i>9Rn.t;t;,;t,QgtgQ.,!Jt~.l~",j:~.9,c",tJlg""§'9YA,n.9,~m§l,g~t~"9.*,,;..m~,gJ:£'§l.l,,,,".§,2,~,~,n£;~"!"."",,,~!h'§X0"'''':;':'i''''':''';';~,~"
"00~~~"~:,,~~~~££HTm,,,,§k~~.~~,p,,~,,~.,!;:~~,~~,,,,~¥~£0t,!~90B~~::~:;,~_~!?M~~Jl~"""g~_",g~e9HS:"~'~~~_0_'~~~,","~~ot",~t~~~C~_'""c;",,,.,_

mostly older, off-patent drugs with an emphasis on price. These ,-, _.-~"

companies, of course, employ very few reseazchers, have low costs
(though they often charge for their products what the traffic will

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-122$05.00/0
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bear) ~~d sometimes come into conflict with the first group of
companies over the infringement of their patents.

The entrepreneurial, research-based pharmaceutical industry
has a few close relatives -- other organizations that make and

=;z~~,::,t>:r:ing;,::opharmaceutica1.--;;,:ci-nv:ent:-ionsc;;ointo;;;;:pub1.-ie",-;;use~,,,and7:'bene'f-i-t~=,~:::,~'"",",,,"~~,~.,,,,,,",.\~

,.",and",,,in,,,doing.:.,,SQ..,,,rely,,,,upon,,,,the-.. ,financial~"investment"":,incentiv:es,,,.of'"5'-~'''
the patent system. Representative of such organizations are
National Research Development Corp. (NRDC), a Crown corporation
of the United Kingdom, and similar organizations in several other
countries. In addition, SRI International of Menlo Park, Cali
fornia (formerly Stanford Research Institute), and Microbial
Chemistry Research Foundation (MeRF), of Tokyo, both non-profit
research institutions fund creative pharmaceutical research
with monies generated from their sale of research results through
patent licensing.

It is of interest, and significant to note, that these pat
ent-dependent organizations historically have, and still are,
producing most of the new drugs (new chemical entities) coming
into -modexn health care -- -seenTheLife/DeathRatioll-page 122,
where it is said that:

lilt is a central fact that we get our new medications from
research-and-development-intensive pharmaceutical houses.
These are private-enterprise, profit-motivated businesses.
They have proved to be more creative, innovative and econom
ical than other sources. 1I

And, unfortunately for the United States, for a variety of rea
sons, more and more of these new drugs are coming from foreign
pharmaceutical companies.

Now, back to research and to patent policy within this type
of research organization, i.e., research organizations character~

ized by their innovative pharmaceutical product goals and their
funding out of profits from prior successes.

The first critical fact is that research in this industry is
very, very expensive. At this point, I could cite many cost
figures but I will not, or at least, not many. Please bear in
mind that research and development (R&D) costs must be judged in
comparison to market potential, and with a view to the probability
of reaching that market by showing scientific merit and obtaining
regulatory approvals (not necessarily the same problem). In a
recent article in Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, January
1976, Professor Gross of the University of Heidelberg laments:

"Never before have budgets for the research and development
for new drugs been as large as they are today. The results
are not commensurate with the investments of time, effort,
and money. To an increasing extent, research organizations
within the drug industry have to devote a great part of their
work to the observance of regulations ••• 11

Last month (February 19, 1978) I read in the New York Times
that the U.S. Department of Commerce had ~oted a loss of momentum
in innovation and was about to study the question; among others:
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have to do with pat
this industry's re

and I offer you

"Is industrial research and development becoming increasingly
'defensive' rather than innovative to cope with proliferating
Government regulations?"
I suppose that represents progress -- to recognize the ques

tion, if not the obvious answer.
So costs are high -- and in our economic system funds must

be obtained from profits from product sales -- to amortize bor
rowed costs of research, or, more typically, to pay currently for
new research looking forward to still newer product innovations.

PATENT PROTECTION SOUGHT

What do these costs and their recovery
ent policy? Very much. Some s't.atiementiar .cf
search/patent policy have appeared in print
some quotes:

9I1~ .E:!9()I1~_Il1f~1:Ej._~~c1~I1_1:z11E:1:l:polc"The:Futureof:.the.Multina~
tional Pharmaceutical Industry to 1990 by Barrie G. James:

~' •••patents are the essential means by which a firm gains
funds for future research, rather than as a 'reward' for its
past efforts, since it enables the continuity so essential
to research."
Depending on a company's financing requirements, the patent

position may be neCessary also to recoup past expenditures from
present sales. I believe that over 95% of the new drugs intro
duced in the United States in the last 10 years have been devel
oped and first marketed under patent protection.

As a matter of policy, more realistically, of necessity, the
pharmaceutical'industry relies on patents to protect markets for
its innovative drug products, thus enabling it to finance on
going research.

A research management textbook, The Fundamentals of Research
Management by William G. McLoughlin, has been cited with general
approval within the industry, as follows:

II •••AII research and development should be conducted with a
firm objective to produce a proprietary position for the
company, ',to

and later
"Patents and trade secrets are the evidence of a proprietary
position, and the objective of research should be patents
and trade secrets".

PAPER PATENTS

Parenthetically, and as one who has studied many patents,
good, bad and mostly indifferent, it should be noted that the

"""",-Only.,,,-patents,.. and,,·,trade.·secrets,,cconstituti:ng~';a''''propr±etary''po's.i;';;'';;''·'''··'"'''·''·~''''-··'·
"'o'""",,,,,,,,,,.:;,,,-,,-.,..~-,;i;p.n,.,--,,~tb~t.,;_"will,,,,s:upp.or,t';::'"research,,,,ar-e'",those'0.which"'deaj;-~"wi-th'<)'pro;;;;;··,,·",,"";"i'"''~!"~!:'''if'''"""

ducts of real value to users. Actual value of course only be-
comes known long subsequent to filing. "Paper patents" provide
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very few basic benefits to their ownez-s , de net aid Lnvestment;
and are not sought intentionally by industry.

To cite an example, the patents on 7-ACA and cephalosporin C
brought in millions of pounds and dollars of royalty income to

""="~'TNRDC-;;:"and"",suPPo1.Tt,ed:oo;:much;;o:fJlr.other...\~"r:~es,e.aX;Qh,'~_7but-~c;.a.=g;r.e.aj;...~hQs:to:;;;pj';;__"",,,,O""""_;_'_"='

,_ '-v_"NRD:C.,!'s"~"r,elated,_"pateJ::lts"",,on,,",qephalosporin"""pr,o,duc,ts, ",anC!.-,,,prq,c,ess,es,,,,,,.,-/,,,,,,,, _
Which turned out to not represent an advance, brought in practi
cally no income.

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF FILING

Turning now to another aspect of research finance and patent
policy, as R&D costs per,drug have mounted (due, in major part,
to regulatory demands), it has become imperative that patents be
obtained in many countries so that the higher costs of develop
ment can be recouped from profits from sales or licensing in a
larger market. Many chemists have learned about international
patent filings when they are asked by patent attorneys to sign
applications, petitions and assignments for each of perhaps lO~4Q

countries. Members of the industry have long since passed beyond
provincialism to view as their natural market not merely their
home country, but all nations where their drugs are useful. And
the utility of medicinal products is almost universal since almost
all of humanity share the same medical problems -- infection,
hypertension, cancer, trauma, and pain among others.

It is obvious, but could be overlooked, that pharmaceutical
products are notoriously easy to copy once their specifications,
utility, dosage and other attributes have been established. The
basic component of most pharmaceutical products are chemical com
pounds which competent chemists can make. Thus, without patent
protection (and sometimes unfortunately with patent protection in
hostile environments), costly research can be copied with com
paratively little investment, and the innovators' field invaded;
whether such copies are therapeutically equivalent is another
story involving the current bioequivalents controversy. The pro
tection afforded by patents is important to both large and small
companies and to individual inventors; without patents they gen
erally cannot afford to enter this arena of activity.

Another factor bearing on drug industry research funding and
patent policies is the long gestation period of new medicinal
products. To bring most products to Clinical use requires ·from
5 to 15 years of developmental research, the shorter period in the
case of some acute care drugs, e.g., anti-infectives, the longer
where drugs are involved in chronic use such as hypertension, and
peripheral vascular disease. Such long developmental periods
substantially reduce the period of useful patent protection.

NEW INTERNATIONAL PATENT TREATIES

Up to the present, it has been possible to protect the re-
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suits of research and development only under the terms of various
national legal systems, each of which provides for the issuance
of a patent restricted to a given geographical territory. Each
country developed its own patent system and an international
policy in patent law was encouraged only by the International
Convention signed in Paris in 1883. Essentially, this Conven
tion gave an applicant in any of the member countries a "right
of priority-" as to the date of the first application filed in his
country.

This year, 1978, brought an end to this period and the be
ginning of a new era in patent policy. Effective -this year, ap
plicants seeking international patent coverage have the option of
selecting from various filing procedures. These include the
following:

In June 1970 an International Agreement was signed in Wash~

ington entitled Patent 'Cooperation Treaty (PCT) to simplify

~i~~~~~n~~~y~~~~~~~~?h,p~??~~~~~~?~~~issuanc~ pf patents
throughout the world. '

In October 1973 an agreement was signed in Munich by certain
European countries entitled 'European Patent convention providing
for a further simplification by providing a single examination
procedure for the member countries.

Finally, in December 1975 the nine member states of the Com
mon Market signed an international convention providing for the
creation of a Community Patent, i.e., a single patent valid for
all the Common Market countries.

These new international arrangements are so new that the
pharmaceutical industry has no established practice or policy
respecting them. A few years hence, this will be an interesting
area to discuss.

PATENT AND KNOW-HOW LICENSING

Not all companies and organizations are able to market drugs
in all countries. And some small companies choose to seek an
ally before joining the rough and tumble of the marketplace.
Some very productive research organizations like MCRF and SRI do
not market at all. Such gaps in worldwide marketing capability
coupled with excess marketing capacity in other markets, leads
to another important practice or policy in the industry-- li
censing activity. Most of the companies mentioned do substan
tial patent and know-how licensing. Most of these companies, in
the markets they service, have both the capacity and a great need
to market new products, more products than their own research and
development groups can produce as well as products in fields in
which they lack research competence.

,'rb:us":",we"in,<the pharmaceutical,,,industry,,-,seek,,,licenses.-,,from,;
""",-,:"<""":"":"-~,~"-""JI!:.J;~J3;,,,,,,qQ,mB:smi.!?',§!~4-Q±:",,,,g;:gm.,:,,,,1;)1§=9QR~_~,JlJn§;trt;',,,,9~,,d;,g.o1!g,§:oo,i.,q,"J,,aPpx:,a:tQ.J:;i,~,$,$<'."'='''-'O''''''''''"'''''

which cannot market. When new products are sought, the scope and
strength of patent protection is of critical, often decisive im-
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portance. If the R&D investment necessary to prove safety and
efficacy has yet to be made, then only patented products are ac~

ceptable. Either exclusive or non-exclusive licenses are accept
able, the choice depending on the investment to be made, the ter-

=,;\~"'il":,~;ri:toria:l=sc()p~-,;,~of::cri,91lts",,:~va'i-l~1_er?the":;,mar:ketc:;;;potenti'ab:::,o,f:t;o1::-1"J:~:;;:::;;)==c~

"""~'product""<and"ca<-number",of;"other,,,,,factorg,'."-'u ""_"_"UO,','_",e';,_'

PUBLICATION POLICY

Intensive use of the patent system enables the pharmaceuti
cal industry to encourage its scientists to publish research re
sults quick~yandcompletelyin the scientific literature. And
patents themselves are important publications. Publication by
the great corps of industrial scientists has high social value in
that further research is both guided and motivated by published
research results.

POLICIES REGARDING LEGISLATION

It is also a policy of the pharmaceutical industry to de
fend the patent system in the legislative area, both as a gen
eral social policy, and in terms of the specific role of the
system in the worldwide pharmaceutical industry. From time to
time, various special interest groups and legislators have at~

tacked the patent system, particularly as it relates to IIdrug
patents" and other patents in areas of high public interest such
as energy, pollution control, safety de~ices. It is my opinion,
and an intellectual and ethical basis of my professional activity,
and it is the indust~y position, that, in both philosophical and
practical terms, a strong patent system serves the public good.
The patent system provides economic incentives to engage in re
search and to encourage investment. It is desirable that indi
viduals and companies have incentives, be strongly motivated,
and well-financed in those fields of research that lead to im
provement in medicine, health care,<the production of energy and
enhancement of safety. More importantly, of high value to the
nation and its individual citizens, progress needs to be made in
these areas more than in some areas of gadgetry patenting where
negative interest is not generated in the general public and
legislators. As fathers and mothers, sons and daughters, we want
better drugs for our families -- to relieve pain, heart Problems,
cancer, and other serious diseases --. and we individuals in the
pharmaceutical industry want to preserve the patent incentive
because it enables further research and development to be done.

The industry operates in the legislative area through the
usual type of trade association, in this case, the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association (the "PMAII

) , through international
associations and through ad hoc committees. For instance, an
international ad hoc committee recently prepared a brief against
a proposal that the Paris Convention (the basic international
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treaty that provides the framework for much patent protection) be
amended at the insistence of some lesser developed countries, to
provide for exclusive compulsory licenses. This is folly magni
fied -- the inventors' protection would not only be nullified 
but given to others and the innovator excluded. The royalty rates
in compulsory licenses have almost never reflected adequately the
value of the affected industrial property rights.

Advocacy in these areas is generally before national legis
lative bodies, such as the U.S. Congress, European parliaments,
and the United Nations.

The recent enactment of certain legislation and recent court
action have provided some heartening news ~ patent protection for
drugs has gained some governmental support where it had not ex
isted before. The European Common Market supports pharmaceuti
cal patents as do most industrialized nations. Under Common
Market pressure, in Italy, the courts recently held that the dis
crimination against drug patents violated long standing'Italian
law and that drugs should have equal protection under the old
law. In 1968 Germany amended its patent law to permit product
protection for chemical inventions including pharmaceutical in
ventions. In 1976, Japan followed suit, providing product
patent protection.

Prior to amending their laws, both Germany and Japan had
strong patent systems. Yet with the rapid progress of their
domestic technology and the industrialization of their country,
these countries deemed it advisable to provide even stronger
patent systems. Other industrialized 'countries such as switzer
land and ~olland are moving in the same direction, and this year
the countries will permit product protection for pharmaceutical
inventions.

There is a contrary movement also, since a number of develop
ing countries have undertaken changes in their legislation with
a clear intent towards weakening or abolishing patent protection
in their countries. For example, Mexico, in 1976, in effect,
abolished patent protection for pharmaceutical inventions by
providing in their law that only certificates of invention shall
be granted for inventions dealing with pharmaceuticals. In other
developing countries, process patents only may be obtained even
though the invention resides in a novel pharmaceutical compound.

In the United Kingdom, a new patent law will not contain
their archetypical pharmaceutical compulsory licensing provision;
the British have realized that such compulsory licensing consti
tutes bad public policy. Perhaps the Canadians will one day come
to the same conclusion.
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tihetop-:
Meanwhile, the pharmaceutical industry, and most of

will strongly support and try to maintain and to improve
eration of the patent system in the health care area.

us in ,~

~"'

Some of the existing governmental policies, particularly
those of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW),
are of importance to the pharmaceutical industry. The licensing
policies of HEW which are of most importance to our industry, are
quite reasonable and are reasonably administered. Our interests
center in two areas -- first, the development and distribution of
drugs where the relevant patents and know-how are held by the
government or a government grantee, and second, the conduct of
pharmaceutical research under government contract. In the first
area, a developer can obtain exclusive rights from the govern
ment for a limited period of time, about 3 to 8.years~ Since
research and development costs are usually great, and exclusivity
for as-long a time as possible is generally necessary, it is the
policy of industry generally to support existing HEW policy and
proposed improvements to it.

Thus, to summarize, the principal patent policies of the
pharmaceutical industry, which, in part, are also research plan
ning policies, are:

First: to seek in research to discover and to develop
compounds and processes that are patentable.

Second: to seek patents on new products and processes in
many or all countries which afford meaningful
patent protection and which constitute a signifi
cant market for such products.

Third: to seek patent rights from others through licensing
to fUlly utilize capacity to manufacture and to
market.

Fourth: to publish research results, relying on patents to
protect proprietary interests.

Fifth: to advocate strong patent protection in legislative
and regulatory forums throughout the world.

Sixth: to support the existing governmental patent licens
ing policy of HEW.

Abstract

The small proportion of research intensive u.s. pharma
ceutical companies having substantial research programs are
dependent for financing on the availability of patent protection.
Industrial research produces most new drugs selected from hun
dreds of candidate compounds. Because of high initl.al R&D and
product registration costs, which must be repeated in most major
countries, industrial pharmaceutical research must result in
products which are patentable in multiple markets in order to be
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economically viable. Research activity is geographically
dispersed on a worldwide basis; regulatory pressure in the U.S.
tends to shift some research investment overseas. The avail
ability of patent protection also facilitates public use of
research results.

Biographic Notes

CurtisW. Carlson has spent over 20 years in the pharma
ceutical industry as a patent attorney engaged in patent prose
cution, litigation and licensing. At present he is Patent
Counsel and serves ~sthe chief licensing lawyer for the Bristol
Myers pharmaceutical companies. Mr. Carlson has been admitted
to the bar in New York, Illinois and Wisconsin. He has both an
arts baccalaureate and a law degree from the University of
Wisconsin.
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Intellectual Property

DONALD R. SCHULTZ and J. WADE VAN VALKENBURG

3M Company, Central Research Laboratories, P. O. Box 33221, St. Paul, MN 55133

Is it possible for a scientifically trained inventor and a
legally trained patent attorney to combine forces to write and
proaecutie Ci.yi.a1>lE?__ patent; appf.Lcabdonz Wi~~ t~~ _~~~f:r:nce in
educational backgrounds of these two people, do they speak
understand the same language? Are there barriers to communica
tion? Are there problems?

The Supreme Court, as long ago as 1892, signaled the existence
of a problem when they stated (1): "The specification and claims
of a patent, particularly if the invention beat all complicated,
constitute one of the most difficult legal instruments to draw
with accuracy; and in view of the fact that valuable inventions
are often placed in the hands of inexperienced persons to prepare
such specifications and claims, it is no matter of surpri~e that
the latter frequently fail to describe with requisite certainty
the exact invention of the patentee, and err either in claiming
that which the patentee had not in fact invented, or in omitting
some element which was a valuable or essential part of his actual
invention. II

Was the problem alluded to by the Court partially a problem
of communication?

Some time ago, at a seminar on patents conducted by patent
attorneys and attended by scientists, a young scientist asked the
question: lIWhy aren't patent claims written in understandable
English?" A senior attorney succinctly replied, "They are:"

Now it begins to sound as 'if there is a communication problem.
But, is the communication problem just between the patent attorney
and the scientist? Consider the following statement by the late
Judge Smith, Associate .Justice of the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals (2): "Those who may be called upon to adjudicate the
validity of the patent granted thereon for the most part are- non
technically trained."

A burden is created on both the attorney and the inventor to
write a patent application in language which is legally and
technically sound, yet of ultimate clarity to the "non-technical"
audience. To lighten this burden, we recommend the incorporation

0~8412~0454~3/78/47~081~131$05.00/0
© 1978 American Chemical Society
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of the "Patent Liaison Function" into the system. In developing
this proposal we will dicuss four aspects:

1. The Communication Problem,
2. Why Pursue Patent Protection?
3. The Role of Patent Liaison,
4. The Qualifications for Patent Liaison Work.

1. The communication Problem

A scientist, through his education and training, is taught,
yes, even brainwashed, into thinking and communicating in the
passive voice. This is a learned form of modesty, and when he
becomes recognized by his peers, he gets a pat on the back.
Additionally, he is expected to be logical.

A scientist, after running 23 experiments, in desperation,
finally picks up some "serendipate" from the shelf, and, lo and
pehqld, ,,>get:;j ...ayiElld.. Of .,J~6~,JQr ,a... Il~,W'_"C;=,9IJlPPlJnq .. ,tha"l::" ..~~:P~}39:~y.~
the energy shortage problem. His mind immediately goes to work
with computer-like speed, and he states that obviously, when one
considers the d orbitals, the "serendipate" would catalyze the
reaction. Such a statement would send into orbit any self
respecting patent agent or attorney. For the legal mind, the
words "obviously, inherently, theoretically or quant.ummechanical
model II are enough to send him home in a particularly foul mood.
For the scientist, "whereas, hereinbefore, said, comprising,
consisting essentially of," and similar legal jargon, raise the
blood pressure. And so, we reqognize that certain words raise
red flags.

In comparing the backgrounds and experiences of lawyers and
scientists; it appears that most scientists, especially young
ones, have little or no training in patent literature, are not
aware of the requirements of patentability, nor are they. aware
of the rights conferred by patents. On the other hand, although
most patent attorneys have technical degrees, very few have
practiced as scientists or engineers prior to becoming attorneys.
Their primary language and understanding is the law as opposed
to science. Hence, we have the scientist and lawyer, each 'with
different backgrounds and languages, trying to communicate on
a common ground. It is small wonder that confrontation and
confusion frequently result.

Probably, the most difficult aspect of patent work for the
attorney is setting the scope of an invention. No self
respecting scientist ever wants to admit.that his invention is
insignificant, and so he stretches and stretches, and in so
doing encompasses all sorts of prior art. Prior art to the
scientist seems to be nonexistent unless an experiment is done

"""""'preci'sely"-as".he.;---'himself",'did---it,~ "'Howeveri",~to;"the·",attorney~"

:"-""-', ·"'-""""~.~j;:""-that""'pr-ior·0'·artc",'i's"00mos,ty,,,,importanb,~-,because""he,",-kn0w5".,.'wha,tz,,,,,,:the"'0""~2"",",. __.__ "'·.""k!1="~""'",'

patent examiner will do with it. And so, we have another example
of the lack of mutual understanding between the scientist and
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attorney.
Now, there are exceptions to this rule. For example, in

those industries where all patentable matter is in one or two
areas of technology, an attorney can specialize in these technol

_.~.~..,.~~~ogi_~p~em¢L.:I-_e_~Q,~tQ~.g.9mmJ:!l}Jgatewell. But, in a company that
,:~~::,:=~:~:~:,~~~:i~i'''::~~IE-,::~;~X:-,':.~,!i~:~,~-~:,~~:~~~e:~£!:~~~:~~::~g~:~~~:~~~~~~~:p:~:~e:~~~::::~~";_==1

between the attorney and sc~ent~st can be severe. For example,
in a company such as 3M, patent attorneys and agents in a single
year have worked on applications involving unique fluorochemicals,
adhesives, tapes, magnetic materials, electron beam lasers, copy
media, pyroelectric materials, abrasives, ceramic materials,
dental plaque, Fresnel lens, radiation shields and solar collec
tors, to name a few. To expect an attorney to master the multi
plicity of scientific disciplines and technologies involved in
such diverse technologies is a gigantic burden.

2. Why Pursue Patent Protection?

Let us quickly review the purpose of apatent._,~hedeci~_ic>:r'l

to file and prosecute a patent application is a business decision;
just as the decision to conduct research and development is a
business decision. The successful prosecution results in a
contract between an inventor or his assignee and a government.

This contract is known as letters patent, and i~ more precise
terms: "A patent is a contract between a government and an
inventor (or his assignee) in which the former agrees to give
the latter the right to exclude others from making, using, vend
ing or selling his invention for a limited'period of time provid
ed the inventor makes a public written disclosure in terms so
clear that anyone 'skilled in the art' can practice the inventiorl'
(3) • Please note the phrase, "the right to exclude otiheza'",
The value of a patent, therefore, rests not in the inducement to
invent, but in the protection afforded those who commercialize
the invention.

Since whether to file an application is a business decision,
it would be intelligent to recognize that in return for a full
divulgation of the invention, the inventor or assignee will
receive certain well-defined considerations. It is of importance
to remember, further, that the same sort of business decision
must be made on each foreign application. Marketing, production
and level of sophistication of the technical data must all be
considered in filing each application, as well as the level of
capital investment.

Hence, business information must be clearly and effectively
communicated to patent counsel to enable them to act expeditious
ly to build a foundation for future businesses of the company.

3. The Patent Liaison Role

The person performing the role of patent liaison must be of
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significant aid to the inventor, the attorney and management if
the function is to be viable.

As an aid to the inventor, patent liaison may provide
guidance in defining the invention and suggesting experiments to
establish its scope. Patent liaison may also be required to
search out and interpret the prior art. Scientists seem to be
able to read technical journals, but they are woefully inadequate
when it comes to reading and interpreting the patent literature.
Frequently, it may be necessary for patent liaison to write a
technical working document in language that can be utilized by
the attorney. Finally, he may be required to interpret requests
for data from the patent attorney, and he may have to work with
the inventor to devise a means for procuring such data.

As an aid to the attorney, patent liaison must serve as an
expeditor in schedule setting and assessing priorities, as an
interpreter and conveyer of technical data and business require-

/.}ne:Q:f;:::>, .. ~s .ateacher .of newtechnology, .. "as,a writer.to ...help
develop language for the patent application and as an expeditor
to make sure that a draft of an application receives prompt
review by the scientist.

As an aid to management, the patent liaison must take all
the necessary steps to aid in the procurement of enforceable
patents which cover the business envisioned. The word "enforce
able" is key here; the patent liaison must be aware of the prior
art, monitor records so that evidence for conception, diligence
and corroboration are well documented; he must control divulga
tion so· that foreign rights are 'not compromised, and he must be
sure that patent claims are broad enough to protect the anti
cipated businesse He must also be a controller and be aware of
marketing. There is not much point in taking a case to the
Board of Appeals or higher if the invention is not going to
produce some revenue. First of all, it costs money and, secondly,
but more important, it may tie up an attorney, a scientist,
patent liaison and management when more important potential
business should be protected. Actually, getting patent coverage
is like playing poker. It I S important to know when to fold your
hand when the cost-benefit ratio is in danger of getting out of
control. or, conversely, it is important to know when to "go
the limitll when the stakes are highe

4e The Qualifications for Patent Liaison

The qualifications which are basic requirements for the
patent liaison function can be summarized in three categories:

1. Knowledge
2. Image

The most desirable knowledge includes technical training
and experience, an understanding of tqe U.S. and foreign patent
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system, an appreciation for trade secrets, an awareness of cor
porate and business goals and basic knowledge in management skills
and interpersonal relationships.

In selecting the person for the patent liaison function the
;;:';'"O:';;:;;:';=:j;ma:g~-";'''af:''''',ths';:;;p-ergon',c::,is-z.mo"s,t;;::imporctant·':;'i:.f""'tlre--:::7po-si.t'i0n::c;j;:s,~:"to;;;o;l??~y""-~-"'·;;;;;;~::;:;C;=~i

'''·''·''''vi-abl'e'. -,wTechnica-l"-,competencY'f,,,,peer,',respect,',and,'pleasanb-"person";",,,,,
ality are primary requirements. Additionally, the person must
possess tact for he must deal effectively with the goals of
management, the inventor and patent counsel. He must be willing
to serve without credit; self-gratification results from knowing
that his efforts contributed to the success of others. It is a
matter of fact that, if a project is a huge success, business
management will receive a preponderance of credit which is
generally reflected onto technical management and the inventor
or inventors. Unfortunately, the attorney is frequently for
gotten when management passes out credits, but the attorney
does gain stature among other attorneys for his wisdom in writing
the claims and prosecuting the application to issuance of the
patent~ If the patent liaison individual is one who requires
a continued pat on the back and continued credit for a job well
done, he is not suited for the job. He must be a confident
individual who is sufficiently self-motivated that continued
credit is not a necessity. Such is the way of life of a staff
function. As indicated previously, self-motivation and grati~

fication come from knowing that his efforts contributed to the
success of others.

Finally, we should like to emphasize that patent liaison
must possess excellent communication skills. Both oral and
written communications must be well organized so that the infor~

mation will be meaningful to the inventor, the attorney or manage~

ment. It is important to realize that each receiver of infor
mation may require a different type of presentation. Conversely,
the patent liaison must be a good listener with ability to ferret
out and analy.ze information. Also, selling skills will be
required to convince each of the trio of the value of the others'
requirements.

Why would anyone with all these great qualities want ·to take
on a job such as patent liaison? Corporate responsibility
entails providing to the patent liaison a good status as shown
by well-appointed office and secretarial help, an excellent
salary and evidence of reliance upon the function and the func
tion's activities. Since the requirements for patent liaison
suggest extensive technical experience, e~g., 10 to 15 years in
the corporation, the position is a second career possibility.
Hence, although the position is extremely challenging, it is
also very attractive.

Patent liaison serves as a right arm for management, the
inventor and the attorney. The result is expeditious filing
and prosecution of patent applications. In addition, the patent
liaison person may serve as a "bird dog" who can suggest to
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management further developments or newer areas of research. Th~

attention and recognition of technology by patent liaison gives
stature to the inventor, providing critical review of the tech
nical aspects of patent applications as well as prior art, and
thus aiding in preparing viable and defensible patents. To the
corporation, the patent liaison efforts enhance the protection
of future business and resulting profits.

Obviously, the communication problems alluded to herein are
immense and the solution of incorporating into the system the
patent liaison function sounds almost too ideal. Yet, by careful
selection of the candidate for the role, viable operations do
ensue as evidenced by successful operations in such corporations
as 3M, Dow, Phillips Petroleum, Kodak and other companies.

Abstract

~g,e,.J?ro,t;e9~i,9Ilg,f""il}t~k~13,FtBCi+ 1?,:t:'9J?Ef,r~y,"py,~R,,~. ,pz:,?,c~z:~mE;!Ilt ..pJ
enforceable patents encourages industry to develop newtecbno1ogy,
thereby stimulating sales, profits, the economy and the creation
of new jobs. In diversifiedtecbnologica1 industries, the pro
tection of intellectual property is exceedingly complex. The
subject matter is frequently very complicated, and the validity
of patents often must be adjudicated before non-technically
trained jUdges. If the traditional direct interaction between
attorney and inventor is expanded to include a patent liaison
link, a more viable approach to protecting intellectual property
is obtainable.

This paper describes how technically competent, tactful,
legally-aware patent liaison can assist the inventor, patent
counsel and management in defining inventions, developing
adequate support documents, devising supporting experiments and
preparing and prosecuting patent applications.
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Panel Discussion

QUESTION: Assuming you have obtained Food and Drug Ad-
mitdstratitm"(FDA)"'approval"-'to"'market"-'a""'new"drug"covered"-'--by""-"patent
claims, must another company wishing to market this same drug
obtain clearance again through submission of a New Drug Applic~

ationtNDA), and include evidence of effectiveness, safety and
use of good manufacturing practices?

MR. CARLSON: That is not quite true. In addition to com-
plying with the good manufacturing practices regulations, the
second company would need to obtain an ,approval to:market such
approval being different for certifiable drugs, basically anti
biotics I from new, drugs. With ~tibiotics proof of the identity
of the second product with the existing approved product is suf....
ficient. With new drugs it is necessary to show safety and ef~

ficacy using the same procedures as the original innovator did,
unless it's a drug that's generally recognized as safe and ef
fective. In that case there might be less of a burden~

QUESTION: Then a second company that might decide to in-
fringe a first company's patent may have to go through essentially
the same procedures with the FDA. Isn't that an additional pro
tection for the first company?

MR.. CARLSON: It is a form of protection; although the
second company need not always be as detailed as the first in the
material submitted to FDA.

QUESTION: It is my understanding that, once a drug is
approved by FDA, another company marketing 'the same drug after
the patent expired would not have to go through the complete
toxicity and efficacy trials, but would merely have to show
bioequivalency. YAil(r"'there":s~-'some--'-que"s-tIon'"""iilioiif-whetiie'r"'"61:0':;'-- ,--,,~;"-,.,,",;'""

="""--"'"'~~equfvcirencyCO';wouI'd'''ne'"cesjsarrl'y0'-ha'v~'~'t'o'~"'be"sli6Wfi"'±'f'6,£"-~I"r"'t-"sYicif'~(lrugs:~%'~'¢

Is this true?
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~m. CARLSON: What needs doing to get marketing approval
is very complicated. Whether patent protection exists or does
not exist. is not material, because the existence of a patent,
eXpired or not, makes no difference. in, obtainiIJ,g authority to

~,"""w":;"II1arkeb;o:;;:;::;UIl'le:s•.s;;:'~thec;;:drug,;;;;has;;;Oachi£evedo::o:som~trattrm'dc-;:'1:"S~eneYa:rlY"",~','",o"'",""J';';
-- -recogni-zed"",as'",safe";,'and-"ef,fective-F,,,·the,,',testing- work,-neeae-ec-ce-'- ,.
repeated. While some of the work may need to be repeated, and
that affords a form of protection, the copier need only copy the
successful testing, not any unsuccessful work, and this reduces
tremendously the amount of investment needed to get drugs to the
market.

COMMENT: A distinction needs to be made between pre-1962
approvals and post~1962 approvals. Before 1962 all drugs were
reviewed bya special panel of the Nationa~-ResearchCouncil
which decided whether they were safe and effective. Drugs re
viewed by this panel are in a different category from those re
viewed or approved after 1962. Anyone who wishes to manufacture
or sell an unpatented'safe and effectivedrug-approved-before
1962 need only file data which proves that he has adequate man
ufacturing and quality controls. This filing is an Abbreviated
New Drug Application. FDA wil-l approve marketing on that basis.
TO obtain clearance to market a drug approved after 1962 one must
present safety and efficacy data. This includes clinical
efficacy, toxicology and all the other required evidence of the
same quality as that presented for initial approval of that drug.
A number of "grandfather" drugs, which were being, marketed much
earlier, require less information than the pre-1962 approved
drugs.

QUESTION: How do companies generally decide whether to
file patent applications? If it is a committee decision, what is
the composition of the committee?

MR. WHALEY: At Texaco it is a combination of technical
liaison men and patent attorneys, but no representative of the
research and development (R&D) department. Howe~er, R&D's com
ments and its preliminary evaluation of the invention is
considered by the committee.

QUESTION: There has been some controversy as to where
the patent department should report in an industrial company.
Should it report to a corporate counselor should it report to the
research and devlopment director? How does the patent liaison
person fit into this organizational structure?

DR. VAN VALKENBURG: The organizational structure and re-
porting lines will vary from company to company. At Dow, as
Manager of Patent Administration, I had dual line reporting, since
I reported to both the Vice President of the division, and to
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Research, through the Research Vice President. At the 3M Company,
the Technical Directors have direct responsibility for patents~

So within the organization the patent liaison people report to the
Technical Directors. At 3M the legal arm has its own corporate
vice president, and is a separate entity, and the patent attorneys
do not report to reseach and development. In deciding about
filing a patent application, the procedure involves the pre
paration of a patent proposal by patent liaison, after'conferring
with legal counsel as to patentability, and then a business
qecision on filing a patent application is mad~ in the laboratory.
An authorization to file is then given to patent counsel. The
laboratory is charged for patent counsel's services.

MR. WEST: At Ford, engineering is going on in each of the
several'operating departments. Each of these departments is
responsible for its own engineering and for centralized research.
1311t ,~~'V~Ilti?n.Cl:i!:;(::;()13.~~13qCll}" q9:l11~ Q.llt,,Q:f'., any one "of" 20 .. to, 25
different Ford organizations around the world. A centralized
legal department then writes up the U.S. patent application.

DR. DOUGLAS: At Gould the patent organization reports to
the chief legal counsel but he has a very strong staff relation
ship to the director or vice president of R&D. We do not have
patent liaison people. The decisions on filing patent applica
tions are -made by a committee which involves the management of
any- divisions that happened to have a business interest in the in
~ention. With a totally new technical development Gould has a
New Business division, which would probably have representation
on the committee.

QUESTION: Mr. Van Valkenburg, atrwhat; point do the patent
liaison people complete their work as communication. links between
the inventor and the patent attorney or agent, allowing these two
people to continue developing patent applications face-to~face?

DR. VAN VALI<ENBURG: It is very' critical that the attor-
neys and the inventors do get together. The liaison activity
usually phases out after the patent proposal has been written.
The patent attorney then generally talks to the inventor, getting
first-hand any additional information needed. The patent propos
al, as just a working document, gives basic information which aids
the attorney at the start. The attorney keeps the patent liaison
people aware of his progress so that information canbe obtained
relating to technical or business points which could help to
strengthen the patent claims in light of marketing requirements.
3M's patent attorneys are all corporate staff members.

"''''''0 :,~~~:o"-~.~,.;",~QUESTION,.:,,,.".,,,.," ~,.".,Mr,.•",v~V"an":,;ValkenbUl7·9:·,,,,.!,how,'.,,do·,,,you;'o;recrui:t'''',your· "~,~",,,<c-v,'.'''''';:!/''''''"''· 'ie',,,,,

patent liaison people? Do you lure them from research or other
divisions wi thin the company, or do you hire them from outside
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the company?
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DR. VAN VALKENBURG: The last person we recruited for patent
liaison was a physicist who had been in our laboratory for 15

~0:~o:;~;y,eaz;S::-~"m~""He~hadnmade~a'Znumber=.ef:u"inven:teions~;c,tha,t~had;;,;don~~wei"'hr;;;;;;l:f:ld",,".,,==o:;,';;;;:

. -.:was""",the,~",.unanimo,us."""choice,;~,of"",the"",\existing"""patent:""liaison,;~staff"."",,,,,,,,,..,,,,,w
He was asked if he was ready for a second career, and he accepted
this concept. In a patent liaison organization, there is a danger
that management, even though it supports the function, may' wish
to impose on the liaison group SO~2one who has not worked out well
elsewhere in the company. This should be resisted. The patent
liaison person must be well qualified and he has to be so re
cognized as this will establish stature within the organization
so that people will aspire'to the liaison position. usually
people should have 10 to 15 years of experience within the company
company, thus bringing with them a broad knowledge of the com
pany as a whole.

QUESTION: There", has, .been.. some,"movement-zecent.Ly. ,towards ,"'-
reforming the patent system. The pcd.nt; has been made today that
the actual viable life of a patent is more nearly five to seven
years rather than the statutory ,17 years. Is there any movement
among patent attorneys to revise the statutory life of a patent
to make it agree more with reality?

MR. CARLSON: I know of no such movement in the pharmaceu-
tical industry. Bills have been introduced into Congress which
make the statutory life of a patent 17 years from the date of
first marketing rather than the date of issue of the patent, but
this provision does not have much support at present from either
industry or the patent bar.

RECEIVED June 20, 1978.
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Research Laboratories

ARVID V. ZUBER

Standard Brands Inc., Betts Ave., Stamford, CT 96904

What I am going to discuss is based on personal experience
and observations which antedate my present employment and concern
the somewhat. ,cc>n1:1icting",:r:~qu,i~~~er}:t:s..' ()f', P:t:c;)'t~q,tj..I1g "",j..I1::te~~~q

tual property and fostering a creative envir~nment. Protection
requires restrictlonoi the flow of information and the flow of
personnel. Neither of these restrictions is conducive to maxi
mization of creative effort, which requires an open,larg~ly un
restricted flow of information, both formal and informal.

Let me illustrate. The Chemistry Department at Brookhaven
National Laboratory was originally housed in buildings left over
from World War I. There were no offices for the majority of re
search personnel. There was a single, wide corridor adjacent to
the laboratories with desks on one side and blackboards on the
other. The result was a considerable amount of impromptu dis
cussions and conferences triggered by what appeared on a black
board. Passers-by joined in or did not as their interests dic
tated. Wisely, when a new building was constructed, this arrange
ment was preserved. This made for an exceptionally open and un
restricted environment, thus stimulating others to provide new
perceptions and different views, or to ask penetrating questions
about many problems. Normal record keeping by the research per
sonnel themselves was required but formal periodic reports were
not, although informal reports at Departmental meetings were en
couraged.

Such an environment is probably as open ,and unstructured as
any research laboratory can hope to be. It is impossible to a
chieve such openness where retention of proprietary interest in
the results is required. No matter what the nature of that pro
prietary interest is, it must be a documented interest. This
requires formal recording of data, observations, solutions to
problems and whatever else may be necessary to demonstrate that
the knowledge for which a right is asserted resides within the
organization asserting that right. Thus, the staff must be dis
couraged from not recording ideas. Timely documentation is
important. Moreover, free exchange of ideas and data must be

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-145$05.00/0
© 1978 American Chemical Society
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limited. At a minimum those made privy to the data must under
stand and protect its confidential nature. At the extreme, both
those holding the data and any potential recipients of the data
will operate on a "need to know" basis. That is, if there is not
a demonstrated need for the data it is neither requested nor
given. This extreme seriously restricts the stimulation of
thought that new perspectives can bring.

Examination of the two extremes of policy, IIPatent Every
thing Patentable" and "Patent Nothing, Keep Everything Secret",
shows that both policies require record-keeping procedures that
meet certain -legal requirements. Any prospective patent applica
tion always entails the potential necessity of establishing the
date of and completeness of the invention for patent priority
purposes. This necessitates complete and accurate descriptions
of the invention and establishment of its date of conception.

Most attorneys discourage any disclosure outside of the com
,pany.prior to filing _a _patent application. Additionally"if the
invention is important, both legal counsel and management may be
reluctant to let information out even after an application is
filed in order to preserve any technological lead the company
may have. Such secrecy may be in conflict with the inventor's
desire for recognition outside his own laboratory. It can be a
particularly trying circumstance when the inventor must remain
silent while academic investigators publish work which he has
already done.

If the policy is "Patent Nothing, Keep Everything Secretll the
record keeping becomes even more onerous. Not only must the pro
prietary interest be documented, the fact that it was regarded
as and treated as a trade secret must also be documented. This
requires that only those who need to know do know the trade se
cret, and unquestionably also requires that any disclosures out
side of the company be under a written confidentiality agreement.
The requirements of such a policy are considerably more restric
tive than a policy requiring the patenting of inventions.

Let us look for a moment at the effects of patent policy on
the inventor, the repository of the creativity that we are dis
cussing. While I have never seen a "Patent Everything" policy
written out, I have seen policies that come close to it. Such a
policy has several interesting effects, not the least of which is
much increased competition for the resources necessary to do re
search. This makes research direction difficult; if the organiza
tion is of any size, there is much "noise" in the system. The
less creative workers are increasingly reluctant to give up on
anything that shows any promise and they try hard to sell their
ideas. There is an increased tendency to assert individual rights
to ideas which.m.~y ,properly- be,~s~Z:i.~~~.to_il,~~~~p.. ~,::~:.~_~., .. u~~,e,s~

;"-""'"'-'management;"~s-eparates-'-the'-'b'etter~-workers - froni" the ---less promisiiig-;'''~''''~''

"""=";~·,,,,,=,·~;;;"'~',the""moret,,·'t:re·a'tivEr'"'i;'-e-s-ear-cher'i:r""Decoffie*'Tnc:ie'a!irfngly"'di§'ehchanEea""0-1'-'fi':~=;~,¢

with the inevitable political maneuvering. Unless management is
particularly astute what is thought to encourage productivity may
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have a discouraging effect on creativityc
Let us take a little closer look at a creative individual in

such a situation. I was once working, as patent counsel, with a
small group of research chemists assigned to a common project.

,,=:;.!:!=:~,Jlo?,.q~=P~1~J:;b~:!.~b.\'.9,Qq,~§,~Qn;"-;;7):;tgg;gf?.,g,~"c;lQ~,~,=",~g~~,;9:g~g:t;;~g~§."".n.~§.ft~g;!)::~"'=,~';;\===;;::::3:

m J9:~"",W.~l:',E!:,_.,_.tll"i:)""9:t;QPR"SPAJ~:g:;.§~_q,~,,,}~,,~§q't;ll;;,§l-,.t,!!g"_,tJ:?:~_""p;;gl?~~_~_~"_"",,,,_~_~_,,C!:-F:t.9F,-::,~
neys will, I noticed that one group member, who apparently was
only casually engaged in the discussion to the extent of an 00
casionalquestion, was asking questions in a definite pattern and
with definite direction. It was clear that he knew the answer but
was.. I1ot going to voice it. By the end of the session his ques
tid.one had led the group to the correct answer. When it came time
to file the patent application there was considerable sentiment
within the, group that this individual had made rio significant con...
tribution and should not be included as an inventor. It was years
later on reading of studies with children on the effect of a cre
ative child that I realised that his was usual behaviour. The
studies reported that the group.hadfirst to reject the ideas of a
creative child before adopting them. The astute creative,indi~~

vidual is apt to avoid this frustrating experience by leading
others to the answer, avoiding difficulties which might arise on a
more direct approach. Failure to include this unagressive but
highly creative individual as an inventor could have had a dis...
tinctly negative effect.

~olicy is only a guide, no matter how enlightened. It must
be implemented and its implementation depends upon human beings,
those human beings we call IImanagement". Let us look again at a
"Patent Everything" laboratory management and the setting of pro
fessional standards. An inevitable result of such a policy,
whether the policy is explicitly stated or implied by management
actions, is that sheer numbers become important. Quantity, not
quality, becomes the criterion. The result is a lowering of the
quality of data deemed to be adequate. Emphasis is on getting a
job "completed" and this soon degenerates to demonstrating simply
that som~th±ng can be done. Every patent attorney has seen the
type of work thatresultsi the description of the invention con
tains little or no reference to applicable literature, a single
experiment, or at best a few experiments and no data defining
ranges of key variables or conditions. A patent, if any is is
sued at all, based on such data is apt to be weak and easily
avoided. It may be that more is given away than protected. Con
flicts arise between inventor and attorney when questions such
as "Why can't our attorneys get patents on such data when our com
petitors can?" are asked. It ·does not make for a productive en
vironment unless numbers are the game and all play it. However,
this game wastes both monetary and human resources.

If a patent pOlicy is going to be productive, creativity must
corne first, the quality of the work must be high and good work and
its source must be recognized. If this is done, good patents will
result. On occasion skilled drafting and prosecution can mend in-
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adequate data, but these situations are few. On the whole a pat
ent can be no better than the data on which it is based. Recogni
tion of the source of good work includes all of the usual means,
such as promotion in rank and monetary rewards. Recognition must
be given properly. The individuals within an organization always
know who the best are, probably better than management. If the
most creative individuals are not recognized, management is re
warding something other than creativity. Whatever that factor
may be, that will be what the majority will strive for. It will
become the unwritten but understood criterion for success in that
organization.

In speaking of recognition, direct monetary awards to inven
tors needs mentioning. Proponents of this type of reward believe
that creativity would be fostered~ Direct monetary rewards cer
tainly could be part of any patent policy, but, personally, I
have great difficulty with this concept stemming from the fact

~~~~P~~?~~t~ are~s~~g~~~~~~~~e,~?~~~~~?~~~PY,~~~~_~~~ng
th~research" The 'truly creative people are a precious few. Good
management is apt to reserve them for projects where immediate re
sults are required~ I have known cases where scientists of little
more than average ability have made inventions of considerable
economic importance because management could afford to assign them
to long-term projects. Providing high rewards for such efforts
is akin to a lottery~ Such rewards are not apt to foster a cli
mate in which individuals feel rewards stem from excellence rath
er than from the luck of the draw~ Consequently, I have very
deep and profound dQubts that direct monetary awards are apt to
make a positive contribution to a creative environment~

In summary, I doubt that a patent policy of itself can have
a very profound effect on creativity in a research organization.
Wisely and equitably implemented, a patent policy can provide a
necessary discipline in record keeping and reporting, and a recog
nition that research is an economically important endeavor. with-

my experience the more creative individuals have the curiosity
required for thorough exploration of a problem. Indeed, it ap
pears that major breakthroughs have come only after an individual
has become totally immersed in all aspects ofa previously un
solvable problem. Regular record keeping is not necessarily an
irritation. Properly approached it requires that an investigator
take the time to reflect on his data and its meaning. Consequent
ly, it is doubtful that the mechanical requirements of a patent
pOlicy have any profound impact.

As always, when dealing with questions of creativity, we come
back to the human element~ It is not what a patent policy is that
is important, it is what that policy is perceived to be that is
important. What management communicates then also becomes impor-

.",,,,,~.,,,:~J!Jlj;~"_ ",~""p:t::q¢h~.Q.:t:,i.y,f¢,_,P-a:t:~JJ:t_".polic-y""must",~be,;,bas,ed_;_,on,:<a"":commitment_,,,to.o:,,0.,,",,~

i£~~",~",'0';,,",;_£~-,~~~,~X!,tx,-\~$l~,IDg§~t:-,,,,-3?_~9X~4~""",~g,=~A¥;l,_:t::9pm~A:t;_,,,,_,~ba:t:,,:._~P$j::,~~,_!3_,",.c+J~~t_,iy;~,±~~o~,,"'"
activity~ ---There--is -no difficulty in writing such a policy state
ment; the difficulty is in implementing it. There is no reason
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why fo~~l procedures, other than those necessary to safeguard
secrecy, should be inconsistent with the practice of good scien~

tific research. The human element is what is important. Do man
agement actions communicate a commitment to excellence, a will-

=~;-ingn.e_s_s:;;",t9.;o:o;p~:tJl)i-t_-,;;_~:ttJ~1lJ-Bt.s~_9--t,;;,;n~w:-;:,;,s_QJ.:u.tiRPJS..;-,);;;@g;;;;:,qn"",,~_gp~§.;t.§~~;;:::~_~,=);;==;<:;

___"_appr.aisal_,9f,.,indiyid.l.lal_,, ..c,CIn:trib~.:tio:ns_,,_,cQJ.J.pleq_"."wi:th",,¢qIt1111~nS}.ll:',?,:t,~_w_
awards? Does management communicate enthusiasm for good work
and a sense that it is important? These are elements of patent
policy which cannot be written, but which are the keys to the
effective use of the people in creative organizations.

Abstract

Patent policy is part of a broader policy relating to the
protection and use of intellectual property, including patent
able and patented inventions, and proprietary technology which
mayor may not be patentable. Invention isa creative endeavor,
requiring, an appropriate environment. Such an environment, must
be. relatively informal"unstructured and open. A,patentpolicy
is protective and tends to be formal, structured and, where
there is a necessity for secrecy, closed. Patent policyprovi
sions should try to maximize creative efforts as well as maxi
mize the protection of the products of those efforts. Patent
policy provisions should also recognize the requirements of the
individual, the law and the company. These requirements include
recognition and career advancement for inventors; record keeping,
determination of inventor§hip, and other legal matters; and
protection of proprietary rights and the income from those
rights for the company. The relationship of these factors is
explored through examples and examination of the effects of
overly broad policies such as "Patent everything patentable II

and "Patent nothing, keep everything secret ll
•
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Other speakers at this symposium have said much about bal
~S.i.ng,_,"l::l1E;!""~J9'ht:§l."Q;,,,,:~h§-J?,W?+!g,,.,-,;t::,~J?;~;?i~,~,t:~9--"):l;(,;,,,_"t;1}~.,_,gqY~,F.J:¥n~B:t:"_,,,,;i?oS
against those of contractors and grantees using government funds.
I am going to use a che~ical analogy and speak of the balance as
an equilibrium. Some say the equation is Government (G) ~ Con
tractor or Grantee (e), where the government pays substantial
amounts for research and gets relatively little in return. Others
say it is G ;:..... C, where all of the patent rights are given up by
the contractor/grantee for small amounts of research funding, when
much more money is needed to exploit an invention commercially.

I suggest that, in the case of government contractors, there
is a third element that has not been given -adequate consideration,
namely the inventor. I believe we should be striving not only for
a true equilibrium between G and C, but also with the inventor
(I): G;;::::::=" C -:;:::=. I. I contend that the present relationship be
tween C and I is like this: C~ I ~ The contractors pay salary
and benefits, whether the researcher invents or not, and give only
token payments to the inventors for the inventions. In return,
the contractor gets the inventions that sometimes are of- enormous
value. The really valuable inventions are a windfall that no one
has expected. Shquld the contractor C get the entire benefit of
the windfall? Or should he give a proportionate share to the in
ventor I? C;:::= I.

Company managements contend that the reverse is true. The
contractor pays huge .amounts to researchers whether they invent or
not, and gets very few economically valuable inventions in return.
Those few pay for the cost of supporting the many that are not
economically valuable. In the great majority of cases C I,
the employee gets much more than he gives in terms of economic
benefits to the employer.

How can we restore the equilibrium to the relationship be-

'~j'f:!j",,-,,,,,,::,~,;,,,,,,,,,,,,,.~,,~~&:-,_".""1l'n";"1'~l90,t,;,'··when"'''the'"'of'irst"O:'Patent'~''act·"'·was"';'.passed'l"'!-;t;here<"",was"""no"",,",~""',,",~

middle man between G and I. The inventor disclosed his invention
in return for the right to exclude others for limited times. Even

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-150$05.00/0
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today. a substa~tial nllID~er of inventions are made by principals,
either individuals or persons owning an equity position in a cor
porate owner. But in modern industry, the great majority of in
ventions require hugh investments for laboratory facilities,

~="7;,~~9A4,Pm@,:Q,;i;,~.;;c;;§ypp,q~,t",;;:_:§_l;:J;;y;,:i,9.~J;;",;:;c,"~q,,~,c,$:i~:L,g=p,eJ?g.s;,,;,)'3P;:;;:the,d.ng,iy:i9.;1.\~~"";N"_"__',==;=
"'A,_,P;";_,p~;~,q~PGl.~",_~:';ly,~ntq:r;"",:i,§_,_,:t"ge,,. Instead""iITven.:tors ..,are,__alrnost""a17 '~,,'-,,_.

ways supported by the supplier of the huge capital investment;
usually a corporation. Clearly this is a very large arrow run-
ning to the inventor from the contractor. C --:a.I. In return,
the contractor gets some inventions, but prob~ly not enough to
furnish an adequate return on his investment. Some years ago,
Dr. D'Ouville of Standard Oil (Indiana) made a study of inventors
in his company and found that of the 1384 patents granted to his
company during a ten year period, five were worth more than all of
the rest put together. I contend that as to those five inventors,
who received no special compensation beyond the flat payment given
to all who disclose inventions within the company, the balance was
not fai~. That is C~ I. I believe that the unfairness should
be corrected,,, and that it can partly be corrected by government
patent policy.

As to the other 1379 inventors whose patents were not worth
much, was the balance fair? I do not know all of the facts, but I
would assume so. C..;:::::::::= I. The contractor gave salaries for 10
years, laboratory facilities, security, pensions and other bene
fits. In return the inventor gave his solutions to the research
problem, whether or not patentable, and provided the basis for
1379 patents. Considering the overall picture of 1384 inventors,
did C~ I? I would argue that it did not, because the incentive
provided by the patent system was absent. Dr. D'Ouville argued
that there was a fair balance or equilibrium because it wouldn't
be fair to pay special compensation to only five of 1384 inven
tors. He contended that all should be treated equally.

The issue is whether we continue to fail to recognize excel
lence, and thus promote mediocrity, or whether we restore the in~

centives to strive for excellence designed into our Constitution.
The Constitution recognizes the need for equal treatment and

our founding fathers were much impressed by the Jeffersonian idea
that "all men are created equal l1

• The love of equality was em
phasized again almost a century after the Declaration of Indepen
dence was proclaimed, when, in 1868, the 14th Amendment was rati~

fied. This amendment requires that no state shall 1I •••deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,lI.

These fundamental beliefs have led to a spate of laws de
signed to prevent discrimination - formerly on race or religion,
but now on sex or age. I applaud these laws. They are the mark
of a civilized society. There is, unfortunately, an unhappy side
effect resulting from our romance with the notion of equality.
This side effect is contrary to the thinking of the founding
fathers and flatly against the independence of beliefs so strongly
stated in the Declaration of Independence and firmly entrenched in
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the minds of the drafters of the Constitution.
This side effect is the tendency to stifle the urge to ex

cel - the urge to be better than anyone else. If one looks at the
world superficially, equality of opportunity means that everyone
has the same chance to get a job; that seniority, not performance,
determines income; that deviations from the normal, conventional
wisdom should not be encouraged because they disturb the equality
of the status quo.

The trade union movement in this country in the last 50 years
has been responsible for this state of affairs to a large extent.
A person holding a union job cannot be rewarded for excellent per
formance because it would upset the established regime by which
all members of the union are compensated on the same equal basis,
usually seniority.

The reality is that our emphasis on equality has resulted in
celebrating mediocrity. What possible incentives are there for a
~~,on member to eXc:~l~"t()c10,more 1:1li;irl: :tJ:l~,,;P:t:E!.sC:J:i,J;>~q duties aa
signed to him? Fortunately for our nation, Americans have a lot
of other qualities that propel them forward beyond the present
mediocrity. These qualities may be derived from pride of self,
pride of family, pride of country, or other self-propelling incen
tives that make some strive harder and achieve more than others.
Some people call it the Puritan Ethic, although I've observed it
strongly in some Chinese friends, in Jewish friends, and in many
others who are not Puritan descendants.

The founding fathers in creating our Constitution borrowed
an idea that had been used to good effect in Great Britain. In
fact, it was a Renaissance idea born in Italy, but accepted
throughout most of Europe. The idea was to reward the creation of
new inventions by granting exclusive rights to the inventions for
limited times. The theory was to provide an economic incentive to
inventors to come forward and disclose an invention.

But what of equality before the law, you say? The framers
the Constitution would reply that equality· meant equaloppor

tunity to run the race on fair terms, but excellence of perfor
mance evidenced by winning the race is to be encouraged. Indivi
dual effort is the key to reward, not organizational advantages
like tax incentives or monopolies.

The incentive for a reward as drafted in the Constitution
goes to the inventor, not his sponsor, employer, banker or spouse.
It is the inventor who is to be encouraged, not the investor of
mere money. Money cannot buy inventions, which do not exist until
created. Individual people must create tllem. I believe that the
patent clause in an employment agreement is a strong inducement
to invent, not a disincentive.

An incentive, by definition, is an inducement to action. If
;\:,hl;!, ",e.mp;l,.g.ygg,Jl,a,s..,l)Q.th.ing""more"",than",a",salary."-.-,-,which"he""wil'l,,,,·.-get'

~~:·r.:":·:::::iii~~~,?;:-",-Jil3ooc"";HJ{.§P:!r'§'i,,P;~~,,j,g,§.,1;,.;,"R~~,~Q.~"",tJ1~;"!r~es.e.arch,,,assigned,,',oto,~him>i~=C:-'~~;'"'
..~ ~ then what is the inducement to create something which is not ob-

vious to one of ordinary skill in the art? Inducement to excel is
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a cornerstone of our Americ~~ heritage, be it Puritan ethic,
Chinese ethic, Jewish ethic, or whatever, If we want to find
imaginative solutions to the pressing problems facing our nation,
we must have incentives. Some people will create without economic

,"mu,~wincenti'Ves:r,~a"",pat-;;"on:;;the;;;:b:ack·;;;bei-ng7:.;su-ff4cienb;:;;for-z::a~;;iong,~:t:ime'.-~.mo,,,",,o",,,;;;;;;i~=TI=

_,However",,,,economic;,,incentive_,,,,,~,,,money,,,_,~",~is",a,·,power,fuT"",force,-",that ,can,,,,,,--,,,,,,,,n
induce the extraordinary creativity that produces inventions. The
founding fathers recognized it and wrote the incentive concept
into the Constitution. Present-day employers have neutralized
this incentive by requiring all inventions to be turned over to
the employer even before they are conceived. It is time to re-
store the incentive to the inventor who is the essential link in
the economic chain of getting new products to the market.

There is nothing sinister in giving money to creators. Our
society does it routinely. Advertising agencies pay "creative"
people much more than chemists. There is also no question. that
-money motivates us to a great extent. Most job changes are moti
vated, at least in part, by more money, rather than by the nature
of·,the work,·for example. The,theoryis-that··more money-will pro
duce higher performance - again a fundamental belief. Therefore,
it is surprising to hear opponents of fair compensation for in
ventors contend that inventors -are not motivated by money. Some
inventors may invent in spite of a lack of compensation beyond
salary, but this is not proof that inventors will not invent more,
or that new inventors will not be induced to invent. Logic and
experience tell us that we do try harder if there is promise ofa
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

The currently pending Thornton Bill (H.R. 8596) includes pro~

visions for incentive awards to inventors employed by the govern
ment. These awards are in relation to the value of the inven
tions. I think this is as it should be, and I believe that all
employed inventors, including those in industry, should be given
extra compensation if they come up with something of extraordinary
economic value. In most cases, this does not happen. Any extra
compensation to inventors is usually a flat amount, say $100,
having nothing to do with the value of the invention. However,
I do not advocate any fixed percentage, because many factors need
to be considered in determining what is fair.

It is in the contractors' self-interest to compensate in
ventors. The incentive system works for management to get bo
nuses; it will work for employed inventors to get extra awards for
important inventions. Too many researchers have a "why bother"
attitude when faced with a new departure from established lines.
They will, of course, do their assigned research as well as they
can, but they sometimes lack the incentive to push hard in new
directions because they see no possible personal benefit coming
from it. Many employed inventors however, perceive that the in
centive provided by the patent system has been assumed by the
employer rather than used to reward the inventor.

We are not getting the return on investment in research and
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development we used to get, nor are we getting the return other
nations get. We should, therefore, restore the balance between
the government, industry and the inventor by looking at the eco
nomic value of inventions and making sure that the inventor gets
extra compensation for inventions of extraordinary economic value.
The government should license its inventions for economic return
according to their values, and contractors should get the incen
tive award of exclusive property rights as a fair balance between
themselves, government and the inventor. It is in the contrac
tor~s interest to align himself with the interests of the inventor
.in dealing with government, since it not an odious ."giveaway" if
the inventor gets a fair share of any economic return.

I applaud the effort of the drafters of the Thornton Bill to
reward employed inventors of the government. It sets forth a
fair assessment of the rights and duties of employer and employee.
In fact, the Thornton Bill sets forth rules much like the common
law. I,.would.,11ke .eo- aeec-chf.e -sort",'of"fair,"treatInent'for"employed
inventors enforced as a matter of government policy for employees
of contractors, as well as for government employees, just as equal
employment and other policies are. The fact is that most' contrac
tors alter the common law relationship with inventors by contract.
The contract says that the employer will own all future inventions
and the employee is given nothing in return by contract. In fact,
most contracts relating to patent rights are not even signed by
the employer, so only the employee has any obligation. Government
patent policy, such as is provided by the Thornton Bill, can help
lead to more equitable treatment of employed inventors.

Abstract

The forgotten element in the tension between owners and
users of patent rights is the creator of those rights. In this
country, inventors generally assign their rights to their employers
pursuant to a pre-employment agreement; thereafter, the employers
are the owners of the rights and can use them for private gain.
In the public interest of carrying out the Constitutional intent
to reward inventors for disclosing their inventions, redress of
the unfairness of pre-employment assignment agreements is needed.
Surely the exclusivity furnished by patents is 'a needed incentive
for exploitation of inventions. But the appeal of the employer's
case would be greatly enhanced if patents were seen by the
legislature and the public as rewards to inventors rather than
as tools of monopolists. The first step in focusing the incentive
on the inventor is to compensate fairly the creators of econo
mically valuable inventions.

John p. Sutton is in private practice as a patent attorney
in San Francisco. He is admitted to the bar in Virginia and
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California and practices before the United States Patent and
Trademark Office. In addition to his law practice, he is an
author and lecturer on matters relating to the law. He has
been active in various bar associations and has served a term

~~"'"",",""c~'a~p~S':i-d""entT:"of:-;;;;,..t1T~Ga:tj;fcrrniW~P'atentro:-)IiaW'''''A;sso'C±ation7,=';He:~~was~'
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Experiences with Industrial Patent Policy
A Constructive Approach to Long Term Corporate Growth

ARTHUR NOBILE

Organon, Inc., 375 Mt. Pleasant Ave., West Orange, NJ 07052

~hE:!"~~j t=_c:t;_q~,:t,:h.i~_--_paper "namely, industrial .patienti .po.ld.oy. as
perceived by inventors, should concern all scientists, engineers,
and patent representatives.

In recent times we have been experiencing the emergence of
new economic restraints such as raw material shortages, inflation,
and international trade imbalances. We find ourselves- unable to
deal with the problems of this "new economics" with any measure of
success, audit becomes self-evident that the adverse effects of
these negative factors will be most damaging to the national and
international viability of our economyw It should, therefore, be
come increasingly imperative for us to encourage invention through
use of an appropriate patent policyw

The foundation of a patent policy is Lnvent.Lcn, Therefore,
invention well deserves special organizational consideration, such
as use of workable procedures which encourage productivity in in
vention. It is suggested that the corporate patent department be
assigned sole responsibility for formulating and executi~g effec
tiveincentive programs, with full authority torecbgnlzeiriven~

tions through appropriate and meaningful awards a One important
first step in establishing such a formula must be to separate in
vention into two separate categories, basic and developmental a

These categories should be stated in the employee job descrip
tions. Scope and performance of the invention should be specified
for each category a In addition to merit recognition, provision
for adequate compensation should be specified in each job descrip
tion to assure inventors and other employees that incentive con
tributions are essential for corporate growth.

with reference to young scientists and engineers with novel
ideas, the patent department could arrange for these embryo inven
tors to be assigne~ tempor,ail~ ,~~,~",I1;~,~~ci~~;;,s~:r:~+,?:~"",~::,(),~l?,'"

''-';;';"'':i",-""",wh~..>~.••~.~.es'·-~~nh:Ye~'.'.Wth"i'el:-:nbve~e··nent.o~~~ernaggea.gde~'·:'dt~'i":Pn·'~J:j~:·~s'o;:;eee,~~s:"re"~:a'=r~dc'·Ii~~ll·~~a:~s:~~:an;:':~::~:n;~~a'''~~v';";:;;:~::::~~:~~:
~::='i~;'"':::'-f.':''''%'\'~*,,'''''' " ""..... "'~';L ,,",' 'el ........ ... -'- ..........

dualistic attitude, he should be assigned to an informal work
area. The developmental inventor, on the other hand, must plan
and organize in an established area of research, and his approach

0-8412-0454-3/78/47-081-156$05.00/0
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to problem solving requires team effort. Thus L~e inventor in
basic research should be assigned to a "special services group II

under the direct responsibility of a vice president in a large
company or the president in a small to medium-size company.

::=.;c;;:-:':;'-';;:-"";;:",,,-cc,To::;,;provide,;:.oan=l;d,stor±cao1c.::o;perspect,±-ve",_"_,1:ebMls:;c;exami-ne:-:;:bri-e_f~lY;?,""_c_-<",,,_,,~m

,- ,o---,'.some----of·'.,our,'-'past·,·,industr·ia-l'---experiences-,.,as..-ne Lataed-otio-..-,_producti-:v:,i,ty.;,
in invention. In this context we might ask how to encourage pro
ductivity in invention for the benefit of t~e inventor, the in
dustry and the economy. Some indication of past performance of
industrial productivity has been published in an article, "Tech
nological Innovation: Its Environment and Management" (l). Sev"";
eral studies by academic economists are reported in lIinvention
sources in the 20th centarry'",

Professor John Jewkes showed that, out of 61 important in
ventions of the 20th century, over half stemmed from. independent
inventors or small firms (2).

Professor Daniel Hamberg of the University of Maryland
studied major inventions made during the decade 1946-55 and found
that over two---thirds--resulted from-the-work--of·independent·inven
tors and small companies (3). He also studied 13 majorinnova
tions in the American steel industry; four came from inventions
made at European companies, seven from independent inventors and
none from inventions made at American steel companies (~.>.

Professor Merton Peck of Harvard University studied 149 in~

ventions in aluminum,welding, aluminum fabricating techniques and
aluminum finishing. Major producers accounted for only one of
seven important inventions (~).

Professor John Enos of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology studied seven major inventions in refining and cracking of
petroleum and all seven were made by independent inventors. The
contributions of large companies were largely in the area of im·
provement inventions (6)e

These studies are-consistent in indicating that independent
inventors and small firms are responsible for·a remarkable per
centage of the important inventions and innovations of the 20th
century, a much larger percentage than the investment made by
these sources would suggest. An underlying thought in these
studies prompts one to ask: Why should not the larger organiza
tion encourage invention through providing the identical environ
ments and freedoms which prove so productive to individuals and
small organizations?

Still another aspect of the demonstrated individual (and
small firm) inventive productivity ~arrants notice: Are not the
large organizations "losing some good bets ll by ignoring, or de
liberately shutting themselves off from valuable pools of inven
tive talent? The typical "not invented here" corporate philoso
phy is clearly retrograde, and the typical corporate "Submf.ae.Ion
of Invention" agreement is so heavily encrusted in one-sided con;"
ditions that most submissions are summarily stiflede A simple
standard form with a minuroum of redundant "legalese" which pro-
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tects both parties is long overdue. Such a modification to cor
porate philosophy would benefit both the independent outside in
ventor and any organization requiring an inflow of potentially
profitable new product lines.

What conc.Luef.ona can we draw about the present level of in
ventive productivity in industry? In an article in the Wall
Street Journal, October 17, 1977, a continued diversion of funding
away from basic and applied research toward product development
was reported. In this article, headlined "Many Concerns Stress
Product Development and Reduce Research ll

, it was noted that, liThe
R is slipping away from R&D and many scientists and foreign trade
specialists figure that spells trouble. They discern an ominous
change in the nation's scientific posturee Industry is curbing
slow pay-off basic research aimed at finding new products and in
stead is favoring hard nosed, quick pay~off development of exist
ing technologye If this trend continues, the United States could
event.uaj.Ly-doee -it.s-cet.enddnq-e.s both: the . world 's"Iilbs't---iiiri6va:tive
country and biggest exporter of high technology qoode;"

Comments expressed in this article by leading directors of
research and economists give some indication of the present gen
eral attitude about research and point up the need to encourage
productivity in inventione For example, N.B. Hannay of Bell Tele
phone Laboratories commented, III don't hear many of my industrial
contemporaries talking about exciting new major discoveries they
think will shake the world ll ; and T.A e Vanderslice of General Elec
tric stated, lIThere are trends that, unless corrected, could lead
to a maturing crisis"e

R.E e Heckert of Du Pont commented, "Who is going to develop
expensive coal processing when natural gas is selling at half its
real market price?1I With gas prices held down by Federal regula
tions, Mre Heckert stated that industry is concerned about "wheth
er it could even get a buyer for any higher-priced synthetic
fuels. TI Du Pont has deemphasized making substantial investment in
what it considers "new adventures ll , and is channelling available
funds into "improvements to existing businesses"e According to
Heckert, "this new policy means much lower risks and much higher
rewards e In a way, the company has given up looking for another
nylon or dacron. Du Pont isn't searching for more extensions of
plastics and synthetics because there aren't any simple combina
tions left. There are only so many ways you can mix around basic
molecules .."

A Raytheon spokesman was blunt about it with the comment:
"Very definitely we have gotten away from long-term general re
search; all the research we are doing now is applied research with
well-defined goals, better focus on business objectives, and a
prolllise,_C:~ ~,Ci¥:~<:iS~ ~~!-~~_J?:_,,,~:t:'~_~~_9~,~!~,__l?~_:;-,;9g:P~",,t,:i,m~,.'~

.·:·..A~an ·,~Z:,~·e?~~~ __; '_:,~~~_~;r ,_~~f~~,~:: __?t,,_,_~,h~_,,_R!;~,8J"g_@,H,t,~_"~"",Gg~.9,t.]./",~",,~"~"\~~
~;~'·~:"""=~";;"5'f:i"Ecbn6mlc"Aav.:rsors··~ sfafecE~·"·'j'D"urcing ·-'p~ric;ds" ·of- uncer"tainty, com-

panies aren't in any mood for high risks. Uncertainty is plaguing
the investment community and 'is more pervasive than it was a
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decade ago. Under these circumstances, i.t is no wonder this coun
try hasn't done much research into synthetic fuels, the pay-off is
too far down the road. 11

George Gels of Arthur D. Little, Inc., suggests there is a
;;;;=~=deeIfer::-"pf'b}jlem':c;;cu:rndustx'Y',-;,;;cjJ'f;7the=lofig=run,::aoesc:c;nof"f:efaJ:Iy"";:OeYfeve'""'''C'''''=-=

--that fuel'----'is--going--to-',.be"'lnuch--'more":--expensive-'o'or "';scarce-~,'I:-,,,--,,,-,,;,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,-

Conclusions drawn by leading executives and economists are
that the new fast pay-off approach to R&D can be attributed to the
high rate of inflation, shortage of capital, sharp competition
here and abroad for existing high technology and uncertainty about
federal regulations and policies.

In the judgment of this author, it appears that the produc~

tivity of invention sources has been overlooked since basic and
applied research today has been reduced to "improvements for ex
isting businesses".

A commonly accepted definition of a basic invention, well
expressed by Edwin Land, is that "it must be startling, unex
pected, and come to a world that isn't prepared for it". This
definition is in sharp contrast toa developmental invention
wherein invention results from a planned and organized effort. It
is suggested that industrial patent policies recognize and estab
lish invention categories using these definitions for the encour
agement of productiVity in invention.

Some years ago, while working in a laboratory, I became in
terested in the incomplete enzymatic oxidation of steroids a This
was an intriguing idea, since, up to that time, steroid oxidations
had been, for the most part, chemical oxidations. I began to
search for a suitable enzyme system; the first compound I suc
ceeded in oxidizing by this method was an androstene compound.
The structure of the oxidation product was confirmed by chroma
tographic, colorimetric and similar test procedures.

Sometime during the mid-forties, prior to my initial obser
vations on,incomplete oxidations, several workers at Merck devel
oped a 'chemical method for manufacture of cortisone from desoxy
cholic acid. Their work was supported by Kendall, co-discoverer
of cortisone, and his co-workers. In the late forties, very much
aware'of the cumbersome and costly chemical method developed at
Merck, Murray and Peterson of Upjohn discovered and developed
an enzymatic method for II-oxygenation of steroids. This method
significantly contributed to a substantial reduction in process
cost over Merck's chemical method.

In the early fifties, having succeeded in the incomplete en
zymatic oxidation of androstenes, chromatographic evidence was
found in the product mixture of two novel oxidation products of
cortisone and hydrocortisone. Bulk quantities of these novel com
pounds were prepared and tested successfully for animal and human
response as anti-inflammatory agents. These compounds were later
identified as delta-I, 4-pregnadienes and were finally marketed in
1955 as prednisolone and prednisone. In addition to patent claims
covering the products themselves, claims to a method for enzyme
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3.

manufacture and use also were issued (2).
After pregnadiene research became known, the pathway that

corticoid research pursued changed considerably. Basically, in
dustrial research was diverted, from naturalcorticoids to the un
natural pregnadiene structures. Thus, in 1957, Upjohn began mar
keting 6-methyl-pregnadienes (8); in 1958, E.R. Squibb & Sons and
Lederle Laboratories both brought 9-fluoro-16-hydroxy-pregnadienes
to the market (9); and Merck followed with the introduction of 9
fluoro-16-methyl-pregnadienes (10). Later Syntex and several
European companies marketed rnodif~ed pregnadienes.

The discovery of cortisone and the invention of thepregna
dienes were followed by the development of corticoid processes
and pregnadiene modifications, respectively. Developmental in
vention was essential to optimize the clinical efficacy, enhance
the availability and reduce the cost of these new materials. On
the .otihez- h~d, ~,as,~c"_~_~~~o~d",::t":S~~J:,~J1was}gnC?E;cl~,,_,,,~~,te_,cl~~~l3~,
of basic ' steroid research shows the need for a patent policy to
establish organizational responsibilities inclUding workable pro
cedures in order to maintain both basic and developmental re
search to support long-term corporate growth.

As indicated by the history of invention sources, "the pre
pared mind II is most productive when functioning in an atmosphere
of freedom from established thought and with freedom ,to communi
cate with others.

Abstract

To improve long-term corporate growth, a distinction should
be made between the basic and the developmental inventor. The
basic inventor must be provided with an informal research work
area, whereas the developmental inventor should be provided with
a "team"environment. Both types of inventors should receive
compensation commensurate with their contributions. Theestab~

lishment of these two inventor categories could give more balanced
stimulation to different research attitudes, and, in return, an
understanding of these two basic approaches would encourage both
types of inventors to contribute towards long-term corporate
growth. Examples are presented indicating that many inventions
come from outside major companies, particularly from independent
inventors and small firms, thus showing a need to improve the
output of inventors in industry.
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COMMENT: In industry, ide~~ar,e,,,nUIne,::f:),~~'",,~u!: ,:~:,_,~~",In~I'l:d
-the-real'inventor'is,the"'promoter z:"theper'son who'drives and" ,
sells. While this person does not get his name on a patent, his
creativity is real1~ greater than the person who dreams up a
concept. If we reward the inventor,as under the German law, we
should also reward the promoter.

RESPONSE BY MR. SUTTON: The man who sells is very, very
important, but he does have to have something to sell. In ad
dition, ownership of a proprietary right is also necessary to
obtain success. Therefore, it seems necessary to me that the
value of inventions which lead to proprietary rights I such as a
patent, should be shared with the creators of such inventions.
The sharing should not be on an arbitrarily fixed percentage
basis, but should be determined only after evaluating all of
the factors that ought to be considered. In my opinion, this is
not now being done in an adequate fashion.

COMMENT: I find it hard to understand what Mr. Sutton
means by' compensation.. In the past research managements have
been preoccupied with dual - track award systems - administrative
and scientific. In my experience, very few inventors who have
made -major inventive contributions have not been rewarded in
terms of upgraded status, salary increases and recognition as
senior scientists. These are rewards based on the value of the
inventors' contributions.

RESPONSE: I agree that these means for rewarding creative
people exist, but, in my experience, many inventors are not so
rewarded. While it is in his enlightened self-interest for an
~~pl_o~~r"t~._,~ew~<1_ ~}~C~"~~.p}~¥:~_~-,,~c,!,_,,5H!~L~~1}!;L.,;_~,,,,_~l~~LJf~2,,_:_~g_~J,9_g,n_"_V __'

~:~:::\::::~~:~~~~~~;~~~::~:~~~~~~'ft~~~e*Iv~~~~~~:~:JNf~~~~~1~IT;nRh"~.,~~~~,~&~=~~
give them a hard time and a run-around. The reality is that
most inventors do not get any kind of direct recognition for
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inventions. The majority get a token payment or nothing at all.
It is the large, well-run corporations that are the exceptions,
that do reward their inventors, mostly in the indirect ways you
mention.

·"S';~=~:::;C;="';·O·-:C:""=,-;,~.'~.,_-C:;:;;;',-;;c,;~=c:7="'~"';;-,=:;""""= :;-;:_;",:=_~= x=~=· ",=::_ ::::;;,=,";:,;O:;;,;'~.'::::=,'==:;;C, ,__~:,' ,__,,_._.,.... '~"_" ,,'_"""_"~===':C;=="'~=

COMMENT:, Yo.use_em"tP,.;me:,_to:,,,haYl;!.,,,t_oq,,,na~row,_.a .view. .Qf_",_,th~,.

creative process and who the creative people are. Creativity
can be dampened, but a truly creative person will create one
way-'or anotihez , If not pennitted to do so on the job, he will
find an outlet outside. It is not so much·a matter of money as
it is a matter of being stifled by other people or by manage
ment refusing to let a person be creative by demanding that things
be done in traditional ways.

RESPONSE:. I agree that stifling of creativity occurs be-
casue of -management failure, but this would not foreclose re
warding those people who are creative in accordance with the
value of the results of their creativity.

COMMENT: The value of a patent is relatively small when
compared to the additional input that must go into the develop~

metn.of that patent to the marketable stage. This is particul
arly marked in the pharmaceutical industry. I find it difficult
to understand why the inventor of one successfully marketed pro
duct that didn~t quite 'make it to the market should not be com
pensated.

RESPONSE: Difficult judgemental decisions are certainly
necessary. In my opinion, it is not unreasonable for the in
ventor of the marketable product to be rewarded simply because he
is the creator of the product which happens to make the company
a profit.

COMMENT: Representing the point of view of the industrial
research organization, I think one of its problems is that not
as ~any highly creative people exist as has been suggested in the
papers given. Creative peop.Ie cannot be created by promising a
prize. But when they do exist, they have to be nurtured and
there are various ways of showing appreciation. Creative people
do not create because of the prize, but because they are driven
to win. By singling out people who happen to have their names
on patents which happen to become big commercial successes, we
would be destroying within the organization what has been done
to compensate for the lack of a large number of highly creative
people. We try to compensate for this lack by assembling teams
of researchers who work cooperatively together to find and
develop ideas. I think we have to work that way and we don't
want to disturb it, because I don It think we have any alternative.
I do not think tnere is any evidence th~t extra cQmpensation will
increase creativity, nor is there any evidence that our present
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system has caused us to lag in creativity.

PATENT POLICY

COMMENT: Superimposing the reward concept on subjective
emotional, social and political aspects of ownership, which are
themselves overpowering factors, considerably complicates the
problem of inventor compensation.

COMMENT AND OUESTION: The role of the marketing man is
sometimes crucial to the commercial success of a product.
Shouldn't he .be compensated as well?

RESPONSE: Marketing men usually make more money than
research people; it appears that, in the chain from creation to
marketplace, other people know how to take care of themselves
better than do chemists.

COMMENT ,AND· QUESTION: There are'many--factors 'whICh "'c'on';':-"
tribute to the comrnerc±al success of a product. Sometimes com
mercial success is due overwhelmingly to factors other than the
invention itself, such as marketing, or sales skills, to say
nothing of the contribution of the patent lawyer~ If we assume
that the poeple who are in these other areas will seek the same
realtive degree of compensation as inventors, is it equitable to
the other people on the team who contribute a material, in
separable part of the success of the product, and would it not
act as some disincentive to the other members of the team who
aren't compensated, if we were to single out the inventors for
further compensation or rewards?

RESPONSE: All you are telling me is that in determining
the amount and distribution of compensation one has to consider
all these things. If the creator's input isn't worth anything
and an invention wassuccessfullymark~t~d_~~~~useof the skill
of-'a-draftsman of patent claims then obviously the inventor is
not deserving of a great deal. I suggest that all of the factors
have to be considered in determining what'sfairand equitable
in the circumstances.

QUESTION:
contributed a
success under

Then, would you reward the other
material. and inseparable part to the
the same equitable principle?

members who
commercial

ANSWER: Yes, I think that's wise. I concur entirely that
there are many things that go into personnel management. The
care and feeding of all employees is a worthwhile endeavor~ I
sur,ely am:~o_t__ -~_:r~~9' _~~__ ~art1l~_t ., X?uci~_~EEtS.e.;5~~,_,,,§Y~,~~ibQ,dY;i~.else_,,in,; ,,,',~-,,%.;-,.,,,,,,,.,,

:::~::;~.':::~::::~~:;~~-~"~~,:::~~~~~:~~~~;~*~.~~~~~~~~~~~td'~f~~;~~;~,~~;Q-i~Y-{,:=(,o:"'~~~'i~~~~~~~":~
dustrial organizations, but there just isn't anybody looking out
for the inventor's interests. And he is different. The inventor
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is different because he is the sine .~ ~on. There isn't any
thing without him. And if you donlt have something created in
the first place, all of this giant structure is nothing but a
house of cards.
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~:0~-"»V_""-'=;COMME"NT"'~~'-:7-=-~~':""-T1ie~'-'pro15renf:''':t''''':flnd''wlEfi'?Mr~;;O:-:''Sutton'i-s''''--argument''---"--.,,.~--,,:=,;=~

~-"'fgfthat"'tliis-"-dOh6ep€"bf-"Efqtfi'Ey"'i's"''df£ffcU1E""to"""detflne"'Or""to "sus';;"'"
tain. I make the effort to teach my children that as moral in
dividuals they ought to provide equity to others but as re
alistic individuals, they ought not to expect it for themselves,
because the world simply is not constructed that way. If one
carries Mr. Suttonls argument to its logical conclusion, equity
,must be defined in a social sense as what is good for the world.
By this definition, an inventor who invents a hula hoop which
sells like crazy, in my opinion, has- produced something with no
social value. On the other hand an inventor who invents an
esthetic dental filling, in my opinion, has produced something
with enormous social value but with little chance to make much
money. Now I can say one requires equitable sharing of rewards
'aric1the other does not, anc1award one of the i.nve11.1::ors ac
cordingly. Unfortunately, other people may not agree with me.
Therefore, I prefer the free market.

RESPONSE: I think that the free market should be used
to determine the value of an innovation. Whether the hula hoop
turns out to be economically valuable even though. it has no
socially redeeming qualities, or whether a drug or enormous
value has no economic benefit, what happens in the marketplace
should be used to determine fairly and equitably the sharing of
any economic advantage. Moreover, I think that is what the
founders of this country felt and what is called for in the Con
stitution. I would suggest we-should return to this concept.

COMMENT: One hears frequently today that the united
States may not be getting as much for the dollars that it spends
as it should, and that the United States is being out-invented
or out-created by some foreign countries. Are there some ad
ditional incentives that could provide us with a better per
formance than we have at the present time? Among other countries,
including industrialized countries, there has been a rather
uniform trend in the direction of more rather than less leg
islation designed to compensate for inventions. In addition,
from discussions with many people I feel that some of the
strongest supporters for rewarding inventors more have been re
search directors, often ,those who have retired and are freer to
express their opinions. These people have felt that more
effort should be used to try to get more out of their employees.
Commissions and bonuses are commonly used in industry to reward
the person who has done an extra job in order to persuade him
and others to do a better job next year. Perhaps the chief
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concern about extra compensation rewards is the obvious ad
ministrative difficulty of handling such a system, but I'm not
sure that that should stand in the way if rewards of this nature
conceivably might accomplish something worthwhile.

COMMENT: While there are differences of opinion as to
what constitutes fair compensation to inventors, I don't think
there are any outright opponents of the concept. In order to
administer any rewards in a fair and equitable manner, we cannot
reward just the person who has his name on a patent without also
rewarding all other people involved in helping to make a suc
cessful invention a commercial reality. We should not take the
position that the inventor of a successful product should be
rewarded and the inventor of an unsuccessful product should not.

COMMENT: I think we all agree that there should be some
~gll.~_tableX"~\\tClX"~~0X"t:lle:tI1P~tto c:l,prpduc:t that becomes a ,re~
'sounding commercial success. However, the inventor is only one
pin in this whole bit of machinery that leads to successful
commercialization. It is a~gued that all people who make some
input should be equitably rewarded, but the fact is that we
are not yet smart enough to identity and reward equitably
every bit of input into a commercial success. To reward only
the inventor or to attempt to do it in a manner that is inevitably
inequitable can do more than anything that I could imagine to
stifle ~reativity.

COMMENT; Echoing the comment that there may be alternate
solutions for compensating employed inventors, I might point out
that, in my company, inventors whether they are bench chemists
or in management, have a management stock option plan, and quar
terly extra compensation based on profits, in addition to their
s-alaries. One of our most prolific inventors, who has about 20
patents, when asked ,specifically if he would like to becorn-
pensated on the basis of the amount of e~ings on his patents
and, gi¥eu~ his specific p~of~t incentive Or profit payment, said
he would rather take the compensation as he has it now.

RESPONSE: Of course he would. Nobody wants togive up
anything. I suggest that you posed a false premise to him..
The fact of the matter is that there is plenty of money to go
around to provide fair compensation to inventors and still do
business. Certainly it is an increased cost of doing business,
but if such compensation induces further inventions and if it
brings new products to market uilder the patent system, then
profits will increase and the whole cycle should be self-per-

":,>1~g:!;.4at:i.ng_. ,'. '1',Q.o;ic.duae",ft2rther,,;,inventions',·is·;:,a"',desirable""'goal
",~=-"-".-."",-,."-t:Q.;r...,~th~"~,fV;~:.~_g,,:,"tJJ-g,:t-,~-,Q:ught_,,,,,,to,~",be"",continued<."':_0c"W-ith,srega'rd-*,,,to''''re'''''""" ·0".."",,,'j;,~~f:,'='

'''~ferring: to ---the inventor as only one pin in the whole innovative
process, I would suggest that he is the linchpin.
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COMMENT: The compensation plan Mr. Sutton has been out-
lining sounds very much like that specified in the German com
pensation law. As I understand it, the German law is not felt
by people who have been operating under it to be a good law.
Also, under the German law, agreements are made with the in-

7=:::C~€'rit6rg~after"'~ti1Er'~iIfv~frEr6ff§'~'fi~VEr'lfEreIiw,"'itt'adif"':aiia:':"piitenf~oap';;:::'~'"""-'"

"plf6at16hs'have'l5eefC'fUed"'ih"tlie'pateht'1:iffice';"'Uhder"tIie' "
terms of the agreements the inventors settle for a fixed amount
of reward, but, while usually more than $100, these are not big
amounts.

RESPONSE: The administrative difficulty is conceded; it
is the only real objection to the whole program. The way to
get around this problem is to deal only with the very few in
ventions which are commercially successful, ignoring the many
inventions which are not.

RESPONSE FROM A GERMAN PATENT PRACTIONER: It is true
that the administration of the law is difficult, but administra
tlve'problellls' 'can 'be"'solved. The"foririula in 'the German' law' 'is
quite complicated. The formula is rarely used by the companies
in the first instance because it is so complicated, but it is
used in those cases not easily resolved which may be headed for
arbitration court. Then the formula is used, because it cokes
care of the many aspects which have to be considered. One 9an
not say that the German law is unworkable. For day-to-day ap-- ,.
plication companies use a simplified formula which can be
handled more easily. But one should not forget that there are
two kinds of inventors, those who really contributed something
valuable, and those who think they did, but did not. In this
aspect, the law is very valuable because it provides a formula
to bring reality into the picture so that rewards can be given
only to those who deserve them.

COMMENT: To compensate the large number of people in a
research organization who might be involved in making an inven
tion successful, a certain amount of money must be set aside
as a reserve for paymenu at a later date when success has been
established. The later date may be 15 or 20 years from the
date the invention was made. By that time some of the people
involved may be long gone or even dead. So who gets the re
wards? I just don lt see how this couls work - certainly not
in the type of business my company is in.

RECEIVED June 20, 1978.

'_,_,oc,wm~o_~"
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